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Happy New Year

2018

haPPy hOliDays frOM sylMar
Pictured above are the very surprised Carriers at the Sylmar station. Look closely and you will see 
National President Fred Rolando (center dressed in black) posing with the Carriers when he made a 
special surprise station visit just before Christmas. It made for a very joyous morning on the day that 
the employees at the station were having their holiday party.
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New Year, New Term
By Ray Hill, President

Iwould like to wish a happy new year to all of you and 
your families. hopefully you were able to enjoy the holidays 
in spite of the enormous volume of parcels you delivered  
during the past couple of months. i would also like to thank 

the membership of branch 2902 for electing me and our cur-
rent leadership team to another three-year term, albeit by  
acclamation. We did have an election for the five Branch Trustee 
positions and we also had an election to determine our paid 
delegates to the 2018 national convention. the results of those 
two elections are published in this issue of the Mail Bag News.  
i would like to thank the following branch 2902 members for  
taking time to help with the elections: laura rowe, debbie 
Riggs, Alex Lopez, Paul Drapkin, Lisje Limpo, Jeff Ross and 
especially sue degenhardt. sue went way above and beyond 
to help with the tedious work of placing labels and stamps on 
the envelopes and return envelopes that were mailed to the 
membership, as well as helping with the counting of the ballots. 
thanks to all of you who helped with the election!

fires
both northern and southern california have been  

devastated by wildfires in the past three months. In October, 
a hellacious wildfire in Northern California claimed the lives of 
at least 42 people and destroyed nearly 10,000 structures.  
NALC Santa Rosa Branch 183 suffered greatly, with 12 of  
their members losing their homes and their possessions in the 
fires that seemingly consumed everything in their paths. 

On December 4th, several wildfires started burning here 
in Southern California, with much of the fire area lying within 
Branch 2902’s boundaries. Branch 2902 offices affected by  
the fires include Sylmar/San Fernando, Santa Paula, Fillmore, 
Ojai and Ventura. Many of our other offices were affected due 
to the smoke, ash and overall poor air quality. for a complete 
report on the fires, please read Paul Drapkin’s article in this issue 
of the Mail Bag News on page 4.

President rolando Visits sylmar station
on saturday december 16th, nAlc President fred rolando 

visited the Sylmar Post Office. I was told on December 14th 
that President Rolando wanted to visit one of the local offices 
affected by the wildfires and Regional Administrative Assistant 
(RAA) Calvin Brookins chose the Sylmar Office for him to visit. 

the sylmar carriers have endured some painful and stressful 
times in the past six months, first with the death of fellow car-

rier Joaquin Planells in July, and then with the recent fires. They  
are a great group of carriers and i’m glad President fred  
rolando was able to brighten their day and boost their morale 
by visiting their office. Thanks to Fred, our National Business 
Agent bryant Almario and regional Assistants calvin brookins 
and Jeff Frazee for taking time out of their busy schedules to 
visit the Sylmar office on a Saturday morning. Thanks also to 
our eVP Paul drapkin for accompanying them to the sylmar 
Office in my absence due to illness.

term ending report
in accordance with the nAlc constitution for the  

government of subordinate and federal branches,  
specifically Article 6 “Duties of Officers, President,” I respectfully 
submit the following term ending report for the just concluded 
2015, 2016 and 2017 term.

President emeritus frank salazar presided over branch 
2902 as President for the majority of the past three-year term, 
from january 2015 until he retired at the end of April, 2017. 
As he had done since becoming branch 2902 President back 
in january of 2006, frank did an outstanding job represent-
ing and overseeing the branch for the majority of the past  
three-year term. i served as President from may 1, 2017 through 
the remainder of 2017.

frank was responsible for most of the successes of the 
branch for the past three years and he helped make my  
transition from executive Vice President to President relatively 
painless. over the past eight months i’ve discovered that the 
job of President isn’t as easy as frank made it look but i am 
proud to say that the branch has continued to thrive, even 
in frank’s absence. Paul drapkin took over my job as eVP 
when i became President and i must say that i have been very  
impressed with Paul’s work ethic as branch 2902’s newest  
full-time officer. Paul has handled every task assigned to him 
with no problems or complaints and he is doing an excellent job 
as our eVP. sue degenhardt retired as our recording secretary 
in june of 2016 and laura rowe took over for her at that time. 
sue did an outstanding job during her time here at the branch 
and laura has likewise done outstanding work since taking over 
sue’s job. thanks to both of them as well. greg gaddis has also 
been an invaluable asset to the branch during the three days 
per week that he works for us, handling a sizeable grievance 
workload crammed into those three days.
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finances
To say Frank was a fiscally responsible President is an  

extreme understatement; frank was extremely prudent in the 
allocation and expenditure of branch funds throughout his  
Presidency. I have continued to exercise fiscal responsibility in 
the expenditure of branch funds and am pleased to report that 
the Branch continues to operate in excellent financial condition, 
we have continued to avoid debt and we have maintained a 
contingency fund in excess of $397,361.

our financial secretary treasurer, dan gorman, has  
continued to do an outstanding job in keeping the books and 
preparing and finalizing workable budgets to keep the Branch 
financially strong. Like Frank, Dan makes his job look easy 
and the branch is really fortunate to have him as our financial  
secretary treasurer for at least another three-year term.  

currently, branch 2902 has a total active membership of 
1,331 members with 1,301 of them paying dues. branch 2902 
does not bill members for dues while they are off work in Leave 
without Pay (LWOP) status. It is difficult to keep up on the  
membership numbers of active carriers due to the fluctuations  
with regards to the hiring, firing and resignations of our City 
carrier Assistants (ccAs). sometimes ccAs quit so fast their 
membership paperwork doesn’t even have a chance to be  
processed. branch 2902 currently has 427 retired members 
and I have no doubt that this number will definitely rise as our 
membership continues to age and grow increasingly tired of the 
daily grind involved in working at the usPs.

Organization
At the california state Association of letter carriers (csAlc) 

convention this past may, branch 2902 was presented with a 
plague from our national business Agent, bryant Almario, for 
being 96.2% organized. considering the fact that nAlc is an 
open shop, that is a really impressive number. of course our goal 
is, and always will be, 100% membership and we will continue 
to pursue that goal. The Stewards and Officers of the Branch 
must ensure that we all make an effort to educate the non-
members and the new employees about the benefits of Union 
membership. i am pleased to report that recently we have had 
some long-time non-members join nAlc. to all of them, as well 
as to all of the new hire members, i say welcome aboard. we 
are pleased to have you in our membership. As of this writing 
Branch 2902 is “officially” 95.34% organized. I truly believe we 
are at least 96% organized at this time, but, as written above, 
it is difficult to keep up on the membership numbers due to the 
fluctuations with regards to the hiring, firing and resignations of 
our ccAs.  

charity and the Golden rule
Branch 2902 continues to support the official charity of 

nAlc, the muscular dystrophy Association (mdA). our branch 
holds an annual MDA Bowl-A-Thon, usually on the first Sunday 
in november. thanks to our mdA coordinator, sandy dearborn, 

for her ongoing efforts in raising money for the MDA.
branch 2902 continues to be actively involved in the  

annual letter carrier food drive. in the just concluded three-
year term, our branch collected a whopping 1,410,779 pounds 
of food that was distributed to local charities and food banks 
from studio city to ojai. that’s 1 million, four hundred ten thou-
sand and seven hundred seventy nine pounds of food collected 
by branch 2902 carriers over the past three years. great job!

in addition, branch 2902 has raised funds for the csAlc 
saxsenmeir scholarship fund and we continue to support the 
special olympics and the los Angeles county federation of 
labor turkey and toys campaign. branch 2902 also made a 
recent donation to the Santa Rosa Wildfire Relief fund.

legislation
during the past three-year term, branch 2902 has been  

actively involved in the political arena and we have done phone 
banking here at the union hall in support of julia brownley, our 
representative in congressional district 26. branch 2902 re-
tired members, ernestine hernandez and david hyman remain  
actively involved in legislative matters, even in their retirement.

david hyman and branch 2902 retiree, bob golden, worked 
for nAlc during the 2016 election cycle.

three of the congressional candidates currently seeking 
election in congressional district 25 addressed the branch 
2902 membership during recent branch meetings. these  
candidates were incumbent steve knight, candidate katie hill 
and candidate bryan caforio. After hearing from these three 
candidates, branch 2902 voted at our november meeting to 
officially endorse Bryan Caforio. We feel that Bryan Caforio is 
the candidate who will best support the issues important to our 
membership, both active and retired.

We have a lot of work to do in our on-going effort to  
educate our membership regarding the importance of donating 
to the letter carriers Political fund (lcPf). our lcPf coordina-
tor, james Perryman, is doing an outstanding job trying to get 
the membership to buy in to the importance of the lcPf with 
regards to job security. currently, we have 5.16% of our total 
membership contributing to the lcPf, which is not enough to 
ensure protection of our wages and benefits from the whims 
of the politicians. i understand that many of our members are 
of the opinion that because they are paying dues to the union 
they should not have to contribute to the lcPf. however, it 
is illegal for nAlc to use dues money to donate to politicians 
and that is why voluntary donations to the lcPf are so impor-
tant. many of us have become complacent and think that our 
wages and benefits, including our Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) and  
Retirement benefits, are etched in stone and completely  
untouchable. nothing could be farther from the truth. As frank 
always preached throughout his years as our President, every-
thing we currently have can all be taken away through the stroke 

continued on page 9
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Happy new year! i hope all of you had a great holiday 
no matter how you celebrate. if you were with family 
and or friends, 
then let’s hope 

that they all stay happy 
and healthy. if you were 
alone through no choice 
of your own, then i hope 
that next year circum-
stances will be much 
better and you will have 
much happier times. 

when i wrote this  
article, much of Ventura  
County was on fire. 
Parts of los Angeles 
county were also on 
fire. Several of the Post 
Offices that our branch 
covers, including Ven-
tura, santa Paula, 
ojai, fillmore and the 
San Fernando/Sylmar 
area have been greatly  
affected by these dev-
astating fires. Several 
others such as oak 
View, carpinteria and 
montecito that are 
not in our branch or 
that are only serviced 
by rural routes have 
also been affected or 
did not have any abil-
ity to deliver the mail. 
several of our carriers 
had to evacuate their homes when flames and smoke  
approached dangerous conditions and authorities or common  
sense made it clear that it was time to go. in Ventura, san-
ta Paula and ojai several carriers were overcome by smoke  
and/or the particulate matter in the air caused by the fire and ei-

ther had to leave work or were unable to go on the street to de-
liver any mail. As of the writing of this article, there was at least 

four days’ worth of mail 
at the ojai P.o. that had 
not been delivered.

As of this writing, 
the Thomas fire, which 
started on the evening  
of december 4th, had 
burned more than 
275,000 acres and is 
now contained. in the 
end, it turned out that 
the Thomas fire is now 
considered the largest 
wildfire in the state’s 
history. The Creek fire in 
the Sylmar/Lake View 
Terrace/Little Tujunga 
canyon area, which  
as of this writing is con-
tained or completely out 
but has burned more 
than 15,000 acres, al-
beit, most of that being 
in the Angeles national 
forest, however, many 
homes were lost. it was 
reported to me that 
two Postal service em-
ployees have lost their 
homes. 

overall, the Post  
Office officials, name-
ly mPoo russ Par-
tee, who i was in 

contact with on a daily basis during the time of the fires was 
very cooperative by keeping the union hall informed of 
the health and safety of the carriers, the conditions in each  
of the cities affected and the status of mail delivery, or lack 
thereof in each of the cities affected. He was very apprecia-

Delivery Under Fire
By Paul Drapkin, Executive Vice President

Pictured above is a dramatic photo taken from the back dock of the  
Ojai P.O. during the week the Thomas fire raged through the area.  
Notice how the Carriers continue to prepare the mail even in the face 
of the oncoming threat.
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tive of the manner in which the carriers continued to persevere 
in an attempt to make as many of the deliveries as possible, 
even at times when it was questionable as to whether or not 
they should be out making deliveries. he indicated to me that 
there were a few instances in which management literally had to  
instruct Carriers that they must return to the office as conditions 
were such that they should not be out delivering, sometimes to 
the chagrin of the carrier involved. i was also assured that the 
proper n-95 masks were available for any and all to wear.

we never received any calls from anyone indicating that 
management was placing pressure on them to go out and  
deliver mail when the air quality conditions were unhealthy 
or the fire was a danger. I have had many people ask me “at  
what point is it considered too unhealthy to be out delivering 
mail?” My answer was, and will continue to be, it doesn’t matter 
what any official agency may state as to what the air quality is. 
If your health is directly affected by the air quality that wildfires 
create, then you must make the judgement for yourself as to 
when you are placing yourself in danger or an unsafe condition. 
it is not unreasonable to let management know that you are 
so affected by the conditions that you are working in that you 
must remove yourself from the hazard and go home or even 
seek medical attention if required. no supervisor, manager or  
Postmaster can order you to work in conditions that are  
considered to be unsafe. we have a job that exposes us to 
the elements that mother nature throws at us. we work in the 
freezing cold of minnesota winters and the boiling temperatures 
of southern california summers. working in adverse conditions 
is nothing new to letter carriers. however, placing yourself 
in danger in an unexpected situation like a wildfire and all the  
hazardous conditions that arise from that, is not a requirement 
of working for the Postal service. i realize that many of you will 

say that the freezing cold of minnesota or the boiling summers in 
southern california are extreme conditions. while there is some 
merit to that argument, the fact is that we sign up for those 
extreme conditions as soon as we begin employment with the 
usPs as letter carriers. carrying mail while in the midst of a 
wildfire or breathing unhealthy air resulting from wildfires is not 
something we sign up for.

the vast majority of carriers continued to show up at work 
and get the mail delivered. it’s just our nature to get the job 
done. in some places like ojai, santa Paula or Ventura, where 
the conditions were unsafe or where the authorities simply  
did not allow access, delivery of the mail was suspended.  
As important as getting the mail delivered is, it is never worth 
risking our health and/or personal safety. While the unofficial 
motto of USPS Letter Carriers may be “Neither snow nor rain 
nor heat nor gloom of night stays these couriers from the swift 
completion of their appointed rounds,” delivering mail in the 
middle of a fire or while breathing air that is filled with soot from 
a fire is one of the elements that will stay a Carrier from their 
appointed rounds!

i want to thank all the carriers who continued to perform 
their job in what was clearly considered less than favorable  
conditions during this very difficult time, and especially when it 
came during the peak season of christmas rush. in addition,  
i want to thank our national President, fred rolando for  
making a station visit to the sylmar P.o. during this trying time 
on December 16. The Carriers and even the management staff 
in sylmar really seemed to enjoy this rare opportunity to have 
the national President, and the accompanying national busi-
ness Agent bryant Almario and two of the regional Administra-
tive Assistants, Calvin Brookins and Jeff Frazee, make a station 
visit. the experience really seemed to brighten the morning.

Branch 2902 Election Results 2018-2020 Term
President: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ray hill*

executive Vice President: . . . . . . Paul drapkin*

senior Vice President: . . . . . . . . . james Perryman*

Vice President: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alex lopez*

treasurer: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dan gorman*

rec. secretary: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . laura rowe*

director of retirees:  . . . . . . . . . . beverly sucich*

MBA/NSBA Representative: . . . . chris Alessi*

Health Benefit Officer: . . . . . . . . . joe gutierrez*

Assistant Health Benefit Officer: . mary stanley*

sgt. at Arms:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bob golden*

trustees: (listed by number of votes)

frank salazar - 304

greg gaddis - 250

david hyman - 212

walter williams - 172

louie rodriguez - 169

*elected by acclamation

thank you to Paul drapkin, Alex lopez, lisje limpo,  
Debbie Riggs, Jeff Ross and Susan Degenhardt for  
preparing, opening and/ or counting the ballots. 

election chairperson, laura rowe
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Enforcing the Contract,
It’s What We Do Best

By James Perryman, Senior Vice President 

To accept the role of a nAlc shop steward is an  
honor and privilege. however, the task of being a  
shop steward is not easy. nAlc shop stewards 
represent and defend the interest of letter carriers.  
stewards are nAlc members elected or appointed to 

represent a group of letter carriers. these union activists give 
their time and effort to help Letter Carriers in many ways.

stewards protect the integrity of the collective bargaining 
agreement through contract enforcement and by educating  
members of their rights and benefits under the National  
Agreement. there will be times when stewards have to make 
decisions that some members may not like or agree with, but 
understand that when a steward is protecting the integrity of the 
contract, he or she is protecting the membership as a whole. 
it is important to realize that a steward has the ability to undo 
a wrong or unjust action in the workplace committed against a 
Letter Carrier. This is a benefit that very few jobs have.

the steward is the enforcer of the national Agreement.  
without a steward to police the contract, handbooks and  
manuals at the workplace, a collective bargaining agreement’s 
true value is diminished. by making Postal management follow  
the terms and conditions of the national Agreement, the  
Steward can effectively protect the rights and benefits of  
letter carriers.

when members of the nAlc undermine their shop  
stewards, they are creating a disservice to themselves.  
A member may believe that he or she is capable of  
representing themselves when management violates their  
rights or they may feel the violation is not a big deal.  
however, not utilizing a professionally trained nAlc shop  
Steward to investigate and file a grievance may lead to 
devastation and disaster to that said letter carrier’s career.  
by the time that a letter carrier who represents himself  
realizes that he is in over his head, he may be on his way to 
receiving a notice of removal from the Postal service. in most 
cases that said letter carrier will delay seeking the advice of the 
steward until it is too late.

Although letter carriers have the right to represent  
themselves and file their own grievance, this is highly not  
recommended by the nAlc. letter carriers should always  
seek the advice of the shop steward for representation and 
guidance when they feel their rights are being violated or  
when an issue arises. do not delay seeing the shop steward  
because there are time limits outlined in the national  
Agreement that govern when a grievance or dispute should  
be filed (grievances should be filed within 14 days from the  
date of the incident). 

letter carriers should not trust management to look out  
for their best interest at all times, especially when manage-
ment is taking disciplinary action against them. in fact, in some  
cases, the action that a letter carrier receives will come  
directly from a manager that he or she thinks is trustwor-
thy.  remember, employees who work for the Postal service 
come to work to make money and not friends. that’s not to 
say that you can’t make friends and you won’t make friends 
at work, even if it is a manager. however, when a supervisor is  
given an instruction to issue discipline, more than likely he  
will follow the instruction, even if he has to issue the discipline 
to a friend.  

moreover, i have been involved in representing letter  
carriers who received discipline from managers who they 
thought were their friends. unfortunately, some of the  
carriers who received discipline were terminated because they  
thought they were untouchable and were immune from  
receiving disciplinary action from their (supervisor) friend.  
in some cases the letter carrier waited too late to notify the 
Union to file a grievance and they were stuck with the action 
taken. so do yourself a huge favor. don’t let friendships at  
the workplace distract you from the main reason why you  
decided to work for the Postal service. never undermine  
your shop steward. follow the work rules, work safely, and give 
your best effort.  

Remember, when your rights are being violated, and/or you 
received disciplinary action, even if it comes from a friend, see 
your shop steward immediately. 
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Staying Strong at 3.25%  
for 2018

By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative

Happy new year brothers and sisters. this is a good 
time to start planning for your future. the retirement  
Savings plans offered by the MBA are a very wise  
way to invest your income for your future. All of our 

plans are earning at a rate of 3.25% interest, which will stay 
locked in until december 31, 2018, after that the board of  
trustees will offer a new rate that will be locked in to  
another year. 

The MBA offers three plans under our Retirement Savings 
Plans and our family retirement savings Plans.

1 the traditional irA contributions are all tax deductible 
and the interest earnings and contributions accumulate 
tax free until withdrawal. the maximum contribution under 
the age of 50 is $5,500 per year, and 50 years and older 
is $6,500 per year. The Modified Adjusted Gross Income  
to qualify is $63,000 for single and $101,000 for a  
married couple.

2 the roth irA contributions are not tax deductible but the 
interest earnings and contributions are tax free at time 
of withdrawal as long as you have had the policy for five 
years. and are 59.5 yrs. old. the maximum contribution 
is $5,500 if you’re under 50 years old, and 50 years and 
older is $6,500 per year. The Modified Adjusted Gross  
income to qualify is $120,000 for single and $189,000  
a for married couple. 

3 Non-Qualified Deferred Annuity contributions are not 
tax deductible and the interest earnings are tax free until  
withdrawal. there is no maximum contribution (unlimited) 
and there is no income limit.

All of these mbA Plans are open up to you, your spouse, chil-
dren, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, step children, step- 
grandchildren, and step-great grandchildren who are 18 years 
and older. you can contribute as little as $15.00 per pay period. 
there are four choices for retirement payments every month.

option 1 - full cash refund. Annuity monthly payments as long 
as the payee is alive. The beneficiary will receive the remaining 
payments after the payee’s death.

option 2 - life Annuity. monthly payments as long as the payee 
is alive. no more payments after death.   

option 3 - life Annuity with 10 or 20 year certain. monthly  
payments up to the 10 or 20 years as specified, if payee dies 

during that period of time payments will be paid to the benefi-
ciary for the remainder of the years.

option 4 - joint life Annuity. monthly annuity payments  
during the joint lifetimes of two payees. no more payments  
after deaths.

All monthly Payments are determined by the ages of payees 
when the annuity begins. 

in closing i just want to say thank you for having me  
represent you as the mbA representative for my seventh  
Term in Office. I will do my best to give you all the latest  
information on our products and i will continue to strive to  
get new products for the letter carriers and their families  
by way of getting resolutions Approved by the delegates at the 
national conventions.  

have a great new year ahead, god bless you All and 
see you at the meetings. in solidarity Always. 

Pictured above are Jim Stevens from North Hollywood and 
Bruce Scott from San Fernando. Both of these gentlemen 
were presented with their 50-year gold cards as members 
of the NALC at the November Union Meeting. 
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Changes to the Health Plan
By Joe Gutierrez, Health Benefits Representative

Greetings everyone by the time this article makes the  
Mail Bag News, open season will be over and you  
will have chosen your new health benefits plan, or  
you will have chosen to stay with the same plan you  

already have. As i have said over the many years that i have 
been your Health Benefits Representative, many of you don’t 
bother to compare plans. 

you compare cars, phones, clothing and many other  
products you purchase but not your health plan. this has  
always puzzled me, because you and your family’s health  
are so important. First of all, the NALC Health Benefits Plan 
cost has had a small increase compared to the other plans  
in the fehb network. i know many of you pick a plan based  
on what it offers you. The NALC plan is equal if not better  
than the other plans offered. 

there have been a few changes to the plan this year, so  
i encourage all Plan members to check their brochure  
and read the changes offered this year. I will try to go over  

a few of them: preventive care for depression; high blood  
pressure; tb screening; well woman care, based on current  
recommendations; and preventive care for children’s  
exams and immunizations as described in the bright  
future guidelines. 

there are many changes in the maternity section of the 
plan. Pre-certification is not required if done in a timely manner. 
i encourage everyone expecting a child to review this  
section, as it will save a lot of money and heartache. routine 
sonograms, breastfeeding support for nursing mothers and 
counseling, are all covered in this section – if they have been 
pre-certified – and should be reviewed.

If a newborn requires definitive treatment, the newborn  
is considered a patient in his or her own right and is  
covered under surgical or medical benefits rather than  
maternity benefits. 

over-the-counter low-dose aspirin with a prescription and 
statin preventive medications are now offered at no cost.  
see if you qualify.  

these are just a few of the changes made to the plan.  
the most important thing to remember is any major  
procedure must get prior approval. if you have any doubt,  
call the Plan, me (your hbr) or mary stanley (your Assistant 
hbr.)

Additionally, i want to mention that the nAlc health  
benefits plan became the first health plan in the FEHB  
program to become accredited in the accreditation  
association of ambulatory care. we are also now the third  
largest plan in the fehb network.

in closing, i would like to thank you all for allowing me to  
attend the Health Benefits Seminar. It was very informative  
and as always, i came away better educated about our  
health benefits plan. I also want to thank the membership 
for their continued support of me as tri-Valley branch 2902’s 
Health Benefits Officer by re-electing me by acclimation at the 
november union meeting to another three-year term.

Pictured above is David Nicholson from Pacoima. David 
accepted his retirement watch at the November Union 
Meeting.
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Bowling for MDA Bucks
By Sandy Dearborn, MDA Coordinator

Pictured at right is the crew that showed up early on 
Sunday, November 12th to help bowl for bucks at our  
yearly Bowl-A-Thon event to raise money for MDA. These 
guys raised $550 for a very worthy cause. Thank you for 
your participation and to all of those who sponsored them.

O n november 12th we held our annual muscular  
dystrophy Association bowl-A-thon at the  
brunswick Zone bowling alley in simi Valley. we  
had 14 bowlers and they brought in a total of $550  

for mdA. way to go and i thank all of them for that.
Panera bread of simi Valley donated a variety of bagels,  

and a “Thank You” goes out to David Hyman for bringing the 
cream cheese and donuts that kept everyone going strong.

A good time was had by all and everyone enjoyed their  
morning of bowling for a good cause. thank you all very much.

New Year, New Term
Continued from page 3

of a legislative pen. In the grand scheme of things, five bucks  
a pay period isn’t too much to ask to protect our precious  
benefits and livelihoods.

Grievance activity
letters of warning rescinded 279
letters of warning reduced to review Periods 275
letters of warning denied 0
suspensions rescinded 88
suspensions reduced to letters of 
warning with review Period 77
suspensions reduced in length 105
Number of Suspension Days Recovered/Saved 1,748
suspensions denied 4
removals rescinded or resolved 36
removals reduced to suspensions 18
contract cases resolved 2,298
Contract Cases Denied/Withdrawn  77
carriers removed from restricted sick leave 11
total cash settlements $334,546.75
total overtime hours recovered 4,566.67
total straight-time hours recovered  2,749.04

total Annual leave hours recovered 345.93
total sick leave hours recovered  198.18
total Administrative leave hours Paid  963.38
total Penalty overtime hours recovered 317.12
total continuation of Pay hours recovered 437.42

in order to calculate an approximate dollar amount for 
the grievance settlements for the past three years i used the  
following formula. i calculated the dollar amounts for the  
overtime hours recovered, the annual leave hours recovered, 
the sick leave hours recovered, the administrative leave hours 
recovered and the penalty overtime hours recovered for the 
past three years at the cc1 step n rate.

this equates to $352,924.09. Adding this amount to the 
$334,546.75 of cash settlements received gives us a term  
total of approximately $687,470.84 received for our  
membership from grievance settlements. there are still  
outstanding grievances from 2017 that have yet been paid, so 
this total dollar amount will be higher when all is said and done.

in summation, i feel that the past three-year term was a very 
successful one and I can assure you that the officers of this 
branch will strive to improve conditions for our membership in 
the next three years and beyond. 

until next time, thanks again to all of you for your  
continued support.
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Planning Your Future
By Albert Reyes, San Fernando Shop Steward

W ith the holidays in the review mirror and the  
future ahead, i would like to direct your attention  
to your retirement. yes, i said retirement!  
sounds great doesn’t it? haven’t made any  

new year’s resolutions yet? here’s a great one you can  
keep for the rest of your employment with the Postal service.

the thought that one day you’ll retire is the ultimate goal at 
the Postal service, isn’t it? but very little individual research is 
done, most likely because you may not know how much you’ll 
need to contribute in order for you to retire. some of you may 
not even know where to start or how to contribute.

the tsP is where to start! it’s one of the perks of becoming  
a Postal Employee. It’s far too great of a benefit to pass up,  

especially with that 5% match that the Postal service makes, 
but yet for some, the tsP can lead to stressful uncertainty.

Although you can’t control the uncertainty of your tsP, you 
should not worry. there are some things you can control and 
should be paying attention to. let’s start with how much you 
contribute into to your tsP. is contributing 5% enough to re-
tire comfortably? My guess is you haven’t figured that out yet, 
so you only contribute the minimum to receive the full match.  
investing 5% in your tsP is great, but more than likely you’ll 
need to invest a little more in order to retire at an age of your 
choice with the lifestyle you are hoping for.

you have full control planning your retirement, and you have 
full control over the decisions that will ultimately help you get 
to where you want to be. many are neglecting to plan for one 
of the most significant events in their life. Visit the TSP website 
(tsp.gov) to begin planning for your future today. 

there are many uncertainties in life, but you will retire  
someday. researching and planning for your future is your  
responsibility. find out how much you’re going to need to retire 
and start taking control of your future today! if you haven’t done 
so already download the nAlc app and be safe out there!

Pictured above is Manuel Centeno from Newbury Park. 
Manuel is smiling from ear to ear because he had just been 
presented with his retirement watch from the Union at the 
November Union Meeting.
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Supporting those that are  
Supporting Us 100% of the Time

By David Hyman, Branch 2902 Trustee & Political Liaison

G reetings brothers and sisters. hope you had a 
nice holiday season. there are consequences in 
politics and some of you live in ground zero for  
congressional district 25 represented by  

steve knight. during the last six months, members attending  
branch 2902 union meetings have had the opportunity to  
hear the visions of three folks for this congressional district,  
including congressman knight. bryan caforio and katie hill  
both attended earlier meetings and branch member guy 
nohrenberg, a carrier in simi Valley, was able to get  
congressman steve knight to attend our october meeting to 
defend his record.  

the congressman was elected in 2014 running as a  
candidate supporting our three main bills in washington – a 
six day delivery, door-to-door delivery and delivery standards.   
During his first term, he co-signed  one of our bills six weeks 
before the election of 2016. this past year he was on one of  
our bills in march and recently got on the other two bills  
after attending our october branch meeting, blaming his lack of 
previously signing on our bills as a staff error.  

his voting record on working family issues has been dismal 
but we appreciated his attempt to reach out and his support of 
our two other bills was an unexpected bonus.  

congressman knight voted recently to support the tax  
reform bill (tax scam) proposal to help wealthy billionaires  
and corporations at the expense of working families. there 
will be 13 million less folks covered by the Affordable Care Act 
over the next 10 years, due to passage of this bill. what few 
tax breaks offered in this bill for the middle class will expire in  
eight years, while the rich get their breaks permanently. there 
would be no 1% if it were not for the 99%. the national def-
icit will increase 1.5 trillion to cover these tax breaks for the 
wealthy.  it is because of actions like this on behalf of congress-
man knight that our branch is sticking with the candidate we  
backed two years ago, bryan caforio in the 25th  
congressional district. once again tri-Valley branch 2902  
officially has endorsed Bryan Caforio for Congress in the  
25th congressional district. labor will also back the challenger 
to mr. knight regardless of who it is. this district is one of the 
top districts in California with a strong potential to be flipped to 
a pro worker district. there are eight congressional districts in 
california that went for clinton in 2016 that are being targeted 
for change. 

Politics are local and even if it does not seem like it is, our 
benefits as active or retiree Carriers are at stake as demonstrat-
ed by this new tax reform bill (tax scam). The long-term effects 
of legislation like this could cause funding problems for social 
security, medicare and other services we often take for granted.  
The present Congress would find it easier to make cuts to 
these services rather than remove some of the tax breaks to the 
wealthy that they have just approved. 

As california residents, make sure your voter registration  
is current with a voter registration post card found at libraries  
or the Post Office. If this does not work for you, you can  
register online at: www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voter-registration/. 

At the l.A. county federation of labor’s forum for  
retirees, it was brought to our attention that your city or coun-
ty should have a community center nearby offering services,  
week-day lunches and programs for seniors on limited incomes. 
have your family; friends and Postal customers check this out 
at a nearby community center.

how many shopping days until spring training?
be safe and best wishes in the new year.

Pictured above is newly retired Newbury Park Carrier  
Debbie Riggs as she is presented with her NALC retirement 
watch at the November union meeting.
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Letter Carrier Political Fund
by making a contribution to the letter carrier Political fund, you are doing so voluntarily with the understanding that your 

contribution is not a condition of membership in the national Association of letter carriers or of employment by the Postal 
service, nor is it part of union  dues. you have a right to refuse to contribute without any reprisal. the letter carrier Political 
Fund will use the money it receives to contribute to candidates for federal office and undertake other political spending as 
permitted by law. Your selection shall remain in full force and effect until cancelled. Contributions to the Letter Carrier Political 
fund are not deductible for federal income tax purposes. federal law prohibits the letter carrier Political fund from soliciting 
contributions from individuals who are not NALC members, executive and administrative staff or their families. Any contribu-
tion received from such an individual will be refunded to that contributor. Federal law requires us to use our best efforts to 
collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation and name of employer of individuals whose contributions exceed 
$200 per calendar year. Any guideline amount is merely a suggestion, and an individual is free to contribute more or less than 
the guideline suggests and the union will not favor or disadvantage anyone by reason of the amount of their contribution or 
their decision not to contribute.

retireMent infOrMatiOn & 
PlanninG seMinar

Will be held at the  
JOn Gaunce uniOn hall 

21540 Prairie street #c,  chatsworth, cA  91311

february 25, 2018
10aM - 3:30PM

class will be taught by yoggi riley
Retirement Information Specialist

thrift savings Plan information experts will be on hand  
to answer all your questions regarding the tsP

There will be a very limited number of seats available and reservations are required.  
You must have your name on the list in advance.  No walk-ins will be allowed.

call nAlc tri-Valley branch 2902 union hall to make your reservation.
(818) 700-9615

This class is offered to Union Members only!

attentiOn all “Wanna be” retirees!
(this includes ccAs who intend to  

become part of this club)
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retirees lunch
raffle at 12:30

Where: golden Panda 
 1825 madera. rd. 
 simi Valley

When: thursday,  
 january 18, 2018

time: 11 am to 1 pm

Where: Hometown Buffet 
 fallbrook mall 
 6633 fallbrook Ave. 
 west hills

When: thursday,  
 february 15, 2018

time:  11 am to 1 pm
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branch #2902 Officers shOP steWarD list

PRESIDENT

 

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

 

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

 

VICE PRESIDENT

 

TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY

 

RECORDING SECRETARY

 

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES

 

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE

 

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER

 

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE

 

SGT.-AT-ARMS

 

TRUSTEES:

 

 

 

 

 

WEBMASTER

• Larry Orcutt 

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.  Greg Gaddis  

Chatsworth Chief S.S.  Angel Hale  

Fillmore Chief S.S.  Call Office  

Moorpark Chief S.S.  Lori Stewart  

No. Hollywood Chief S.S.  Louie Rodriguez  

Chandler  Greg Gaddis  

Laurel Canyon  Louie Rodriguez  

Studio City  Greg Gaddis 

Valley Village  Louie Rodriguez  

Northridge Chief S.S.  Onofre Varela  

Porter Ranch  Onofre Varela  

Ojai Chief S.S.  Philip Navarro  

Oxnard Chief S.S.  Johnny Boyd  

 Kathi Albritten  

 Pablo Galvan  

Pacoima Chief S.S.  Lorie Moore  

Reseda Chief S.S.  Jeff Hastert  

San Fernando Chief S.S.  James Perryman  

M.C.A.  James Perryman  

North Hills  Albert Reyes  

Sylmar / Main Office  Martin Diaz  

 Robert Tracy  

Santa Paula S.S.  Marcos Aldrete   

Simi Valley Chief S.S.  Sandra Dearborn  

 Dan Cabrera 

Mt. McCoy Station S.S. Sal Lopez  

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S.  Alex Lopez  

 Walter Williams  

 Mary Stanley  

Newbury Park S.S. Alex Lopez  

Ventura Chief S.S.  Laura Rowe  

East Ventura S.S. Laura Rowe  

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.  Nilo Gatus  

• Ray Hill  

• Paul Drapkin 

• James Perryman 

• Alex Lopez  

• Dan Gorman  

• Laura Rowe  

• Bev Sucich  

• Chris Alessi 

• Joe Gutierrez 

• Mary Stanley  

• Bob Golden 

• Greg Gaddis 

• David Hyman 

• Louie Rodriguez 

• Frank Salazar 

• Walter Williams  
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the Mail baG neWs
nalc branch 2902
21540 PrAirie street, # c
chAtsworth, cA 91311
(818) 700-9615   fAx (818) 700-9755
br2902@sbcglobal.net
www.nalcbranch2902.org

Address Service Requested

non Profit org.
u.s. PostAge

PaiD
Permit no. 41

canoga Park, cA

BEV SUCICH
Will be serving SNACKS at the  

February Union Meeting

Snacks starts at 6 pm

 jAn 18 retiree lunch 11am 
   golden Panda - simi Valley 
   1825 madera rd.

 feb  6 executive board meeting 6pm 
   executive council meeting 7pm

 feb 15 retiree lunch 11am 
   HomeTown Buffet - West Hills

 feb 19 President’s day - holiday

 feb 20 regular branch meeting 7pm 
   union hall - chatsworth 
   Installation of Officers 
   dinner served

 mAr  6 executive board meeting 6pm 
   executive council meeting 7pm

 mAr 11 daylight savings time begins

Calendar of Events

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of Tri-Valley  
branch 2902 (chatsworth, california) of the national  
Association of letter carriers. All opinions expressed are 
those of the individual author(s) and do not necessarily 
reflect the opinions of the NALC or its officers. The Mail 
bag news welcomes articles and letters to the editor;  
however the editorial staff of The Mail Bag News assumes 
complete authority to decide which letters are presented 
for publication. Anonymous articles are not accepted. 
Permission is hereby granted to re-print articles. we  
just ask that you give the author and the publication  
appropriate credit.

attentiOn all Direct  
Dues PayinG retirees!

MeMbershiP Dues are Due
anD Payable, January 1, 2018
Please remit your $24 to the Branch Office:

21540 Prairie street, #c 
chatsworth, cA 91311

Attn: dan gorman 
financial secretary-treasurer



Proudly rePresenting: AgourA, ArletA, cAlAbAsAs, chAtsworth, fillmore, grAnAdA hills, mission hills, moorPArk,  
newbury PArk, north hills, north hollywood, northridge, ojAi, oxnArd, PAcoimA, Port hueneme, resedA, sAn fernAndo,  

sAntA PAulA, simi VAlley, sylmAr, thousAnd oAks, VenturA, westlAke And woodlAnd hills
member: los  Angeles federAtion of lAbor, Afl-cio member: tri-counties centrAl lAbor council, Afl-cio

Volume 60, No. 2 CirCulatioN 2,500 marCh - april 2018

Official PublicatiOn Of tri-Valley branch 2902  
natiOnal assOciatiOn Of letter carriers afl-ciO
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Pictured above are your newly-installed Branch Officers. On the evening of January 16, 2018, National Officer  
Myra Warren, Director of Life Insurance (center, to the left of President Hill) was our special guest at the 
Branch Meeting to perform the swearing in of the officers. Thanks to Myra for coming all the way from National  
Headquarters to help in the celebration.
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Branch Officers Installed
honoring Past achievements-looking forward to the future

By Ray Hill, President

On January 16th we held our Installation of Officers  
dinner at Branch 2902’s Jon Gaunce Union Hall.  
Attending guests included Region 1 RAA Calvin 
Brookins, Branch 4006 President Jill Lemons, our 

Union DRT member Joe McDonough and my old friend and 
casing partner, Palmdale Carrier Dennis Sambolin. Our guest 
of honor was NALC’s Director of Life Insurance, Myra Warren, 
who was sent here by NALC President Fred Rolando to install 
Branch 2902’s officers. I had heard Myra speak at National 
Conventions before but I had never spoken to her until a week 
before our installation dinner when we spoke briefly by phone. 
Myra had called me to ask about hotels in the area and I told 
her about the hotel our National Business Agent’s staff normally 
uses when staying in our area for arbitration hearings. I followed 
up with a call to Myra a few days later to see if she was good 
to go with her travel arrangements and hotel accommodations. 
Myra told me that she was flying into LAX and renting a car so I 
need not worry about transporting her from the airport and then 
back again. That was welcome news because things were fairly 
hectic here at the Union Hall on the day of the Installation and 
getting to LAX from Chatsworth involves a stressful drive on 
the always congested 405 Freeway. Myra did a great job  
installing our officers and afterwards she addressed the mem-
bership regarding some of the proposed legislation currently 
being debated in Congress. Myra also spoke on the importance 
of the membership contributing to the Letter Carriers Political 
Fund (LCPF) so that NALC can support politicians who vote 
favorably on legislation that directly affects our livelihoods.

I would like to thank Myra for making the long trek from  
washington dc to california to attend our installation  
dinner, install the branch officers and speak to the membership 
afterwards. You are welcome here any time you care to visit  
us, Myra.

awards Given
During the Installation I handed out five well-deserved award 

plaques to the following members of branch 2902 as follows:
the Prior service award was presented to recent retiree, 

Debbie Riggs, who was a Branch 2902 Trustee from 2009  
until her retirement in 2017. Debbie was also a Steward in the 
Newberry Park Office and she has always been available to 
help us here at the Union Hall when we need volunteers for 
a variety of tasks, including helping with our branch elections, 

helping with our MDA Poker tournaments and helping with our  
branch dinners.

the lifetime achievement award was presented to  
long-time branch trustee and Steward, Sandy Dearborn. San-
dy has also been available for us at all times, doing anything  
and everything we ask of her to help us here at the Union Hall. 
Although Sandy chose not to run as a trustee this past elec-
tion, she is still our Food Drive coordinator as well as our MDA  
coordinator and remains active in the branch.

the rookie of the year shop steward award was  
presented to Lorie Moore from the Pacoima office. Lorie is  
very enthusiastic and has been doing great work as the new 
Steward in the Pacoima Office since the retirement of Steve 
Dickerson, who was the Steward there for many, many years. 

the steward of the year award was presented to Nilo 
Gatus from the Woodland Hills office. Although he has been  
a steward for a few years, nilo really was thrown into the  
deep end of the pool when he took over as the only stew-
ard in Woodland Hills after the passing of Joe Vedder and with  
Paul Drapkin leaving after his election as a full-time officer of the 
branch. Woodland Hills used to have three stewards, including 
Nilo, but Nilo is now the lone wolf and he has stepped up in fine 
fashion and is doing a fantastic job in a tough office with a ton 
of grievance activity. 

the Past President “award” was presented to President 
Emeritus Frank Salazar for his many years of excellent, devoted 
service to the membership of the branch. Frank was our branch 
President from 2006 until his recent retirement. He was just 
elected to a Trustee position so he will continue to be an active 
participant in branch matters for at least the next three years. 

Mea culpa
After the installation ceremonies were over and I was  

driving home, I realized that in the term ending report that I 
gave to membership in attendance, I had neglected to heap 
some well-deserved praise on two of our branch officers,  
Senior Vice President James Perryman and Director of Retirees,  
Beverly (Bev) Sucich.  In my report I had focused on those  
of us that work at the union hall and not elsewhere and  
regrettably I failed to mention James and Bev while  
addressing the membership. That was a big mistake on my  
part and although my mistake was unintentional, it was

Continued on page 3
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Continued from page 2
thoughtless nevertheless. As a belated act of contrition, I will 
now write a few words that should have been spoken at the 
installation, rather than written in this article. 

James Perryman does an outstanding job handling  
some of the Informal A grievances and all of the Formal A  
grievances in the San Fernando installation, which greatly  
reduces our grievance workload at the branch office. The  
three other San Fernando Stewards (Martin Diaz, Albert Reyes 
and Rob Tracy) also handle some of the Informal A grievanc-
es there with James handling all of the Formal A Grievances.  
Because James handles all of the Formal A grievances in the 
San Fernando installation, all of their grievances are processed 
in house, on the USPS clock. Therefore, the branch officers  
do not have to worry about any grievance work for  
San Fernando, which is really a great help to us here at the 
Union Hall. James is also our branch LCPF coordinator and  
is doing outstanding work in that capacity as well. 

bev sucich is a special union member and human being 
who is always willing to go above and beyond the call of duty 
and do whatever is asked of her. Bev genuinely cares about 
others and she spends a lot of her own time on the phone  
taking calls from retirees who are constantly calling her about 
a variety of issues affecting them. Bev draws in the crowds  
here at the Union Hall by providing good food to the  
membership at our branch meetings and she also oversees  

our monthly retiree luncheons. On a personal note Bev also 
keeps my son Matthew well stocked with the word search and 
puzzle books he loves so much. 

Thanks to both James and Bev for their dedication to the 
branch. I offer you both my sincere apologies for failing to  
mention your excellent service in my term ending report.  
Mea Culpa. 

cca conversions still being Delayed
The number one question I receive from CCAs while  

conducting station visits within the branch is, “when am  
I going to finally make regular”? During the 2016 NFL season  
I had optimistically told a Woodland Hills CCA that by the  
2017 NFL season he would be able to watch football on  
Sundays because he would no longer be delivering Sunday 
Amazon parcels as a CCA. I made that optimistic remark to 
the CCA because at that time our CCAs were being con-
verted to regular status quite quickly, thanks in large part to a  
wave of baby boomer retirements and the resulting residual 
assignments. Well, between the 2016 and 2017 NFL football 
seasons, the USPS once again began withholding residual  
Letter Carrier assignments and consequently my prediction  
to our Woodland Hills CCA did not come true and he has  
reminded me of that more than once during station visits to  
his office. 

Continued on page 7

Pictured above is our very own MBA/NSBA Representa-
tive, Chris Alessi as he is presented with his 30-year NALC 
Membership Pin.

Pictured above is Sandy Dearborn as President Hill  
presents her with the Lifetime Achievement Award  
recognizing her years of service to the branch.
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I    find it absolutely amazing how much time is spent by  
myself and my fellow Union Stewards just fixing the small 
stuff that is taken for granted on a daily basis. For instance, a 
simple thing like helping someone get paid properly because 

management has failed to input someone for sick leave when 
they called in sick. Or perhaps the opposite, getting someone 
re-credited sick leave when they were charged with sick leave 
but they were actually on annual leave. While I would love to 
write this article and bash management about how they just 
can’t seem to “get it right,” I have to say that sometimes we  
Carriers are our own worst enemy. When someone comes to 
me regarding this type of issue, my first response is “do you 
have a copy of your 3971?” Far and away the vast major-
ity of the time the Carrier tells me “no.” Instead, I usually hear  
something like “I handed to my Supervisor and I never saw it 
after that.” Or “I put it in the box but I did not get a signed copy.” 
Or even more often, “I called the leave request line but I didn’t 
get a confirmation number”, or “I left it on the Supervisors desk 
and they never gave it back to me.”

I am often perplexed by this type of an answer. The most 
important reason that we have this job is to insure that we have 
income to support ourselves and our family. Why would you 
not take the time to insure that income by simply filling out the 
proper form and insuring that you get your Supervisor to sign it 
and request a copy of that signed document? As most of you 
know, the quality of Supervision that is coming down the line is 
of inferior quality. Most of them are so stressed out by whatever 
pressure upper management is placing on them that they are 
not truly concerned about you or your pay. They only want to 
deal with those employees that have perfect clock rings every 
day that they do not have to correct. Adding another task such 
as having to sign a 3971 or inputting leave into their computers 
is something that management has very little concern for.

The handbook F-21 (the Timekeepers Manual) section 333.2 
& 333.3 state:

Application for sick leave is made in writing, in duplicate, on 
Form 3971. Supervisors are responsible for approving or 
disapproving applications for sick leave by signing the Form 
3971, a copy of which is given to the employee. Sick leave 
must be requested on Form 3971 and approved in advance 

by the appropriate supervisor, except for unexpected illness/
injury situations, in which case employees must submit a re-
quest for sick leave on Form 3971 as soon as possible after 
return to duty.
The rules are basically the same for annual leave. The point 

is that the rules for obtaining leave are really simple. In order to 
obtain the leave you MUST fill out a PS Form 3971 and your  
Supervisor is responsible for approving or disapproving the 
leave. It is their job to perform this task. Make them do their job. 
Most of them are lazy and will tell you something like “Oh don’t 
worry about it, I already put you in for your leave.” Don’t buy 
into that nonsense. With the musical chairs that management 
plays with Supervisors coming and going, if you think that they 
are going to own up to their misgivings or even remember about 
having made a mistake with your leave input you have another 
thing coming, mostly the wrong pay, IF you even get paid (don’t 
get me started on the new CCAs that are not paid for the first 
week that they are at the Carrier academy).

If management gives you any flack about being such a stick-
ler for the rules or insists that they don’t have to do what I have 

Getting it Right the First Time
By Paul Drapkin, Executive Vice President

continued on page 6

Pictured above is Director of Retirees Bev Sucich as she 
is sandwiched between retirees Dan Ramirez and Dan 
Perego, both from Simi Valley as they receive their 35-year 
NALC Membership Pins at the Retiree Luncheon.
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suggested then just point them in the direction of the rules that I 
have quoted above. They are required to abide by these rules. 
These rules were put in place for a reason. Mostly so that there 
would be a record of exactly what was supposed to happen 
in these instances. I know it is a pain in the butt dealing with 
your Supervisor. Most of them are not very nice and downright 
cantankerous to deal with; however, it is what you are going to 
have to do to protect yourself against their screwing up your 
pay. I hate to say it but we must each become our own advo-
cates for ourselves if we want to insure that management does 
what they are supposed to do. Don’t let them intimidate you 
into accepting that they have done it correctly without the prop-
er paperwork. After all, many of these Supervisors were just 
CCAs a few weeks (months, days, hours) ago and management 
does not take the time to train them properly. However, rest 
assured that if was their personal paychecks that got screwed 
up it would be rectified right away. If you do it right the first time 
and you actually have the proper paperwork to support the fact 
that management had improperly paid you the wrong leave then 
the chances of getting the correction made in a timely manner 
is very good. You don’t have to keep the paperwork forever like 
a lot of other records. Once the proper payment shows up on 
your paycheck and you are satisfied with the outcome, you can 
toss the 3971. Getting it right the first time will save you the con-
sternation caused by management’s screw up and the branch a 
lot of time when we could be attending to other matters.

ccas and Getting (their uniforms) right
Since I am already on a rant about management not getting 

it right when it comes to payment of leave, another issue that I 
hear far too often is the fact that management cannot seem to 
get CCAs their uniform allotment properly. Why is this an issue? 
Because unlike regular Carriers that are issued an actual credit 
card that is simply automatically replenished with a predeter-
mined dollar amount, CCAs must be provided with a document 
that is supplied directly from their Supervisor which authorizes 
the CCA to go and make the purchase of uniforms. This must 
be done each year that the CCA reaches their anniversary date. 
However, as you may have guessed by now, many Supervi-
sors cannot/will not be bothered with the task of providing the 
authorization letter. CCAs should not allow this to bypass them. 
CCAs are entitled to their uniform allowances just as much as 
regular Carriers and management shows a great lack of respect 
for their service when we must actually have to fight for such a  
simple requirement of the job. Part of the problem is that each  
 

CCA has a different anniversary date so every few months/
weeks (depending on the size of the office); you have a  
CCA who has reached their probation or anniversary date  
and is due a new uniform allowance. Far too much work for 
most Supervisors! 

The rules have been made clear in the March 16, 2016  
Questions & Answers that was signed by both the NALC and 
USPS management (Basically, an extension of the National 
Agreement). Question Numbers 50 and 53 address most of the 
issue surrounding CCAs and uniform allowance. 

Question number 50 states: 
When does a CCA become eligible for a uniform allowance?

Upon completion of 90 work days or 120 calendar days of 
employment as a CCA, whichever comes first. CCAs who 
have previously satisfied the 90/120 day requirement as 
a transitional employee (with an appointment made after  
September 29, 2007), become eligible for a uniform allow-
ance when they begin their first CCA appointment.

Question number 53 states:
How is a uniform allowance provided to a CCA?

When a CCA becomes eligible for a uniform allowance, funds 
must be approved through an eBuy submission by local man-
agement. After approval, a Letter of Authorization form must 
be completed and provided to the employee within 14 days 
of the eligibility date (emphasis added). The CCA takes the 
completed form to a USPS authorized vendor to purchase 
uniform items. The Letter of Authorization can be located on 
the Uniform Program website on the Blue Page under Labor 
Relations (emphasis added).

As you can see the language is pretty clear but management 
just cannot seem to get it right an awful lot of the time. Once 
again I implore you to require management to actually do their 
job and insure that you are properly provided with your uniform 
allowance. We are required to wear a uniform and the presenta-
tion to the public is far better than that old Yankees t-shirt you 
may be wearing. The instructions for management to be able 
to get the CCAs the paperwork necessary are even provided in 
Question Number 53. If you have an issue with getting your uni-
form allowance in a timely manner, ask to see a Shop Steward. 
While I would like to believe that management can get a simple 
task like this right, the reality is that it just does not happen. Let’s 
help to insure that management is getting it right the first time.

Getting it Right the First Time Continued from page 5
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Branch 2902 Election Report
Accounting of votes, branch costs incurred and National Convention delegate totals.

Prepared by Laura Rowe, Election Committee Chairperson

• 1,820 ballots were mailed to members at their last known address on  
Tuesday November 28, 2017.

• 390 ballots were received by the committee and accepted for the count. 

• 18 ballots were returned as undeliverable as addressed for various reasons.

• 35 ballots were received late and/or without return labels and were not counted.

election results 

compensated Delegates to the 2018 national convention: 20  
(# of votes received),

Thank you to the volunteers who helped stuff, seal, open and count the ballots:  
Sue Degenhardt, Jeff Ross, Debbie Riggs, Alex Lopez, Paul Drapkin and Lisje Limpo.

salazar, F. (314)
Sucich, B. (266)
Alessi, C. (232)
Hyman, D. (214)
Hernandez, E. (209)
Golden, R. (207)
Dyer, P. (200)

Stanley, M. (194)
Dearborn, S. (187)
Reyes, A. (184)
Williams, W. (178)
Rodriguez, L. (170)
Shaw, F. (168)
Dearborn, J. (167)

Stewart, L. (155)
Moore, L. (136)
Orcutt, L. (135)
Diaz, M. (131)
Cabrera, D. (130) 
Varela, O. (126)

alternates 
Gatus, N. (125)
Tracy, R. (125)
Villa, E. (123)

Office voting numbers
Agoura 7
Chatsworth 10
Fillmore 1
Moorpark 3
No. Hollywood 63
northridge 21
Ojai 3
Oxnard 26
Pacoima 17
Reseda 9
San Fernando 84
Santa Paula 5
Simi Valley 24
Thousand Oaks 58
Ventura 18
Woodland Hills 41

The cost of the election  
totaled $2,281.36. These 
costs were for postage,  
envelopes, printing of 
envelopes and the rental  
of a post office box.

Branch Officers Installed  continued from page 3 

I wrote an extensive article on the excessing/withholding process in the 
November-December issue of the Mailbag News, explaining how that process 
slams the brakes on CCA conversions to regular status. Now that residual 
assignments are being withheld in the Pacific Area for excessed clerks and 
carriers, USPS is no longer following the pecking order of MOU M-01876 for  
filling residual assignments. As I wrote in that article, the bad news is that  
while withholding takes place our CCAs will be further delayed from being  
converted to full-time regular status. We have gone through the excessing/
withholding process in the past and it was a pain in the rear then and it is a 
pain in the rear now.

Although NALC understands that proper withholding is a necessary evil, 
NALC also understands that improper withholding is an unnecessary evil that 
must be vigorously challenged in the grievance procedure. As I tell our CCAs 
when I speak to them, I wish that I had the power to make the excessing/
withholding process disappear so they could be converted to full-time regular 
status swiftly. Unfortunately, lacking that power, all NALC can do is file the  
appropriate grievances and play the waiting game for the results. I know that 
my explanation does not satisfy our hard working CCAs, but that’s the way it 
is while the excessing/withholding process is in play. Believe me CCAs, I feel 
your pain and please know that NALC is doing all that we can to get these  
issues resolved. 

Until next time, we will keep fighting the good fight and continue to provide 
the membership with the best representation possible.

Pictured above is President Hill presenting 
Tri-Valley Branch 2902’s Shop Steward of the 
Year Award for 2017 to Nilo Gatus. Nilo is from 
Woodland Hills and was presented with this 
Award at the January 2018 Union Meeting. 
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Do You Have Job Insurance?
By James Perryman, Senior Vice President 

Hello to all. I want to thank the membership for  
re-electing me as the Senior Vice President of Tri-Valley 
Branch 2902. It is an honor and privilege to represent 
this branch and my fellow Brothers and Sisters. I prom-

ise to serve and fulfill my obligation as a branch leader to the 
highest extent.

What is the Dictionary definition for insurance? Answer:  
1. The act, system or business of insuring property, life, one’s 
person, etc., against loss or harm. 2. Coverage by contract 
in which one party agrees to indemnify or reimburse another 
for loss that occurs under the terms of the contract. 3. The  
contract itself, set forth in a written or printed agreement or 
policy. 4. Protection. 

The NALC successfully negotiated a contract that insured 
that Letter Carriers and their families will have good wages, 
benefits, and job security for the duration of the National Agree-
ment. The NALC has also made strides in insuring that Letter 
Carriers receive good and well deserved retirement benefits. 
However, there are threats in Washington D. C. that will strip 
active and retired Letter Carriers of these benefits by the simple 
stroke of a pen.

  There are political figures in Washington D. C. who are not 
friendly to the working class and their families. These political 
figures can write laws that could have an adverse impact on  
the Postal Service and the jobs of Letter Carriers. Here are 
some of the agenda items from the unfriendly law makers in  
Washington D.C. that will have a negative impact on the Postal 
Service and the jobs of Letter Carriers if actually enacted into 
law: Reduce mail delivery to five days, elimination of door to 
door delivery, reduce health care benefits (Medicare), and  
restrict collective bargaining rights from the unions.  

Just imagine how difficult life would be for active and  
non-active Letter Carriers if we lose all the gains and  
accomplishments that the NALC has made. This is why it is 
important for every active and non-active Letter Carrier to get 
involved and fight back. There are ways to protect our jobs and 
secure the future of the Postal Service. 

The Letter Carrier Political Fund is one way to reach out to 
current members of Congress and political candidates that will 
protect the interest and concerns of Letter Carriers in Wash-
ington D. C. The Letter Carrier Political Fund is a non-partisan 

Political Action Committee (PAC) established for the purpose 
of electing qualified candidates who support Letter Carriers 
and who are committed to maintaining a strong and innovative  
United State Postal Service.

Each year the NALC fights to fend off attacks in Congress  
that threaten Letter Carrier Collective Bargaining rights,  
retirement benefits and livelihood. We’ve been successful so 
far, and we want to continue to help elect House and Senate 
candidates who will protect us, promote our issues and deliver 
our message to Washington D. C.

Your small contribution to the Letter Carrier Political Fund  
will help send the Letter Carrier message to Washington D.C.  
to insure that we have a voice at the political table. The Letter 
Carrier Political Fund identifies and contributes to current mem-
bers of Congress and candidates running for those positions, 
who support issues important to Letters Carriers. Only NALC 
members can contribute to the Letter Carrier Political Fund.

Letter Carrier Political Fund contribution cannot be taken 
from union dues because it is prohibited by Federal Campaign 
Laws. Letter Carrier Political Fund Contributions are voluntary 
and can stop at any time. There is no open season.

Letter Carriers can make contributions by using PostalEASE, 
Electronic Funds Transfer, OPM Annuity, Check, or Cash.

There are many different types of insurances: Home, auto, 
and life. Making contributions to the Letter Carrier Political Fund 
should be viewed as making contributions to Job insurance 
which is offered for a very low price. A Letter Carrier can make 
contributions based on what he or she can afford. Every little bit 
helps. To pay as little as $5.00 a pay period to help insure that 
the way of life that we have become accustomed to will not be 
stripped away with the stroke of the Presidential pen is the cost 
of that Starbucks latte that we might enjoy. $5.00 a pay period 
to help insure that we can continue to fund our children’s future 
education is a mere pittance. The investment of $5.00 a pay 
period is a very inexpensive way to insure our very existence 
continues uninterrupted. Every Letter Carrier should find a way 
to make this voluntary contribution towards their job insurance. 

If any active or non-active Letter Carrier needs assistance 
setting up their contributions feel free to contact me. I am the 
Letter Carrier Political Fund Coordinator for Tri-Valley Branch 
2902 and I will be more than happy to assist.
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Why Don’t You Have  
Life Insurance?

By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative

SSome people think that there is no need for life insur-
ance. Why not take a look at your insurance needs and 
your finances for the future. If someone depends on you 
financially, you probably need life insurance. Some ex-

amples of specific life stages or life events that might trigger the 
need for life Insurance are: 
You are currently married or getting married soon.  
Many families depend on two incomes to make ends meet. If 
you died suddenly, would your spouse have enough money 
to cover your funeral costs, credit card balances, outstanding 
loans and daily expenses?
You are a parent or about to become one. if you died  
tomorrow, would your spouse have the financial means to 
provide your children with the opportunities you have always 
dreamed they would have? Even parents who don’t work out-
side the home need life insurance because they provide ser-
vices that would be expensive to replace, such as child care, 
transportation, and household chores. Single parents need 
life insurance more than anyone because their children rely on  
them for everything. 

You are A Homeowner. If you are like many people your home 
is your most significant asset. Life insurance can protect your 
investment and spare your family the disruption of being forced 
to find a new and less expensive place to live.

You (or your spouse) are changing jobs. if you or your 
spouse/partner have recently been promoted or started a posi-
tion, it’s a good time to reevaluate your life insurance coverage. 
You may not realize it, but when your income rises, your spend-
ing tends to rise too. Updating your life insurance coverage can 
help make sure your family would be able to maintain its new 
and improved life style if something were to happen to you.

You are retired or planning for retirement. If your children 
are on their own and your mortgage is paid off, you might feel 
your need for life insurance has passed. But if you died today 
your spouse could outlive you by 10, 20, or even 30 years. 
Would your spouse have to make drastic lifestyle adjustments 
to make ends meet? Adequate life insurance coverage can help 

widows and widowers avoid financial struggles in retirement.

You are Single. Many single people don’t have a need for life 
insurance because no one depends on them financially. But 
there are a few exceptions. If you’re providing financial support 
for aging parents or siblings, or if you’re carrying significant debt 
you wouldn’t want to pass onto family members, you may want 
to consider life insurance.

When considering life insurance Your MBA has Great Plans 
at veryaffordable costs because the MBA is a non-profit  
organization that is backed by our National Union and passes 
the savings on to its members.

MBA products are available for all NALC Members, spouses, 
children, grandchildren, great grandchildren, step children, step 
grandchildren, step great grandchildren and parents or legal 
guardians up to $100,000 Death Benefit. 

the Mba has five life insurance Plans
Whole Life Plans
MBA-20 Pay Whole Life Plan
mbA-whole life Plan 
MBA-paid up at age 65
Independence (Single Premium) 

Term Life Plan  
MBA 10 Year Renewable & Convertible

All of these plans have a 30 day return policy that after you 
review the plan and you’re not satisfied for any reason, you 
may return them for a full refund of all premiums paid. These 
plans can be purchased through easy bi-weekly payroll allot-
ment, 12 monthly premiums or one annual premium.

For more information you can contact me (my number is 
in the Mail Bag News) or the MBA directly at (202) 638-4318 
M-F 8:30 to 3:30 EST and (800) 424-5184, tuesday and 
thursday only, 8:30 to 3:30 EST or on the web at: www.
nalc.org. Click on Member Services and scroll down to the 
MBA Life Insurance Department.

Have a Great Spring, and take good care of yourself and 
your family. In Solidarity always, God Bless you.
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NALC Health Benefits Plan- 
The Plan with YOU in Mind

By Joe Gutierrez, Health Benefits Officer

Hello everyone, the New Year is upon us and as with 
each New Year some of us have a new health plan.  
I hope the new plan you have chosen is the NALC 
health plan. I know that the plan had a gain of 1,431 

new members. Hopefully many of those are with our branch.  
I had quite a few members call and ask about the NALC health 
plan and made the change.

With the start of a new year, keep in mind that a new  
calendar year means that your deductible resets for 2018. Also 
remember to make sure you or your doctor pre-certifies any 
procedure that needs pre-certification. Procedures that need 
pre-certification are explained in the brochure or you can always 
call the NALC Health Plan to inquire. I always tell our members 
to read your brochure and get to know your benefits and use 
them properly. 

For routine physical exams and immunizations you pay  
nothing. The flu season is here so be sure to get your flu shot. 
If you need medical prescription use CVS for retail or the mail 
order program for a 60-90 day supply. You can also use CVS for 
60-90 day supply and not have to wait as long to receive your 
medications. I have used it for quite a few years and it really 
works well. Remember to ask for a generic equivalent and save 
yourself some money. 

I would like to tell you about a few features available as  
members of the plan. One of the features available is the  
Health Assessment that gives you a personalized approach to 
a healthier you. After answering a few questions a few incen-
tives are offered. Your choice of two $20 co-pays, a discounted  
dental plan, or a wearable activity tracker is offered. 

A stop smoking quit for life program is offered through 
 Optum, however you must belong to the high option plan in 
order to take advantage of this. Also with the high option plan 
there is a WEIGHT TALK program for those of us who have a 
weight problem. 

I was going to try and explain the Value Option plans to those 
of you who enrolled, but it is rather lengthy. The most impor-
tant thing to remember is almost all preventive care received 
at a network provider is covered at no cost. This means most 
tests, immunizations and x-rays are covered at 100%. This is 
called in-network preventive care and is covered in section 5 of 

your brochure. All other care is covered by your personal care  
account, depending on which plan you chose. Once you have 
exhausted your personal care account you have to meet the de-
ductible before the high value health plan comes into play. Your 
deductible can range from $2,000 to $ 8,000 dollars depending 
on which plan you choose. These are great plans for those of 
you who are very healthy and rarely have to see a doctor. Just 
like the high option plan you must pre-certify for hospital stays, 
and applied behavioral analysis. Again I caution any of you 
who enrolled in these plans to please read the brochure or give  
myself or Assistant Health Benefits Representative Mary Stan-
ley a call and we will assist you in whatever way we can. Our 
phone numbers are listed on the back of the Mail Bag News.  
If we don’t know the answer we will make every effort the get 
you the answer to your question. The NALC Health Benefit  
Plan is an outstanding health plan and will take care of all your 
medical needs.  

Pictured above is Pacoima Shop Steward Lorie Moore 
as she is presented with the Rookie of the Year Award  
by President Hill. Congratulations Lorie on this well- 
deserved award.
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Chipping Away at What  
We Have Gained
By David Hyman, Branch 2902 Trustee & Political Liaison

G reetings Brothers and Sisters, Springtime is here and 
the election season should be heating up soon if it has 
not done so yet.  Much of the progress of the last 20 
years has been removed by one party’s control of the 

House, Senate and White House. Attacks on the Affordable 
Care Act (ACA), downgrading the Consumer Financial Protec-
tion Bureau (CFPB), permanent tax relief for the wealthy and 
corporations, weakening the Environmental Protection Agency  
(EPA) mission to protect our air and water are some of the  
issues this administration has focused on that are not in the 
best interest of working people.  

The other legislation the NALC has been pushing for sev-
eral years is again stalled in committee. With the upcoming 
June primary and November general election, there is hope we 
can move forward again. This past year’s attacks on working 
folks has left up to 12 million additional folks without access 
to the ACA. Equifax was let off the hook for exposing sensi-
tive information on around 145 million consumers, an issue that 
the CFPB would have tackled with heavy fines especially since 
the Equifax executives sold off some of their stocks rather than  
inform the public of the security breach in a timely way.  

Protections for rivers and streams have been rolled back to 
assist mining interests. The three bills the NALC sponsored last 
year on six-day delivery, door delivery and Standards are in the 
House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. We 
have to stay vigilant in supporting our Labor-endorsed candidates  
to prevent further decline in the quality of life for working families.

At the L.A. County Federation of Labor’s Forum for retirees, 
Bob Golden and I heard an interesting presentation on the  
opioid problem in America. A recent study showed that 15% 
of seniors were prescribed an opioid for pain when they were 

discharged from the hospital, and three months later, 42% were 
still taking the medication. Opioids are not good for long-term 
pain relief — 30 days is a safe limit. The risk of an overdose  
increases when opioid medications are used with other  
substances such as alcoholic beverages. Only the U.S. and 
New Zealand allow advertising for prescription drugs. 

Dodger baseball is a great escape from the problems in 
Washington. The Branch will again be making our annual  
visit to Dodger Stadium for Membership Appreciation Night on  
Saturday June 9, 2018 at 6:10 pm. vs the Atlanta Braves. 
There is a giveaway this night, a Manny Mota bobble head. We 
are again sitting in the right field pavilion where one can enjoy  
unlimited Dodger Dogs, nonalcoholic beverages, popcorn, 
peanuts, chips and nachos for $42 per ticket. This year’s ticket  
increases raised the price of these seats even higher but we are 
getting them for what we should have paid for them last year. 
Let me know how many seats you need. Be safe!

Pictured above is President Hill offering a small token of the 
branch’s appreciation to President Emeritus Frank Salazar 
as he receives the Past President Award recognizing him 
for all of his years of dedication to the branch.

In Memorium
Dennis foley 

Retired-Fillmore
claude arrington 

retired-north hollywood
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For the Good Life
By Bev Sucich, Director of Retirees

Hello to all the retirees and new retirees of Branch 2902.  
I want to thank everyone who voted for me in the  
December 2017 election to be a delegate to the  
convention. I will do my best to be a good director for 

the retirees for the next three years.  
I have been busy these past months so I apologize for not 

writing an article sooner. We had many raffle winners at the  
retiree luncheons over the past several months. 

the October 2017 winners were:
Paul Decareau Bob Golden Frank Salazar 
Paulette Dyer Dan Ramirez Jim Yamamoto

the november 2017 winners were:
Gurden Dhindsa  Jon McClaran Ed Smith 
Bob Golden Larry Orcutt Frank Salazar 
Lee Leighton  Bev Pegram  

In December we were dark.

the January 2018 winners were:
Al Covarrubias Sue Jenkins Dan Ramirez 
Paul Decareau Dan Perego Jeff Ross 
Sue Degenhardt E. Perez

the february 2018 winners were:
Chris Alessi Jon McClaran Larry Quintanilla 
Pam Brolin Steve Parker  Dan Ramirez 
Jim Dearborn Lois Perkins

We had a few members receiving their Union Pins for  
being in the union. Past Mail Bag News issues have featured 
their pictures. I wanted to mention a few of them. 

Charlie Barnes from Ventura, Jim Stevens from North  
Hollywood and Bruce Scott from San Fernando all received 
their 50-year Gold Cards. Congratulations to all our retired union 
members and thanks for your continued membership.

New retirees are Paulette Dyer, Dave Nicholson, Manual 
Centeno and Sue Jenkins.

Please donate to the Letter Carrier Political Fund (LCPF). You 
can contact James Perryman or contact OPM and have it taken 
out of your annuity monthly. All Letter Carriers and retirees need 
our help when it comes to legislation concerning Postal reform.

There is a new shingles shot called Shingrix Vial. My  
doctor said it is better than the first shingles shot that 
has been out for awhile. It comes in the form of two  
injections. You get the first shot and then you get the second 
shot two to six months later. I already had the first shot. I would 
advise you to ask your doctor first before you do anything.  
You get the shot at your pharmacy where you get your  
prescriptions. I know NALC and Geha insurance pay 100%. 
Your pharmacy bills your insurance and they will tell you if your  
insurance pays at 100%. It is simple to do. Medicare does not 
pay for it because it is rather expensive.

We will have the next Retiree Luncheon on March 15 at  
HomeTown Buffet in West Hills and the one on April 19, will be 
at the Golden Panda in Simi Valley. The May 17 luncheon will be 
at HomeTown buffet and June will be dark.

If you have anything you want to announce in the MBN 
please let me know.

Have a good St. Patrick’s Day and a good Easter. Till my next 
article, be safe and healthy and enjoy the good life.

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of Tri-Valley  
Branch 2902 (Chatsworth, California) of the National  
Association of Letter Carriers. All opinions expressed  
are those of the individual author(s) and do not  
necessarily reflect the opinions of the NALC or its officers. 
The Mail Bag News welcomes articles and letters to the 
editor; however the editorial staff of The Mail Bag News 
assumes complete authority to decide which letters are 
presented for publication. Anonymous articles are not  
accepted. Permission is hereby granted to re-print  
articles. We just ask that you give the author and the  
publication appropriate credit.
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treasurer’s report
1/14/18 - 2/19/18

General account
Previous Balance $101,994.52
Receipts $42,453,57
Sub-Total $144,448.09
Disbursements ($42,633.35)
total-on-hand $101,814.74

Payroll account
Previous Balance $102,974.60
Receipts $27,000.00
Sub-Total $129,974.60
Disbursements ($28,441,37)
total-on-hand $101,533.23

convention fund
Checking Acct # 7 .15% rate-USPS-C.U. $64,308.65
total of convention fund $64,308.65

contingency fund
C.D. 6mos .747% rate-Premier C.U.-#1 $85,863.45
C.D. 6mos .648% rate-Premier C.U.-#2 $11,634.91
C.D. (1) year 1.094% rate Premier C.U.- #3 $107,414.23
MM Cert #14 26wks .25% rate-USPS-CU $24,389.05
MM Cert #18 26wks .25% rate-USPS-CU $22,636.30
MM Cert # 19 26wks .25% rate-USPS-CU  $66,821.94
MM Checking # 8 26wks .15% rate-USPS-CU $45,855.78
C.D. 6mos .380% Priority One C.U. $33,385.09
Shares acct USPS-CU  $7.11
total of contingency fund $398,007.86

retiree fund $3,383.41

Daniel A. Gorman 
Financial Secretary-Treasurer

Pictured above is Al Covarrubias as he is presented with 
his 50-year Gold Card at the Retiree’s Luncheon. Congrats 
Al and thanks for the 50 years of support.

Pictured above is Fred Ulit, newly-retired Carrier from 
Woodland Hills as he picks up his NALC Retirement Watch 
at the Branch office.
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Letter Carrier Political Fund
By making a contribution to the Letter Carrier 

Political Fund, you are doing so voluntarily with 
the understanding that your contribution is not a 
condition of membership in the National Associa-
tion of Letter Carriers or of employment by the 
Postal Service, nor is it part of Union  dues. You 
have a right to refuse to contribute without any 
reprisal. The Letter Carrier Political Fund will use 
the money it receives to contribute to candidates 
for federal office and undertake other political 
spending as permitted by law. Your selection shall 
remain in full force and effect until cancelled. Con-
tributions to the Letter Carrier Political Fund are 
not deductible for federal income tax purposes. 
Federal law prohibits the Letter Carrier Political 
Fund from soliciting contributions from individuals 
who are not NALC members, executive and ad-
ministrative staff or their families. Any contribution 
received from such an individual will be refunded 
to that contributor. Federal law requires us to use 
our best efforts to collect and report the name, 
mailing address, occupation and name of em-
ployer of individuals whose contributions exceed 
$200 per calendar year. Any guideline amount is 
merely a suggestion, and an individual is free to 
contribute more or less than the guideline sug-
gests and the Union will not favor or disadvantage 
anyone by reason of the amount of their contribu-
tion or their decision not to contribute.

Pictured above is newly-retired Carrier and outgoing  
Trustee of many years for the branch, Debbie Riggs as she is 
presented with a Prior Service Award.

Pictured above is Alan Takagi as he is presented with 
his 50-year Gold Card at the Retiree’sLuncheon.
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Moving Forward 
TogETHEr

If you work for, or are retired from the USPS 
call (877) 337-2728, visit any of our convenient 
branches or join online at www.postcitycu.org.

Minimum $300 monthly direct deposit required into ExpressPay Checking to waive 
monthly fee. Please visit www.postcitycu.org for complete rates and terms.

Serving Postal workers for over 85 Years
•   Get Paid Two Days Early! Your USPS paycheck 

delivered to you TWO DAYS EARLY with direct deposit

•   Low Auto Loan Rates with 100% financing 

• FREE Checking and Visa® Debit Card

•  Over 30,000 Fee-FREE ATMs

•  FREE Mobile and Online Banking with Bill Pay

•   5,300+ Shared Branches

•   Platinum Visa® with no annual Fees  
and FREE Rewards

•   Mortgage and Home Equity Loans

LOnG BEACH BRAnCH 
8169 East Wardlow Rd. 
Long Beach, CA 90808

Toll Free: (877) 337-2728 

Mon., Tues., Thurs. 9 am–5 pm
Wed. 8 am–5 pm
Fri. 9 am–6 pm

nORTH HOLLywOOD BRAnCH 
11304 Chandler Blvd. 

North Hollywood, CA 91603

Phone: (818) 769-4200 

Mon. – Thurs. 12 pm–5pm 
Fri. 12 pm–6 pm

wEST SACRAMEnTO BRAnCH 
3775 Industrial Blvd. 

West Sacramento, CA 95799

Toll Free: (800) 300-7053

Mon.–Thur. 9 am–5 pm 
Fri. 9 am–6 pm
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retirees lunch
raffle at 12:30

March
Where: Hometown Buffet 
 Fallbrook Mall 
 6633 Fallbrook Ave. 
 west hills

When: thursday,  
 March 15, 2018

time: 11 am to 1 pm

aPril
Where: golden Panda 
 1825 Madera. Rd. 
 Simi Valley

When: thursday,  
 April 17, 2018

time:  11 am to 1 pm

WANTED
Your clean, gently used or brand 
new, unwanted Postal uniforms. 
New CCA Carriers are in need. 
Please help by donating your  

excess uniforms to the Union Hall, 
where they will be distributed to 
new fellow union member CCAs. 

your Shop Steward can help  
with detials
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Letter Carriers and the Hatch Act
NALC encourages all members to be engaged in a wide 

range of political activities to advance the letter carrier agenda.  
But…it is crucial to remember that all active letter carriers,  
career and non-career alike, are federal employees, and your 
political activities are governed by the Hatch Act—including  
online activities that involve social media (for example,  
Facebook and Twitter) as well as e-mail.

In general: Be off the clock, out of uniform (and government 
vehicles) and away from the workplace whenever you engage  
in any partisan political activity, and make sure that the activity  
is in a permissible category.

What is the hatch act? some background
Until 1993, active letter carriers were barred from tak-

ing any significant volunteer role for any political campaigns.  
The primary sentiment behind the law was to protect fed-
eral employees from being strong-armed and intimidated into  
helping their bosses run for re-election. But as times and  
campaigns changed, many recognized that federal employees 
were being wrongfully left out of the political process.

So, in 1993, Congress amended the Hatch Act to allow fed-
eral employees to take an active part in political campaigns for 
federal offices. While there are still some restrictions on what 
federal employees (including you and your fellow active carriers) 
can do, there is much greater latitude for letter carrier political 
participation in campaigns for president, the Senate and the 
House of Representatives, as well as for state and local elected 
officials.

Remember: Retirees, spouses and family members (includ-
ing NALC Auxiliary members) are not bound by the Hatch Act.

Do’s  
(while off the clock, out of uniform)

• Active letter carriers may—on their own time, away from 
work, out of uniform and without using a postal vehicle.

• Be candidates for public office in non-partisan elections  
(that is, elections in which none of the candidates are to be 
nominated or elected are representing a political party).

• Register and vote.
• Sign and circulate candidate nominating petitions and  

ballot initiative positions.
• Assist in voter-registration drives.
• Speak and write publicly and otherwise express opinions 

about candidates, ballot measures and issues.
• Attend political rallies, meetings and other events.
• Attend fundraisers and contribute money to political  

organizations and campaigns.

• Volunteer for political campaigns and encourage others to 
volunteer.

• Participate in phone-banking and precinct-walking for  
candidates and ballot measures.

• Display bumper stickers, lawn signs and other campaign 
paraphernalia.

• Raise money for the Letter Carrier Political Fund from  
other NALC members. (Note: Letter carriers while detailed 
to 204b or other higher level assignments should not solicit 
contributions to the Letter Carrier Political Fund from postal 
employees who may be viewed as their subordinates.)

• Volunteer, run for and hold an office in a local or state political 
party or club.

Don’ts  
(while on the clock, at the workplace, in uniform or 

in a postal vehicle)
Active letter carriers may not—while on the clock, at the 

workplace, in a postal uniform or in a postal vehicle—engage 
in any of the otherwise permissible political activities listed in 
the “Do’s” above. For example, while on the clock, at the work-
place, in a postal uniform or in a postal vehicle, you may not:
• Send or forward a partisan political e-mail.
• Wear or display any political or campaign material, even as a 

computer screen-saver or desktop wallpaper.
• Circulate partisan political materials to co-workers.
• Sign up electronically to contribute to the Letter Carrier  

Political Fund or solicit other letter carriers to contribute.

Don’ts 
(ever)

Active letter carriers may not—even on their own time, away 
from work, out of uniform and without using a postal vehicle:
• Use their official titles or positions when engaging in  

otherwise permissible activities.
• Raise money for partisan political groups or campaigns  

(except for the Letter Carrier Political Fund), including  
phone-banking, letter-writing, selling tickets, hosting a  
fundraiser, inviting people to attend a fundraiser, or allowing 
your name to be used in a fundraising appeal.

• Otherwise solicit, receive or handle contributions for a  
partisan political group or campaign.

• Run for elective office in partisan (party-label) elections  
(even if you report “No Party Affiliation”).

• Raise money for the Letter Carrier Political Fund from  
non-NALC members (except from their immediate family 
members in the same household). 
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Know Your Rights
sick leave for Dependent care

The National Agreement provides a right to use sick leave in 
certain situations, known as Sick Leave for Dependent Care. 
Under language contained in the national Memorandum of  
Understanding, a letter carrier is entitled to use up to 80 hours of Sick 
Leave for Dependent Care per year:

…to give care or otherwise attend to a family member 
with an illness, injury or other condition which, if an employ-
ee had such condition, would justify the use of sick leave by that  
employee. Family members shall include son or daughter,  
parent, and spouse as defined in ELM Section 515.2. Approval  
of sick leave for dependent care will be subject to normal  
procedures for leave approval.

The right to use paid sick leave does not add to the 
amount of sick leave earned. Rather, it enables a carrier to use  
earned sick leave for a new purpose—caring for an ailing 
family member. 

The carrier’s right to Sick Leave for Dependent Care un-
der the contract is separate and different from the right to leave  
under the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, explained  
below. Sick Leave for Dependent Care is a benefit estab-
lished by the National Agreement; the FMLA is a federal law. Still,  
there are certain overlaps. For instance, the definitions of son, 
daughter, spouse and parent used for Sick Leave for Dependent  
Care are the same as the FMLA definitions—so an employee may 
take time off to care for the same persons under both Sick Leave for 
Dependent Care and the FMLA.

FMLA Definitions
The following definitions apply for the purposes of  

Absence for Family Care or Illness of Employee: 
a. Son or daughter — biological, adopted, or foster child, 

stepchild, legal ward, or child who stands in the posi-
tion of a son or daughter to the employee, who is under  
18 years of age or who is 18 or older and incapable  
of self-care because of mental or physical disability.

b. Parent — biological, adoptive, step or foster parent or 
any other individual who stood in that position to the  
employee when the employee was a child.

c. Spouse — husband or wife.

elM 515.3 fMla eligibility
For an absence to be covered by the FMLA, the  

employee must have been employed by the Postal Ser-
vice for an accumulated total of 12 months and must 
have worked a minimum of 1,250 hours during the 
12-month period before the date leave begins.

515.4 leave requirements

515.41 conditions
Eligible employees must be allowed a total of up to 

12 workweeks of leave within a Postal Service leave 
year for one or more of the following:
a. For incapacity due to pregnancy, prenatal medical 

care or child birth.
b. To care for the employee’s child after birth, or place-

ment for adoption or foster care.
c. To care for the employee’s spouse, son or daughter, 

or parent who has a serious health condition.
d. For a serious health condition that makes the em-

ployee unable to perform the employee’s job.
e. Because of a qualifying exigency arising out of the 

fact that the employee’s spouse, son, daughter, or 
parent is a military member on covered active duty 
(or has been notified of an impending call or order to 
covered active duty) in the Armed Forces.

elM 515.42 leave type
Absences that qualify as FMLA leave may be charged 

as annual leave, sick leave, continuation of pay, or leave 
without pay, or a combination of these. Leave is charged 
consistent with current leave policies and applicable  
collective bargaining agreements.

article 13.2.a
employee’s request for reassignment

a. temporary reassignment
Any full-time regular or part-time flexible employee recuperating 

from a serious illness or injury and temporarily unable to perform 
the assigned duties may voluntarily submit a written request to the  
installation head for temporary assignment to a light duty or other 
assignment. The request shall be supported by a medical statement 
from a licensed physician or by a written statement from a licensed 
chiropractor stating, when possible, the anticipated duration of the 
convalescence period. Such employee agrees to submit to a further 
examination by a physician designated by the installation head, if that 
official so requests. The following requirements apply to an employee 
seeking temporary reassignment to light duty work.
• Any full-time regular or part-time flexible employee may request 

temporary light duty, regardless of length of service.
• The request must be submitted in writing.
• The request must be supported by a medical statement from 

a licensed physician or by a written statement from a licensed  
chiropractor. 

• The employee bears any cost connected with the statement  
required under this section.

• The employee must agree to submit to a further examination by a 
physician designated by the installation head, if requested.

• The Postal Service will be responsible for any costs when it  
requests a second medical examination.

• The employee may specifically seek light duty or may seek “other 
assignment” within his/her medical limitations.

“Classic”: a book which people praise and don’t read.”

— Mark Twain (1835-1910)
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branch #2902 Officers shOP steWarD list

PRESIDENT

• Ray Hill  

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

• Paul Drapkin  

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

• James Perryman  

VICE PRESIDENT

• Alex Lopez  

TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY

• Dan Gorman 

RECORDING SECRETARY

• Laura Rowe 

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES

• Bev Sucich 

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE

• Chris Alessi 

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER

• Joe Gutierrez 

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE

• Mary Stanley 

SGT.-AT-ARMS

• Bob Golden 

TRUSTEES:

• Greg Gaddis 

• David Hyman 

• Louie Rodriguez 

• Frank Salazar  

• Walter Williams  

WEBMASTER

• Larry Orcutt 

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.  Greg Gaddis  

Chatsworth Chief S.S.  Angel Hale  

Fillmore Chief S.S.  Call Office  

Moorpark Chief S.S.  Lori Stewart  

No. Hollywood Chief S.S.  Louie Rodriguez  

Chandler  Greg Gaddis  

Laurel Canyon  Louie Rodriguez  

Studio City  Greg Gaddis 

Valley Village  Louie Rodriguez  

Northridge Chief S.S.  Onofre Varela  

Porter Ranch  Onofre Varela  

Ojai Chief S.S.  Philip Navarro  

Oxnard Chief S.S.  Johnny Boyd  

 Kathi Albritten  

 Pablo Galvan  

Pacoima Chief S.S.  Lorie Moore  

Reseda Chief S.S.  Call Office  

San Fernando Chief S.S.  James Perryman  

M.C.A.  James Perryman  

North Hills  Albert Reyes  

Sylmar / Main Office  Martin Diaz  

 Robert Tracy  

Santa Paula S.S.  Marcos Aldrete   

Simi Valley Chief S.S.  Sandra Dearborn  

 Dan Cabrera 

Mt. McCoy Station S.S. Sal Lopez  

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S.  Alex Lopez  

 Walter Williams  

 Mary Stanley  

Newbury Park S.S. Alex Lopez  

Ventura Chief S.S.  Laura Rowe  

East Ventura S.S. Laura Rowe  

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.  Nilo Gatus  
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canoga Park, cA

BEV SUCICH
Will be serving SNACKS at the  

April Union Meeting

Snacks starts at 6 pm

 MAR 11 Daylight Savings Time Begins
 MAR 15 Retiree Lunch 11am 
   HomeTown Buffet-West Hills
 MAR 20 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm 
   union hall-chatsworth 
   Dinner served 6pm
 APR  3 Executive Board Meeting 6pm 
   Executive Council Meeting 7pm
 APR 17 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm 
   union hall-chatsworth 
   Snacks served 6pm
   tax Day
 APR 19 Retiree Lunch 11am 
   Golden Panda-Simi Valley 
   1825 Madera Rd.
 MAY  1 Executive Board Meeting 6pm 
   Executive Council Meeting 7pm
 mAy 12 nalc food Drive
 mAy 13 mothers day
 MAY 15 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm 
   union hall-chatsworth 
   Dinner served 6pm
 MAY 17 Retiree Lunch 11am 
   HomeTown Buffet-West Hills
 MAY 28 Memorial Day-Holiday

Calendar of Events

tri-Valley branch 2902
Announces

membershiP APPreciAtion night At 

DODGer staDiuM 
Vs the  

atlanta braVes
saturday June 9, 2018   @ 6:10pm

tickets are in the right field Pavilion 
And include all you can eat DODGER DOGS, PEANUTS, 

nAchos, PoPcorn & sodA
***Plus***

Manny MOta bObble heaD GiVeaWay niGht

ticKets are $42 each

        Contact David Hyman 



Proudly rePresenting: AgourA, ArletA, cAlAbAsAs, chAtsworth, fillmore, grAnAdA hills, mission hills, moorPArk,  
newbury PArk, north hills, north hollywood, northridge, ojAi, oxnArd, PAcoimA, Port hueneme, resedA, sAn fernAndo,  

sAntA PAulA, simi VAlley, sylmAr, thousAnd oAks, VenturA, westlAke And woodlAnd hills
member: los  Angeles federAtion of lAbor, Afl-cio member: tri-counties centrAl lAbor council, Afl-cio
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Safety Yes,  
Safety Ambassador… Not So Much!

By Ray Hill, President

In october of 2017, i attended the sierra coastal district 
nAlc President’s meeting where one of the main topics on 
the agenda was safety. the Acting district manager (Adm) 
at that time, greg wolny, voiced his concerns over the  

accident rates and safety issues in the sierra coastal district 
and wanted the unions’ opinions on what 
could be done to improve the safety cul-
ture in our area. Adm wolny told us that 
he wanted to put together a joint union/
management team to tackle the safety is-
sues here in the district and asked me to 
come up with the name of a letter car-
rier who would be a good fit for such an  
endeavor. i must say that i’m always skep-
tical of usPs management’s safety plans 
and programs because i have seen many, 
many of these plans and programs start  
with great intentions and fizzle out in a hurry, quickly going  
the way of the dodo. because of what i perceived to be 
Adm wolny’s sincerity, i cast my skepticism aside and 
agreed to look for a carrier that the union would whole-
heartedly endorse. About four weeks later i found the per-
fect candidate for Adm wolny’s safety team; northridge  
carrier don Arnold. i have known don for a long time and have 

always appreciated his outspoken criticism of usPs man-
agement tactics that he feels to be counterproductive to the  
success of usPs.

Although Don is very committed to safety, quite frankly,  
i did not expect him to express interest in this joint endeavor 

because of his negative feelings towards 
some of the ridiculous actions taken by 
management over the years. when i ap-
proached don to see if he was interested 
in participating, i honestly thought he 
would give me his reasons why he was 
not interested and why he didn’t think it 
would work and tell me, “thanks but no 
thanks”. well, it turned out i was wrong 
and i’ll be damned if don didn’t tell me 
he would be happy to join Adm wolny’s 
proposed safety team.

nalc Opposes safety ambassador Program
the joint safety venture proposed by Adm wolny that  

don Arnold is now a part of was initiated prior to the  
dispute nAlc currently has with usPs regarding the  
“safety Ambassador Program” that usPs has rolled out. 

continued on page 2

SAFETY 

AMBASSADOR
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USPS had notified NALC at the  
national level in october of 2017 that 
they were “rebranding” the existing 
safety captain Program and chang-
ing the name to the “safety Ambassa-

dor Program.” nAlc’s Vice President (VP), lew drass, wrote 
about this change in his April 2018 Postal record column. As 
VP drass wrote, the former safety captain Program, “…takes 
a peer on peer approach to safety awareness. This program is 
built on two important principles:

1. The “Golden Rule is that no observations made  
and/or recorded by safety captains can be used for  
disciplinary purposes.

2. NALC chooses the safety captains…”
over the course of the next few months, there was a “back 

and forth” between nAlc and usPs regarding the guidelines 
of the safety Ambassador Program. nAlc prepared written  
questions and concerns regarding the proposed changes.  

It was the following NALC question and the response  
received from USPS that really raised a red flag:

nalc Question: Will observations made and/or recorded 
by safety ambassadors be used for disciplinary purposes?

usPs response: Not directly. However, the Postal  
Service retains the right to conduct its own investigation 
into the observations made and/or recorded by safety  
ambassadors.
As VP drass wrote in his column in the April 2018 Postal  

record, “…That is a fancy way to say ‘yes’—and that is the 
wrong answer if you want us to be safety ambassadors.  
It is great to want to help everyone work safely and avoid  
accidents, but who wants to be involved in getting our peers 
in trouble? That just cuts the heart out of any notion that  
the Safety Ambassador Program is based on the Safety  
Captain Program...”

As you have just read, the main gripe nAlc has with the 
new “safety Ambassador Program” is that observations made  
by the “safety Ambassadors” may lead to discipline being  
taken against our carriers. in the old safety captain Program, 
observations made by the safety captains could not be used 
for disciplinary purposes. that is how it should be.

As written on nAlc’s website, nAlc.org, “…because of 
these changes, nAlc advises all nAlc activists to not volun-

teer to serve as a safety Ambassador or participate in the newly 
developed Safety Ambassador Program…”

After i became aware of the ongoing dispute nAlc has with 
usPs regarding the new program, i spoke to nAlc regional  
Administrative Assistant (rAA) calvin brookins, because i had 
concerns about what don Arnold was doing and whether 
nAlc took exception to don being part of this team. what don 
has been doing is going into various Post Offices with his Man-
agement counterpart and getting a feel for the safety culture 
in those offices. Don writes reports and makes suggestions to 
improve safety in those offices, but is not involved in discipline 
being taken against anyone. After explaining to calvin what don 
was doing, calvin assured me that it was ok because Adm 
wolny had asked the union to choose a participant and also 
because don’s observations and suggestions will not be used 
for discipline against any employees. so, even though nAlc 
opposes the new safety Ambassador Program, we are still on 
board with promoting safety and we support the team don  
Arnold is currently a part of. if anything changes, we will revisit 
our position on this issue. but, at least for now, don’s team has 
our full-fledged support.

finally, a light at the end of the tunnel
in july of 2017 our national business Agent (nbA), bryant  

Almario, notified us that USPS planned to excess full-time  
regular clerks in the Pacific Area. NBA Almario also told us 
that usPs was planning to excess 236 letter carriers in the  
Pacific Area, including 73 from the Los Angeles District. USPS 
then began withholding residual assignments in offices within 
100 miles of those affected by the excessing, including several 
in branch 2902. we grieved the withholdings as they occurred 
and, as of this writing, most of those grievances are awaiting  
resolution in the grievance procedure. in the meantime, there  
had been no ccA conversions to full-time regular status  
since the withholdings began last year. on march 16, 2018  
we received notification from USPS that the planned excess-
ing event of the 73 carriers in the los Angeles (lA) district had 
been cancelled and that most of the withheld assignments in 
our branch were being released. shortly thereafter, usPs also 
notified us of several CCA conversions to fill the previously  
withheld assignments that were being released. since we  
received notification that our withheld residual assignments 
were being released, usPs has converted ccAs to full-time 

Safety Yes
continued from page 1
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regular status to fill the previously withheld residual assign- 
ments in the north hollywood, ojai, Pacoima, reseda, san  
Fernando, Thousand Oaks and Ventura offices.

For those of you long-suffering CCAs awaiting conversion 
to full-time regular status in the other offices, the good news 
is that usPs should not be withholding residual assignments 
anymore now that the excessing event in the lA district has 
been cancelled. that will help ensure that your conversions to 
full-time regular status will not be unduly delayed in the future. 
finally, there is a light at the end of the tunnel.

congratulations to camren Whitledge
the beautiful city of ojai is home to one of the smallest 

Post Offices represented by Branch 2902. Camren Whitledge  
started as a transitional employee (te) in ojai on november 22, 
2007. he took a pay cut and became a city carrier Assistant 
(ccA) after the das Award in 2013 and has continued working  
faithfully as a non-career letter carrier for the past 10 plus years. 
when ojai city route 2306 became residual after the retire-
ment of ojai carrier marie mctavish, usPs failed to convert  
Camren to full-time regular to fill the position and instead with-
held route 2306. branch 2902 grieved this failure to convert 
and the withholding of route 2306. this past week we 
learned that the grievance was resolved with the agreement to  
convert camren to full-time regular status and assign him to 
route 2306, retroactive to september 30, 2017. that was really 
welcome news to us at the branch office as well as to Camren’s 
fellow employees at the Ojai office. Also, because of his years 
of service as a TE, Camren will now be entitled to a significant 
advancement to higher steps in the letter carrier pay scale. 

As written on nAlc.org, in accordance with the memoran-
dum of understanding Re: Step Credit for Former Transitional 
Employees included in the 2016 national Agreement, any  
ccA who was employed as transitional employee (te) after 

september 29, 2007 and has been, or will be, converted to a 
career position may be eligible for a one-time advancement to a 
higher step on the career pay scale. the step advancement and 
eligibility is to be determined as follows:

length of creditable  number of 
 te service additional steps

2 years, but less than 3 years 1
3 years, but less than 4 years 2
4 years, but less than 5 years 3
5 or more years 4

these step advancements will take place on may 26, 2018 
for those eligible employees whose conversion to career status  
is on, or was prior to, may 26, 2018. because camren was 
a TE for five or more years, he will advance four additional  
steps to Step E, which will raise his annual salary significantly.

I realize that this probably does not make up for the almost 
11 years that camren has faithfully toiled as a non-career carrier 
in the Ojai office, but it is better than a poke in the eye with the 
proverbial sharp stick.

congratulations to you, camren. thanks to you for your 
years of Union membership, excellent service in the Ojai office 
and especially for your saint-like patience while waiting to be 
converted to full-time regular status. until next time, i want to 
remind all of the other ccAs out there awaiting conversion to 
full-time regular status to keep the faith. it will happen.

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of Tri-Valley  
branch 2902 (chatsworth, california) of the national  
Association of letter carriers. All opinions expressed are 
those of the individual author(s) and do not necessarily  
reflect the opinions of the NALC or its officers. The Mail Bag 
News welcomes articles and letters to the editor; however 
the editorial staff of The Mail Bag News assumes complete 
authority to decide which letters are presented for publica-
tion. Anonymous articles are not accepted. Permission is 
hereby granted to re-print articles. we just ask that you give 
the author and the publication appropriate credit. Pictured above is newly retired Chatsworth Carrier Hilda 

Orellana as she is presented with her NALC Retirement 
Watch at the April Union Meeting. Happy retirement Hilda!
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By now many of us have be-
come familiar with this all 
too cryptic phrase that is 
being shouted by women  

everywhere across this country who claim to have  
been abused in some form or another. in hollywood  
it is associated with the type of abuse that has been perpe-
trated by the likes of powerful people like harvey weinstein  
who had control over women looking for acting gigs and bill 
cosby who may have used narcotic inducement to have his 
way with women. the women in hollywood who have stood on 
the sidelines for fear of the repercussion of speaking out have 
now begun voicing their outrage with the “me too” chant that is 
being heard throughout the entertainment industry. this chant  
is beginning to ring out in other workplaces throughout the 
country wherever employees are feeling the crush of an abusive 
boss or fellow employee. whether it is verbal or sexual, physical 
or psychological, abuse is something that nobody should have 
to put up with.

certainly while we are working for an institution the likes 
of the usPs, we should never have to put up with abusive  
supervisors, managers or Postmasters. All the language in the 
handbooks and manuals, and all the memorandum of under-
standings signed by the union and management make clear 
that we are entitled to work in an atmosphere free of abusive 
behavior from our superiors. management has even stated that 
they will not promote anyone who is found to have acted in an 
abusive manner. yet we all know of superiors that have and con-
tinue to act in an abusive, unprofessional manner. I am amazed 
that some employees are willing to either put up with this  
behavior or do not say something when we witness this type 
of behavior being perpetrated upon our fellow letter carriers. 

time after time i have heard carriers complain about the  
unprofessional manner in which they are treated by their  
supervisor and want the union to do something about it.  
however, the minute i explain to the complainant that we are 
going to need statements from them with dates and times and 
exactly what behavior was exhibited by the abusive supervisor,  
i am almost always told that they are unwilling to provide such 
a statement for fear of repercussion. or if we are told that there 
were witnesses to the abusiveness and we investigate by  

speaking with the witnesses that may have seen the  
unprofessional behavior, we are most often told that they don’t 
want to write a statement or participate in the investigation for 
fear of retaliation from management and that they just want to 
do their work and go home without “getting involved”. really? 
how can we as fellow carriers allow our brothers and sisters  
to be treated in an unprofessional, undignified manner and 
not be willing to stand up and say something? management 
has created the culture of allowing abusive supervisors to go  
unleashed and we must do something to curb the culture 
that in some cases has become pervasive. it is absolutely  
unacceptable to allow rude, belligerent, argumentative, threat-
ening, bullying behavior from supervisors. let’s get it straight, 
these abusive supervisors were just carriers and/or clerks not 
all that long ago. somewhere along the way they forgot what 
it is like to actually have to work for a living. i don’t care what 
they tell you about the long hours and the pressure that that is 
placed on them or how the office is not “making the numbers,” 
none of it is an excuse for treating you in an unprofessional 
manner… no matter what. whatever the pressures are that 
is placed on them, they have no right to treat any of us in an  
unprofessional manner under any circumstances. 

management has a handbook commonly referred to as the 
m-39. it is the supervisors’ management of delivery services 
handbook. it is one of the most basic handbooks that is  
supposed to be used by management. however, as i deal with 
supervisors on an almost daily basis, i often ask them if they 
are familiar with this handbook. invariably almost all of them say 
they are familiar with it but that they have never actually read it. 
how can this be? how can someone who has authority over a 
carrier, claiming to be in a supervisory position, actually claim to 
know their job without becoming familiar with a basic handbook 
which makes clear their responsibility to perform their job in a 
manner that insures that they treat all employees with respect?  

Actually, the exact language states, “the national Agreement  
sets out the basic rules and rights governing management  
and employees in their dealings with each other, but it is 
the front-line manager who controls management’s  
attempt to maintain an atmosphere between employer 
and employee which assures mutual respect for each 
other’s rights and responsibilities.” Pretty clear if you ask 

Me Too
By Paul Drapkin, Executive Vice President
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my opinion, yet for the most part, management is allowed to 
continue with impunity with this type of behavior when we don’t 
stand up for ourselves or our fellow carriers when treated in an 
unprofessional manner.

there are a myriad of other rules and mous that have  
been agreed upon over the years that are in place to use as  
tools in our struggle to insure that management treats  
employees in a dignified and respectful manner including, 
but not limited to Article 14 of the national agreement which  
requires management to provide safe working conditions in 
all present and future installations, the employee and labor  
relations manual (elm) 665.24 which discussed the Postal 
service’s policy on violent or threatening behavior, and the joint 
statement on Violence and behavior in the workplace (or the 
jsoV as it is often referred to).

experience dictates that most of the time these matters  
arise from management’s disagreement with us over our  
3996 requests. We should understand that management 
has the ultimate authority over the decision about granting or  
denying the overtime that is requested. However, they do not 
have the right to become rude or belligerent or become bullying 
and intimidating in their unhappiness with whatever it is you may 
be requesting, management has plenty of tools at their disposal 
to properly address any Carrier deficiencies that may exist. 

the point to all this is that we have got to band together. 
that is what being part of a union is all about. yes, we band 
together to bargain for wages and benefits, but we also bargain 
for working conditions. working conditions include the manner 
in which we are treated by management. if you see a fellow  

employee being treated unfairly or unprofessionally, ask to 
speak with a steward, say something! if you are the recipient of 
bullying, unprofessional behavior on the part of your supervisor, 
ask to speak with a steward, say something! however, please 
be prepared to support your experience with a written state-
ment indicating exactly what happened, what was said, dates 
and times, etc.…

i am not even pretending to say that we can just wave a 
magic wand and make your supervisor disappear. it is going to 
take a series of complaints made over time to show that there 
is a pattern of behavior that carriers have put up with over time. 

it is so important that statements are written while events 
are fresh in the minds of the people involved, whether it be the 
recipient of the harassing behavior or if you are the witness to 
the unprofessional tactics on the part of management.  

it is time that those of us who have been treated in an  
unprofessional manner to speak up and say, me too!

Pictured above is Alex Presto from Reseda who was  
presented with his 35-Year NALC Membership Pin. Thanks 
for all your years of support Alex.

Pictured above is Retiree Jeff Ross from the  
Thousand Oaks P.O. as he smiles about receiving his  
40-Year NALC Membership Pin presented to him at the 
March Union Meeting.

KNow Your rIghTS
fOrM 3996 carrier auXiliary cOntrOl
Article 41, section 3.g provides: the employer will advise  
a carrier who has properly submitted a carrier Auxiliary  
Control Form 3996 of the disposition of the request  
promptly after review of the circumstances at the time. 
Upon request, a duplicate copy of the completed Form 
3996 and form 1571, report of undelivered mail, etc.,  
will be provided the carriers.
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what It Costs To Keep Your  
Basic Insurance in retirement

By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative

It’s hard to believe that summer is almost here, and so will 
your time to retire, sooner than you think. take a look at 
what it will cost you for your basic life insurance when you 
retire from the Post Office.
The amount of your Basic Life Insurance is equal to your  

salary rounded up to the next even thousand, plus $2,000.  
in retirement, this is your biA (basic insurance Amount) at the 
time you separate as an employee. this amount continues  
until you reach the age 65, after which it may reduced based  
on the election options you choose when you retire. You will  
not have Accidental Death & Dismemberment coverage 
in retirement.

when you retire, you must choose the type of reduction 
you want by completing form: sf 2818, provided by your local  
personnel office. For basic insurance, you choose  
75% reduction, 50% reduction or nO reduction. you can 
change to 75% reduction at any time; your coverage will be 
as if you had originally elected 75% reduction and your extra 
premium will stop. you will not receive a refund of premiums.

What is 75% reduction?
this means your basic insurance will reduce by 2% of the 

pre-retirement amount each month. the reduction starts at the 
beginning of the month after your 65th birthday or at retirement, 
whichever is later. your basic insurance will continue to reduce 
until 25% of the pre-retirement amount remains. your basic  
insurance is free once it starts to reduce. if you retire before age 
65, the cost is $0.325 per $1,000 of basic coverage.

What is 50% reduction?
this means your basic insurance will reduce by 2% of the 

pre-retirement amount each month. the reduction starts at the 
beginning of the month after your 65th birthday or at retirement, 
whichever is later. your basic insurance will continue to reduce 
until 50% of the pre-retirement amount remains. when you turn 
65, your regular premium for basic insurance stops, but you 
continue to pay an extra premium for this choice, $.71 per each 
$1,000 of your basic life insurance monthly. if you retire before 
age 65, the cost is $1.035 per $1,000 of basic coverage.  

What is nO reduction?
this means your basic insurance will not reduce. when you 

turn 65, your regular premium for basic insurance stops, but 
you continue to pay an extra premium for this choice, $2.13 per 
each $1,000 of your basic life insurance, monthly. if you retire 
before the age of 65, the cost is $2.445 per $1,000 of coverage. 
this can be very expensive!!

The MBA has five different life insurance policies that are 
good up to $100,000 from term to whole life policies. the 
MBA has very reasonable rates, much more affordable than the 
Postal service plans, because there is no middle man and we 
pass the savings on to you. Please take look at our insurance 
plans that will be better for you and your family in the future. the 
younger you are, the lower the premiums. these plans are good 
for the whole family including children, grandchildren, great-
grandchildren, parents or legal guardians. Also, step children, 
step grandchildren, and step great grandchildren too. 

there is a 30-day return policy on all of our policies. if you 
are not satisfied for any reason, you can return your policy for a 
complete refund of all the premiums paid. you can pay for these 
plans bi-weekly, annually, or monthly. Please join the mbA and 
save money in the future.

All brochures and applications are on line at nAlc.org. click 
on member services and go to the mbA insurance department 
or you can call me. my number is in the Mailbag News. for  
more information call the mbA at: (202) 638-4318 anytime, or 
(800)-424-5184 tuesday or thursday only. 

have a great summer Ahead, take care and god bless you.

KNow Your rIghTS
step 4    november 14, 1977, nc-W-8815
A supervisor on street supervision may open a locked 
postal vehicle to ascertain the sequence of delivery and 
prescribed line of travel.  however, the supervisor should, 
whenever possible, notify the employee that it was neces-
sary to enter his vehicle.
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Is it covered by our nAlc health 
Benefits Plan (HPB)?This question  
has been addressed to me by  
more than one member. the an-

swer is yes and no! no, i am not confused, and yes, i know  
what I am talking about. Each individual case may differ, but it 
depends upon whether it is medically necessary.

routine eye exams to check and correct your vision by 
an optometrist are not covered by our plan. however, if you 
are having problems with your vision that may be caused by  
medical issues and requires you to seek the attention of an 
Ophthalmologist, that will be covered. The major difference  
between an optometrist and an ophthalmologist is their levels  
of education and training. both have received training to  
identify eye disease. An ophthalmologist is a medical doctor  
who has completed medical school and, as a minimum,  
completed an additional year of clinical residency (internship). 
then, to become an ophthalmologist, the doctor must further 
take a three-year residency to specialize in Ophthalmology. 
Accordingly, an ophthalmologist is capable of treating eye  
diseases and performing eye surgeries (i.e. glaucoma,  
cataracts, corneal, vitreo-retinal, eye muscle, refractive, lasik, 
etc.).  Basically, anything that requires any type of eye surgery 
versus an Optometrist who specializes in routine eye exams 
that may require prescribing glasses and/or contact lenses.  
the optometrist may also perform other types of vision therapy 
and diagnosis. 

my husband, tom, used to go to my optometrist years 
ago. he now goes to an ophthalmologist regularly. our nAlc 
hbP covers his expenses because he has eye disease and it’s  
medically necessary. our optometrist referred tom to his  
ophthalmologist. the ophthalmologist diagnosed tom with a 
form of glaucoma that requires him to have occasional laser eye 
surgery. our son, jass still goes to my optometrist.  

A few years ago, our optometrist diagnosed jass with a 
“freckle” on his retinal. jass had to go to an ophthalmologist, 
who had further specialized in retinal disease (Retinal Specialist),  
for further medical diagnosis. our nAlc hbP covered that 
expense because it was medically necessary. Apparently, 
the “freckle” could grow and cause cancer. jass’ routine eye  
exams are not covered by nAlc hbP, but if our optometrist 

deems it’s necessary for jass to go to the ophthalmologist, 
then that expense is covered.

So, each individual case may differ. It depends on the  
circumstances. lasik eye surgery may be considered as a  
cosmetic surgery which would not be covered by our nAlc 
hbP, even though the surgery would have to be performed 
by an ophthalmologist. refer to page 57-59 in the brochure,  
section 5(b) surgical Procedures.

Also, coverage differs depending upon what NALC health 
plan you have: high option, consumer driven, or Value option.  
god forbid, if you get into an accident and you sustain an eye 
injury from the accident, under the high option, that would be 
covered if you seek medical attention within 72 hours of the  
accident. refer to page 74 in the brochure, section 5(d)  
emergency services/Accidents. Please read and use your 
nAlc hbP brochures as a reference for coverage. if you 
have any questions call the NALC HBP, ask Joe Gutierrez our  
Health Benefits Representative, or myself, your Assistant Health 
Benefits Representative.

wishing everyone a very healthy and safe spring and a very 
happy mother’s and father’s day.

Vision Care
By Mary Stanley, Assistant Health Benefits Representative

Pictured above is Pacoima Retiree David Nicholson as he 
is presented with his 35-Year NALC Membership Pin.
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Protect Your Future and Cast Your Vote
By: Frank Salazar, President Emeritus/Trustee

I wanted to take this opportunity to 
thank those members who voted in 
our last branch elections and for your 
support in electing me as a branch 

trustee and delegate to the next national convention in detroit, 
michigan. even though i am retired, i thought i’d still look after 
the branch since i still live in the area.

it’s been about a year since i retired, and i can honestly say 
i don’t miss the grievances and the management lies, but i do 
miss the people and giving stress and headaches to manag-
ers and supervisors. i’ve heard it said that retirement is like six  
saturdays and one sunday and they’re right! it’s like the never 
ending long weekend. i love the fact that i don’t have to be  
anywhere at any given time and that i do as i please, when i 
please, and how i please. 

To those of you that are within five years of your minimum  
retirement age, start planning now to see if you can actually 
retire, if you so desire. To those of you who are a long way off 
or just starting, take advantage of the tsP by putting away as 
much as you can. At the very least, put in at least 5% of your 
pay to get the matching funds. Don’t say you can’t afford to, 
because you can! if you don’t, you will regret it later. you have to 
remember that when you retire you will draw funds from three 
sources: a postal pension, a retirement supplement if you are 
under 62 years of age or social security and the tsP. A third of 
your current retirement funding is based on the tsP, and if you 
have very little savings invested in the tsP you might not be 
able to retire or retire comfortably. so, put as much as you can 
into the tsP and if you are not sure how to invest it, put it into 
the G Fund until you figure it out.

Vote
i hope you all care enough to vote this june, because if we 

don’t it can directly affect our future well-being. I am no fan of 
this President or the current administration and i will leave it at 
that for now. i really want to talk to our members who live in the 
25th congressional district and hope that you turn out the vote 
for congressional candidate bryan caforio. the branch and the 
lA county federation of labor are backing bryan caforio.

i am not voting for congressman steve knight and it’s not 
because he has an “r” after his name. it’s because he doesn’t 
believe in social security. he called it a bad idea and he won’t 
do anything to strengthen it and everything to weaken it. steve 
Knight also voted against the Affordable Care Act. Ok, so it 

doesn’t directly affect us as Federal Employees/Annuitants,  
but how about our fellow citizens, young and old who can’t  
afford decent medical insurance? We are lucky because we 
have a strong union that negotiated a good benefits package. 
what if they didn’t?

congressman knight also voted for the current tax scam. 
he voted to give big tax breaks to corporations, billionaires and 
millionaires that will blow over a trillion-dollar hole (deficit) in  
the budget within 10 years due to the lack of tax revenue.  
if in power in 10 years, the extreme corporate right wingers 
in the Republican Party will try to fix this problem by cutting 
Medicare and Social Security benefits. So, if you live in Acton, 
Agua dulce, castaic, lancaster, newhall, Palmdale, Porter 
ranch, santa clarita, simi Valley, stevenson ranch or Valencia 
please vote. think before you vote and vote for bryan caforio. 
the branch supports him and the house of labor supports him.  
Vote for someone who will support the middle class and work-
ing men and women. support someone who will support us.

As a reminder, i have included a list of 25 items that unions 
and union backed legislators have gained for working people. 
don’t take protections like these for granted. Vote for the labor 
candidate-bryan caforio.

All for now back whenever i get around to writing another  
article.

thank a uniOn
1. weekends
2. Paid Vacation
3. fmlA
4. Paid sick leave
5.  child labor laws
6. social security
7. minimum wage
8. 8 hour work day
9. overtime Pay
10. health & safety oshA
11. health care
12. dental
13 Vision
14. collective bargaining
15. breaks

 

16. wrongful termination
 laws
17 Age discrimination 
 laws
18. raises
19 sexual harassment  
 laws
20. American disabilities 
 Act
21 holiday Pay
22. military leave
23 Equal Pay Act
24. civil rights
25. workers comp

afl-ciO
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Pictured above is Ralph Otte (center) as he is presented  
with his 50-Year Gold Card by National Business  
Agent Bryant Almario (left) and Tri-Valley Branch 2902 
President Hill. Ralph is a happily retired Carrier from the 
North Hollywood P.O.

Amending the Affordable Care Act
By David Hyman, Branch 2902 Trustee & Political Liaison

greetings brothers and sisters! 
there’s still time to get tickets  
to the june 9th dodgers vs  
Atlanta braves game for $42 

per ticket. It includes seats in the right field pavilion, all you can 
eat dodger dogs, popcorn, peanuts, soft drinks, chips & salsa, 
plus a many mota bobble head. i still have tickets but they are 
going fast. 

With the Affordable Care Acts’ (ACA) funding being  
attacked by the majority in congress, a blue wave by the  
democrats could potentially offer a substitute to phase out  
the AcA. there is talk that if a more labor/consumer friendly 
Congress is elected, it could offer a program called “Medicare 
extra”, it’s not medicare for all but it heads in that direction.  
this was a proposal introduced by the center for Ameri-
can Progress, a progressive think tank associated with the  
democratic Party. this legislation would preserve privately 
funded employer coverage for those choosing to remain in 
these plans. within a few years, this would become health 
care for most since everyone buying insurance in the individual  
market would have the option to buy in. in addition, newborns 
and those turning 65 would be covered by this plan. it address-
es many of the ACA flaws that should have been addressed in 
the last seven years.

the medicare extra plan would also include dental, vi-
sion and hearing. medicare extra would be allowed to ne-
gotiate drug and medical device equipment. Funding  
from present medicare payments would transfer to this pro-
gram. Premiums would be based on income. Additional  

revenue for the startup would come from returning some 
of the corporate tax cut monies or a surtax on higher  
income taxpayers and higher taxes on capital gains. 

At the l.A. federation of labor’s retirement forum meeting, we 
had a guest speaker from the california telephone Access Pro-
gram. this program provides special needs telephones for any-
one with a hearing disorder be they young or old. this deaf and  
disabled telecommunication program is funded by a small tax 
on your phone bill and is a program of the california Public 
utilities commission. check out www.californiaphones.org for 
more information on these free telephones. 

the federation also had a program in march under the 
theme “inseparable” with three workshops. bob golden  
and i had a choice of two of the three. we opted for the  
“cultivating a broader labor movement” and “fighting right 
to work” AkA “right to work for less.” the labor movement  
workshop covered working with coalition partners, the immi-
grant community and giving a chance to recently released folks 
who served time in jail. The fight against the “The Right to Work 
for less” movement was encouraging because the michigan 
Aft was able to turn the tide, “from surviving to thriving” after 
labor took a hit in that state.

the former cemex megamine site in santa clarita has been 
fast tracked with the help of congressman steve knight to  
become the “trump casino” with an opening of october 2019. 
there were some tribal people living in the area 1,500 years ago 
so it might become a tribal partnership. i’m not sure if that is 
what santa clarita wants or needs but time will tell.

june 5th is election day, make sure you participate and 
elect labor/consumer friendly elected officials. The only weapon 
against organized greed is organized labor.

KNow Your rIghTS
step 4    august 23, 1977, ncc 7450
Management should inform employees prior to placing 
them on restricted sick leave that their usage of sick 
leave demonstrates a pattern of abusing the use of sick 
leave. 

step 4    Oct 31, 1977, ncc 8354
The set percentage of sick leave usage, in and of itself, 
should not be the sole determining factor on taking 
further corrective action.
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BRANCH 2902 PROPOSED BY-LAWS CHANGES 
 

Proposed Change #1: 
Article III Section 1.  Currently reads: 
 

SECTION 1. Regular meetings of the Branch shall be held on the third Tuesday of the month, at a hall that is available, and that has the approval of the 
Branch, at 7:00 P.M. provided that the date, time and place of the meetings may be changed whenever the majority of the members present and voting 
at any regular meeting shall so decide, or by the executive board in an emergency situation. All December meetings will be held at the Union Hall.   
 

Proposed to read: 
SECTION 1.  Regular meetings of the Branch shall be held on the third Thursday of the month at the Union hall at 7:00 P.M. The date, time and place of 
the meetings may be changed whenever the majority of the members present and voting at any regular meeting shall so decide, or by the executive 
board in an emergency situation.  
 

Proposed Change #2: 
Article VI Section 1b) Currently reads: 
 

b)  LOCAL NEGOTIATION COMMITTEE, consisting of the President and at least one (1) member from each station, who will be chosen by the 
membership at that station. The President is empowered to sign agreements that are binding upon the membership of this branch. 
 

Proposed to read: 
b)  LOCAL NEGOTIATION COMMITTEE will consist of the President and/or any additional member(s) as designated by the President. Other members 
from each station may also be chosen at the President’s discretion. The President is empowered to sign agreements that are binding upon the 
membership of this branch.  
 

Proposed Change #3: 
ARTICLE VIII Section 3 Currently reads: 
 

Section 3. For the faithful performance of his/her duties, the shop Stewards shall be compensated in 2 levels as follows: 
 

 a) Alternate shop stewards shall receive a salary of $50.00 per month, payable bimonthly. 
 b) Shop stewards shall be compensated $110.00 per month, payable bimonthly. 
 

Proposed to read: 
Section 3. For the faithful performance of his/her duties, the Shop Stewards shall be compensated in 2 levels as follows: 
 

 a) Alternate Shop Stewards shall receive a salary of $75.00 per month, payable bimonthly. 
 b) Shop Stewards shall be compensated $150.00 per month, payable bimonthly. 

 

Proposed Change #4 
ARTICLE IX Section 6 Currently reads: 
 

Section 6. The financial secretary treasurer shall receive all moneys due the branch and such moneys shall be deposited in the depositories designated 
by the branch; such deposits shall be made in the name of Branch #2902, National Association of Letter Carriers. The financial secretary-treasurer shall, 
by virtue of his/her office, be a delegate to the state and national conventions. He/She shall have his/her accounts correctly posted and ready for 
examination by the board of trustees whenever they may require. He/She shall, whenever called upon to do so by the president account for and deliver 
over to the branch or to his/her successor in office, all moneys, books, papers, securities, and other property of this branch that may have come into 
his/her possession. He/She shall make monthly reports to the branch giving the receipts and expenditures of the funds of this branch in detail as shown 
by the books of his/her office to the membership at each regular monthly meeting. He/She shall assure that every officer, employee or other 
representative of the branch who handles funds or other property shall be bonded thereof to provide protection against loss by reasons of acts of fraud 
or dishonesty on his/her part directly or through connivance with others. For faithful performance of his/her duties, the financial secretary-treasurer shall 
be paid $450.00 per month. Further, he/she shall be bonded in the amount of no less than ten thousand ($10,000) dollars, the maximum amount to be 
determined by the board of trustees. The premium of the bond is to be paid by the branch. 
 

Proposed to read: 
Section 6. The Financial Secretary Treasurer shall receive all moneys due the branch and such moneys shall be deposited in the depositories 
designated by the branch; such deposits shall be made in the name of Branch #2902, National Association of Letter Carriers. The Financial 
Secretary-Treasurer shall, by virtue of his/her office, be a delegate to the state and national conventions. He/She shall have his/her accounts correctly 
posted and ready for examination by the board of trustees whenever they may require. He/She shall, whenever called upon to do so by the president 
account for and deliver over to the branch or to his/her successor in office, all moneys, books, papers, securities, and other property of this branch that 
may have come into his/her possession. He/She shall make monthly reports to the branch giving the receipts and expenditures of the funds of this 
branch in detail as shown by the books of his/her office to the membership at each regular monthly meeting. He/She shall assure that every officer, 
employee or other representative of the branch who handles funds or other property shall be bonded thereof to provide protection against loss by 
reasons of acts of fraud or dishonesty on his/her part directly or through connivance with others. For faithful performance of his/her duties, the Financial 
Secretary-Treasurer shall be paid $500.00 per month. Further, he/she shall be bonded in the amount of no less than ten thousand ($10,000) dollars, the 
maximum amount to be determined by the board of trustees. The premium of the bond is to be paid by the branch. 
 

Proposed Change #5 
ARTICLE IX Section 7 Currently Reads:   

SECTION 7. The sergeant-at-arms shall preserve order in the meetings, under the instruction of the president. It shall be his or her duty to see that none, but 
members, are present at the meeting, unless directed by the president or a vote of the branch. He/She shall keep a roster, which shall be signed by a member 
upon entering the meeting hall. The roster shall be kept in the possession of the sergeant-at-arms at all times during the meeting. For the faithful performance 
of his/her duties, the sergeant-at-arms shall receive a salary of $50.00 per month.  
 

Proposed to read: 
SECTION 7.  The Sergeant-at-Arms shall preserve order in the meetings, under the instruction of the president. It shall be his or her duty to see that none, but 
members, are present at the meeting, unless directed by the president or a vote of the branch. He/She shall keep a roster, which shall be signed by a member 
upon entering the meeting hall. The roster shall be kept in the possession of the Sergeant-at-Arms at all times during the meeting. For the faithful performance 
of his/her duties, the Sergeant-at-Arms shall receive a salary of $60.00 per month.  
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Proposed Change #6 
ARTICLE IX Section 8. Currently Reads: 

  
SECTION 8.  The editor of the branch newsletter, THE MAILBAG NEWS, shall be paid one hundred ($100.00) dollars per issue, payable bimonthly. 
 

Proposed to read: 
SECTION 8.   The editor of the branch newsletter, THE MAILBAG NEWS, shall be paid 8 hours lost time at the CC2 Step O rate per issue, payable bimonthly. 
 

Proposed Change #7 
ARTICLE IX Section 9 Currently reads: 
 

SECTION 9. The branch health benefits representative shall be paid one hundred ($100.00) dollars per month, payable bimonthly. Health benefits 
reimbursement checks from National will be mailed to the branch office, and placed into a branch fund for the use of the health benefits representative’s 
expenses. 

 

Proposed to read: 
SECTION 9.  The branch Health Benefits Representative shall be paid one hundred ten ($110.00) dollars per month, payable bimonthly. Health benefits 
reimbursement checks from National will be mailed to the branch office, and placed into a branch fund for the use of the health benefits representative’s 
expenses. 

 

Proposed Change #8 
ARTICLE IX Section 10 Currently reads: 
 

SECTION 10. The MBA/NSBA representative shall be paid one hundred ($100.00) dollars per month, payable bimonthly.  Mutual benefits expense 
reimbursement checks will be sent to the branch office, and placed into a branch fund for the use of the MBA/NSBA representative’s expenses. 
 

Proposed to read: 
SECTION 10. The MBA/NSBA representative shall be paid one hundred ten ($110.00) dollars per month, payable bimonthly.  Mutual benefits expense 
reimbursement checks will be sent to the branch office, and placed into a branch fund for the use of the MBA/NSBA representative’s expenses. 

 

Proposed Change #9 
ARTICLE IX Section 11 Currently reads: 
 
SECTION 11. The assistant health benefits representative shall be paid fifty ($50.00) dollars per month, payable bimonthly. 
 

Proposed to read: 
SECTION 11. The Assistant Health Benefits Representative shall be paid sixty ($60.00) dollars per month, payable bimonthly. 
 

Proposed Change #10 
ARTICLE IX Section 12 Currently reads: 
 

SECTION 12.  The director of retirees who will be a retiree, shall have responsibility for coordinating meetings and activities for giving guidance and 
direction to retired members. For faithful performance of his/her duties the director of retirees shall be paid one hundred ($100.00) dollars per month, 
payable bimonthly. 
 

Proposed to read: 
SECTION 12.  The Director of Retirees, who will be a retiree, shall have responsibility for coordinating meetings and activities for giving guidance and 
direction to retired members. For faithful performance of his/her duties the director of retirees shall be paid one hundred ten ($110.00) dollars per month, 
payable bimonthly. 

 

Proposed Change #11 
ARTICLE IX Section 13 Currently reads: 
 

SECTION 13. The board of trustees shall have custody of, keep an inventory of, and maintain all branch property. In addition, they shall perform such 
other duties as may be assigned them by branch action or presidential direction from time to time. The branch shall elect a board of trustees consisting 
of five (5) members. For faithful performance of their duties, members of the board of trustees shall receive a salary of thirty five ($35.00) dollars per 
month, payable bimonthly. 
 

Proposed to read: 
SECTION 13. The board of trustees shall have custody of, keep an inventory of, and maintain all branch property. In addition, they shall perform such 
other duties as may be assigned them by branch action or presidential direction from time to time. The branch shall elect a board of trustees consisting 
of five (5) members. For faithful performance of their duties, members of the board of trustees shall receive a salary of fifty ($50.00) dollars per month, 
payable bimonthly. 
 

Proposed Change #12 
 

ARTICLE XII Section 1. Currently reads: 
  
SECTION 1. The recording secretary shall keep a record of the members present at all meetings of the branch. This record of attendance shall be 
included in the minutes of all meetings. 
 

Proposed to read: 
SECTION 1. The recording secretary shall keep a record of the members present at all meetings of the branch.  
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Letter Carrier Political Fund
by making a contribution to the letter carrier Political fund, 

you are doing so voluntarily with the understanding that your con-
tribution is not a condition of membership in the national Associa-
tion of letter carriers or of employment by the Postal service, nor 
is it part of union  dues. you have a right to refuse to contribute 
without any reprisal. the letter carrier Political fund will use the 
money it receives to contribute to candidates for federal office 
and undertake other political spending as permitted by law. your 
selection shall remain in full force and effect until cancelled. Con-
tributions to the letter carrier Political fund are not deductible 
for federal income tax purposes. federal law prohibits the letter 
carrier Political fund from soliciting contributions from individuals 
who are not NALC members, executive and administrative staff 
or their families. Any contribution received from such an individual 
will be refunded to that contributor. Federal law requires us to use 
our best efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address, 
occupation and name of employer of individuals whose contribu-
tions exceed $200 per calendar year. Any guideline amount is 
merely a suggestion, and an individual is free to contribute more 
or less than the guideline suggests and the union will not favor or 
disadvantage anyone by reason of the amount of their contribu-
tion or their decision not to contribute.

In Memoriam
 bill everett sandra Muir 
 retired-santa Paula retired-san fernando

roger askew 
former nAlc branch 2462 President

treasurer’s report
3/19/18 - 4/15/18

General account
Previous balance $107,393.33
receipts $41,739.19
sub-total $149,132.52
disbursements ($38,128.16)
total-on-hand $111,004.36

Payroll account
Previous balance $107.942.68
receipts $24,091.45
sub-total $132,034.13
disbursements ($20,390.97)
total-on-hand $111,643.16

convention fund
checking Acct #7 .15% rate-usPs-c.u. $64,327.92
total of convention fund $64,327.92

contingency fund
c.d. 6mos .747% rate-Premier c.u.-#1 $85,960.22
c.d. 6mos .648% rate-Premier c.u.-#2 $11,647.10
c.d. (1) year 1.094% rate Premier c.u.- #3 $107,612,78
mm cert #14 26wks .25% rate-usPs-cu $24,409.03
mm cert #18 26wks .25% rate-usPs-cu $22,681,70
mm cert # 19 26wks .25% rate-usPs-cu  $66,848.95
mm checking # 8 26wks .15% rate-usPs-cu $45,892.85
c.d. 6mos .380% Priority one c.u. $33,416.38
shares acct usPs-cu  $7.11
total of contingency fund $398,476.12

retiree fund $4,574.66

daniel A. gorman 
financial secretary-treasurer
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Moving Forward 
TogETHEr

If you work for, or are retired from the USPS 
call (877) 337-2728, visit any of our convenient 
branches or join online at www.postcitycu.org.

Minimum $300 monthly direct deposit required into ExpressPay Checking to waive 
monthly fee. Please visit www.postcitycu.org for complete rates and terms.

Serving Postal workers for over 85 Years
•   Get Paid Two Days Early! Your USPS paycheck 

delivered to you TWO DAYS EARLY with direct deposit

•   Low Auto Loan Rates with 100% financing 

• FREE Checking and Visa® Debit Card

•  Over 30,000 Fee-FREE ATMs

•  FREE Mobile and Online Banking with Bill Pay

•   5,300+ Shared Branches

•   Platinum Visa® with no annual Fees  
and FREE Rewards

•   Mortgage and Home Equity Loans

LOnG BEACH BRAnCH 
8169 East Wardlow Rd. 
Long Beach, CA 90808

Toll Free: (877) 337-2728 

Mon., Tues., Thurs. 9 am–5 pm
Wed. 8 am–5 pm
Fri. 9 am–6 pm

nORTH HOLLywOOD BRAnCH 
11304 Chandler Blvd. 

North Hollywood, CA 91603

Phone: (818) 769-4200 

Mon. – Thurs. 12 pm–5pm 
Fri. 12 pm–6 pm

wEST SACRAMEnTO BRAnCH 
3775 Industrial Blvd. 

West Sacramento, CA 95799

Toll Free: (800) 300-7053

Mon.–Thur. 9 am–5 pm 
Fri. 9 am–6 pm
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retirees lunch
raffle at 12:30

May
Where: Hometown Buffet 
 fallbrook mall 
 6633 fallbrook Ave. 
 west hills

When: thursday,  
 may 17, 2018

time: 11 am to 1 pm

June
Where: golden Panda 
 1825 madera. rd. 
 simi Valley

When: thursday,  
 june 21, 2018

time:  11 am to 1 pm

CANCELLED

WANTED
Your clean, gently used or brand 
new, unwanted Postal uniforms. 
New CCA Carriers are in need. 
Please help by donating your  

excess uniforms to the Union Hall, 
where they will be distributed to 
new fellow union member CCAs. 

your Shop Steward can help  
with details.
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branch #2902 Officers shOP steWarD list

PRESIDENT

• Ray Hill  

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

• Paul Drapkin  

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

• James Perryman  

VICE PRESIDENT

• Alex Lopez  

TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY

• Dan Gorman 

RECORDING SECRETARY

• Laura Rowe 

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES

• Bev Sucich 

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE

• Chris Alessi 

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER

• Joe Gutierrez 

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE

• Mary Stanley 

SGT.-AT-ARMS

• Bob Golden 

TRUSTEES:

• Greg Gaddis 

• David Hyman 

• Louie Rodriguez 

• Frank Salazar  

• Walter Williams  

WEBMASTER

• Larry Orcutt 

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.  Greg Gaddis  

Chatsworth Chief S.S.  Angel Hale  

Fillmore Chief S.S.  Call Office  

Moorpark Chief S.S.  Lori Stewart  

No. Hollywood Chief S.S.  Louie Rodriguez  

Chandler  Greg Gaddis  

Laurel Canyon  Louie Rodriguez  

Studio City  Greg Gaddis 

Valley Village  Louie Rodriguez  

Northridge Chief S.S.  Onofre Varela  

Porter Ranch  Onofre Varela  

Ojai Chief S.S.  Philip Navarro  

Oxnard Chief S.S.  Johnny Boyd  

 Kathi Albritten  

 Pablo Galvan  

Pacoima Chief S.S.  Lorie Moore  

Reseda Chief S.S.  Call Office  

San Fernando Chief S.S.  James Perryman  

M.C.A.  James Perryman  

North Hills  Albert Reyes  

Sylmar / Main Office  Martin Diaz  

 Robert Tracy  

Santa Paula Chief S.S  Marcos Aldrete   

Simi Valley Chief S.S.  Sandra Dearborn  

 Dan Cabrera 

Mt. McCoy Station S.S. Sal Lopez  

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S.  Alex Lopez  

 Walter Williams  

 Mary Stanley  

Newbury Park S.S. Alex Lopez  

Ventura Chief S.S.  Laura Rowe  

East Ventura S.S. Laura Rowe  

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.  Nilo Gatus  
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the Mail baG neWs
nalc branch 2902
21540 PrAirie street, # c
chAtsworth, cA 91311
(818) 700-9615 fAx (818) 700-9755
br2902@sbcglobal.net
www.nalcbranch2902.org

Address Service Requested

non Profit org.
u.s. PostAge

PaiD
Permit no. 41

canoga Park, cA

 mAy 15 regular branch meeting 7:00pm 
   union hall-chatsworth 
   dinner served 6:00pm
 mAy 17 retiree lunch 11:00am 
   HomeTown Buffet-West Hills
 mAy 28 memorial day-holiday
 jun  5 executive board meeting 6:00pm 
   executive council meeting 7:00pm
 jun 19 regular branch meeting 7:00pm 
   union hall-chatsworth 
   snacks served 6:00pm
 jun 21 retiree lunch 11:00am 
   cancelleD
 jul  3 executive board meeting 6:00pm 
   executive council meeting 7:00pm
 jul  4 independence day-holiday
 Jul 16 nalc national convention 
   Detroit, Michigan (July 16-20)
 Jul 24 regular branch Meeting 7:00pm 
   union hall-chatsworth 
   dinner served 6:00pm 
   (Please note the date change due to 
   nalc national convention being held 
   during the week we would normally 
   have branch 2902 Monthly Meeting)
 Jul 26 retiree lunch 11:00am 
   golden Panda-simi Valley 
   1825 madera rd. 
   (Please note the date change due to 
   nalc national convention being held 
   during the week we would normally 
   have the retiree luncheon)

Calendar of Events

tri-Valley branch 2902
Announces

membershiP APPreciAtion night At 

DODGer staDiuM 
Vs the  

atlanta braVes
saturday June 9, 2018@ 6:10pm

tickets are in the right field Pavilion 
And include all you can eat dodger dogs, PeAnuts, 

nAchos, PoPcorn & sodA
***Plus***

Manny MOta bObble heaD GiVeaWay niGht

tickets are $42 each

cOntact DaViD hyMan at 
davidhyman@aol.com



Proudly rePresenting: AgourA, ArletA, cAlAbAsAs, chAtsworth, fillmore, grAnAdA hills, mission hills, moorPArk,  
newbury PArk, north hills, north hollywood, northridge, ojAi, oxnArd, PAcoimA, Port hueneme, resedA, sAn fernAndo,  

sAntA PAulA, simi VAlley, sylmAr, thousAnd oAks, VenturA, westlAke And woodlAnd hills
member: los  Angeles federAtion of lAbor, Afl-cio member: tri-counties centrAl lAbor council, Afl-cio
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T he 26th Annual nAlc/usPs food drive has come and 
gone, with branch 2902 collecting 385,358 pounds of food 
this year. Although the amount of food collected this year 
is down slightly from last year’s total, it is still an impressive 

amount of food that was picked up by our carriers and will definitely 
help to feed the needy in our local communities. this year’s food 
drive was relatively problem-free, with a few minor glitches that we 
were able to easily resolve. 

i can’t name all of you who go above and beyond the call of duty 
during the food drive in this article, but i must give a special thanks 
to our branch food drive coordinator, sandy dearborn, and to her 
husband jim. i can’t overemphasize how invaluable sandy and jim 
have been to the success of our annual food drives. Also, my sin-
cere thanks to each and every one of you who participated in this 
year’s event; without all of your stellar efforts the annual food drive 
could not succeed like it has for

continiued on page 2

26 Years of  
Paying it Forward

By Ray Hill, President
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Listed below are the reported amounts of  
food collected this year from each office in 

Branch 2902.
  Pounds  

 installation collected
Agoura hills 9,800
chatsworth 20,500
fillmore  1,000 
moorpark 7,250
lccA/Valley Village 20,750
chandler 20,500
studio city 5,278
northridge/Porter ranch 28,500
ojai 5,453
oxnard/Port hueneme 31,660
Pacoima 10,496
reseda 12,500
san fernando/mcA 13,220
north hills/sepulveda 18,670
sylmar 13,750
santa Paula 2,350
Simi Valley Main Office 18,365
mt. mccoy  23,495
thousand oaks 35,786
newbury Park 7,750
Ventura Main Office 9,120
east Ventura station 33,065
woodland hills   36,100

the last 26 years. lastly on the 
food drive, thanks to our nAlc  
region 1 food drive coordinator, 
janette dolabson, for her hard work 
this year helping to ensure things ran 
smoothly for all the branches. great  

job everyone, keep up the good work!

the Wolf is at the Door
in the past, i’ve written in this publication about my dis-

taste for politics, in general. I am a selfish voter and vote for  
candidates who support the issues that are important to me 
and to the letter carriers that i proudly represent. however, my 
distaste for politics aside, we cannot afford to bury our heads 
in the sand and ignore what is going on in washington these 
days. i hope everyone read the june Postal Record’s “news 
from washington” article regarding important legislative issues 
that are currently pending.

26 Years of Paying it Forward
continued from page 1

It was reported in the article that the Office of Personnel  
Management (OPM) Director Jeff Pon sent a letter to Speaker  
of the house Paul ryan on may 4 making four legislative recom-
mendations that, if enacted, would require current and future 
federal employees to make larger pension contributions, and 
also would scale back retirement benefits for current retirees. 
The proposals would mainly affect Federal Employees’ Retire-
ment system (fers) employees; civil service retirement sys-
tem (CSRS) participants would be affected to a lesser extent.

OPM’s proposals reflect the White House’s last two budget 
requests, which called for:

• Increasing FERS federal employee pension contribu-
tions to 7.25 percent. currently, there are three tiers of 
fers pensions, with newly hired Postal and federal work-
ers in 2013 and 2014 paying more of the contributions  
(3.1 percent and 4.4 percent, respectively) into the fers 
retirement system with no corresponding benefit increase. 
this proposal would call for all current and future fers 
participants to contribute 1 percent more toward their an-
nuities each year until they are contributing 7.25 percent 
of their basic pay into the pension. this increase comes 
without any corresponding pension increase, representing 
a significant pay cut for Postal and federal employees.

• Replacing the high-3 with the high-5. This would  
significantly cut the retirement annuity of Postal and  
federal employees.

• Eliminating and reducing the federal retiree COLA. This 
would eliminate the colA for fers participants and cut 
the colA for csrs participants, preventing Postal and 
federal retiree pensions from keeping pace with inflation.

• Eliminating the FERS annuity supplement. This proposal  
would take away the possibility for many Postal and  
federal workers to retire before the age of 62. it also  
needlessly harms firefighters, law enforcement officers 
and others who must retire before age 62.

“these proposals are nothing but a blatant attack on Postal 
and federal workers,” nAlc President fredric rolando said. 
“we will do everything in our power to prevent congress from 
putting the burden of paying for federal spending on the backs 
of letter carriers, other federal employees and retirees.” As you 
have just read, these proposals affect all of us whether we are 
active letter carriers or retirees. the white house has called 
on congress to adopt these changes and while it has yet to 
do so, these proposals can come up throughout the remainder 
of the 115th congress, so letter carriers should be prepared 
to act when called upon to do so. now is not the time to bury 
our heads in the sand and assume our wages and benefits are 
etched in stone and guaranteed for life. these legislative threats 
to our livelihoods are real and the wolf is indeed at the door.

continiued on page 4
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NALC Food Drive 2018
Another Successful Food Drive “In the Bag”!
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26 Years of Paying it Forward
continued from page 2

Letter Carrier Political Fund
by making a contribution to the letter carrier Political 

fund, you are doing so voluntarily with the understanding 
that your contribution is not a condition of membership in 
the national Association of letter carriers or of employ-
ment by the Postal service, nor is it part of union dues. you 
have a right to refuse to contribute without any reprisal. the 
letter carrier Political fund will use the money it receives 
to contribute to candidates for federal office and undertake 
other political spending as permitted by law. your selection 
shall remain in full force and effect until cancelled. Contri-
butions to the letter carrier Political fund are not deduct-
ible for federal income tax purposes. federal law prohibits 
the letter carrier Political fund from soliciting contributions 
from individuals who are not nAlc members, executive 
and administrative staff or their families. Any contribution 
received from such an individual will be refunded to that 
contributor. Federal law requires us to use our best efforts 
to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation 
and name of employer of individuals whose contributions 
exceed $200 per calendar year. Any guideline amount is 
merely a suggestion, and an individual is free to contribute 
more or less than the guideline suggests and the union will 
not favor or disadvantage anyone by reason of the amount 
of their contribution or their decision not to contribute.

legislative updates still available via email
i was recently asked by a member why he no longer received 

e-activists emails from nAlc. As i explained to him, nAlc  
is pushing the nAlc member App for iPhones or Android 
smartphones and wants to keep us informed through the App. 
however, if you do not have an iPhone or smartphone, or if you 
would prefer to receive legislative updates by e-mail, please call 
nAlc mobilization director ed morgan at 202-662-2833 and 
he will set you up for e-mail legislative updates. i spoke to ed 
today and he told me to let you know that he is a Philadelphia 
carrier and is not always at headquarters so leave him a voice 
mail and he will return your call as soon as he is in the office. You 
will need to be logged into the nAlc.org website when you 
speak to ed and he will set you up to receive e-mail updates.

beware of social Media
being the old guy that i am, i am not into the whole so-

cial media thing. Although i haven’t quite reached the “stay 
off my lawn” phase of senior life, I don’t do Facebook, I’m not 
into instagram or twitter and i have no interest in what kanye 
and kim are up to these days. i realize that many of our mem-
bers are really into social media and it never ceases to amaze 
me when i hear about what some of them are posting. one  
extreme example of what i am writing about involved a 2-year 
letter carrier from fresno who was issued a notice of remov-
al for unacceptable conduct. the carrier was charged with  
posting a photo of himself on facebook holding a gun with the 
comment, “going Postal tomorrow, wish me luck.” the carrier 
was also charged with posting numerous other videos, photos 
and comments on facebook, presumably while on the clock. 
After being issued the notice of removal, the carrier stated 
that he was just being sarcastic with his posting and that he 
didn’t know he wasn’t supposed to post pictures or videos 
of himself at work. the union grieved the notice of removal 
and the case went to regional arbitration and was heard by  
Arbitrator wolitz. in her decision dated 10/13/2017, Arbitrator 
wolitz wrote, in part, “…We find that the Postal Service does 
not have to prove that the posting was meant as a threat or 

that Mr. ___ had any intention of carrying out the threat…Going 
Postal is hardly a joking matter. It is not an insignificant bad joke 
that can be ignored as such. It is profoundly unsettling. It calls 
up troublesome emotions, images and feelings. It unsettles the 
atmosphere. It makes some people uneasy. Some people may 
think the threat will be carried out. Some people may wonder if 
the threat would be carried out. It certainly disturbs the normal 
workplace…” Anyone care to guess how the Arbitrator ruled in 
this case? bingo, that’s right, she upheld the removal and this 
carrier no longer works for usPs. he lost his job because of his 
foolish facebook postings. was it worth it?

Although that example is certainly extreme, there are other 
less extreme examples of carriers doing stupid things such as 
posting pictures of themselves on facebook having lots of fun 
at disneyland on a day that they called in sick. carriers have 
posted pictures on facebook from casinos, sporting events 
and bars on days that they were supposedly sick. 

You really can’t make this stuff up. For those of you who 
feel the need to broadcast every aspect of your lives on social 
media, try to use some common sense and beware of what you 
post. your job could be at stake. enough said on that annoying 
topic. until next time, do me a favor and… stay off my lawn!

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of Tri-Valley  
branch 2902 (chatsworth, california) of the national  
Association of letter carriers. All opinions expressed are 
those of the individual author(s) and do not necessarily  
reflect the opinions of the NALC or its officers. The Mail Bag 
News welcomes articles and letters to the editor; however 
the editorial staff of The Mail Bag News assumes complete 
authority to decide which letters are presented for publica-
tion. Anonymous articles are not accepted. Permission is 
hereby granted to re-print articles. we just ask that you give 
the author and the publication appropriate credit.
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We all know getting injured on 
the job sucks. the Postal 
service has the highest  
injury rate among feder-

al employees. in 2015 alone, over 12,000 carriers reported  
injuries with over 6,000 leading to lost time from work. just 
imagine how many more injuries are not reported to manage-
ment, especially by ccA’s. 

many ccA’s are under the misguided impression that they 
should not report injuries for fear of reprisal from management. 
it’s pretty shameful on the part of our employer that they do 
whatever they can to suppress ccA’s from reporting an injury  
by insinuation, or even downright intimidating them into  
believing that doing so can or may lead to their removal from 
their livelihood. i want to try and set the record straight.

to begin with, ccA’s are covered by the federal employees 
Compensation Act (FECA) which is administered by the Office 
of workers compensation Program (owcP), almost exactly like 
career employees are. Yes, there is a bit of a difference in the 
way that ccA’s are compensated when it comes to pay, but 
otherwise there is no difference. 

ccA’s should not feel intimidated in exercising their rights 
when injured on the job. report any injury immediately to your 
supervisor and demand a cA-1 and cA-16 if you need medi-
cal attention. when you report a traumatic injury, requiring  
medical attention, the Postal service must provide you with a 
cA-1, notice of traumatic injury, and a cA-16, Authorization for 
examination and/or treatment. Postal managers are required to 
have them on hand and can easily print them from the Postal 
intranet. these are the forms that will be necessary for you to 
obtain and fill out in order to make a claim to OWCP that you 
have been injured on the job and in order to seek 
medical attention. if management gives you any 
flack over this, ask to see your Shop Steward or 
call the branch union hall. 

if you do lose any time from work, you also have 
the right to request continuation of Pay (coP) or 
sick/annual leave. As a ccA, you do not earn sick 
leave and might not have enough annual leave 
to cover your absence. coP keeps you paid for  
up to 45 days of absence from work due to  
disability or medical appointments. there is a 
three-day waiting period for payment of coP, but 
you can use any annual leave you have accrued to 
cover all or a portion of those three days. 

fecA gives you the right to select a physician 
of your choice. your supervisor may tell you that 
they are going to take or send you to “their” doc-
tor’s office. You may be required to be examined 
by their doctor, but you are not required to be 

CCA’s Injured On The Job
By Paul Drapkin, Executive Vice President

treated by their doctor. your claim will not be accepted if you 
are not treated by a physician.

you will need to insure that you are treated by a physician in 
a timely manner because you must supply medical evidence of 
your injury, signed by a doctor within 10 days to qualify for coP.

Along with the cA-1, injured workers should receive a  
cA-16 from their supervisor prior to being treated. form  
cA-16 is the form used in traumatic injuries to 1) authorize 
medical treatment, and 2) provide an initial medical report. the 
front of the cA-16 is completed and signed by management 
and guarantees payment by owcP to the medical provider. 
this prevents injured workers from having any out-of-pocket 
expenses for an on-the-job injury. 

the reason those of us who work for the union on behalf of 
you write articles and put this kind of information out there is be-
cause the Postal service has no obligation to inform you about 
your rights under fecA until after a job-related injury. hell, even 
after you have been injured, i can just about guarantee that your 
supervisor is not going to inform you of your rights to any of this 
stuff, even though they are required to do so. the main reason 
being is that most of your supervisors have not been informed 
or trained on the proper procedure to follow once a carrier has 
reported an injury. this is borne out by oig’s 2016 audit report 
that stated that district personnel were not always aware of poli-
cies and procedures for claim forms. in other words, Postal ser-
vice management just doesn’t know what the hell they are do-
ing when it comes to insuring that carriers who have sustained 
on-the-job injuries are processed properly. that is the fault of 
the District Manager who is responsible to insure that his staff 

continiued on page 6

Pictured above is new retiree Marie McTavish from Ojai. Marie looks very 
happy as she accepts her retirement watch at the union meeting in May.
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(Postmasters, managers, supervisors etc...) is trained properly 
in these matters. remember, many of today’s supervisors are/
were ccA’s just like yourself a few days, weeks, months (pick 
one) ago.

Another reason your supervisor is unlikely to tell you of your 
rights is because they are under pressure from their superiors 
to not report injuries. injuries that lead to lost work days lead  
to stress for Postmasters and supervisors who are already 
shorthanded and are fearful of losing another body.

once you submit a completed cA-1 to your supervisor, he 
or she is required to sign the receipt portion of the cA-1 and 
give it to you. this is important because the signed receipt will  
protect you in the event that owcP later questions whether 
your claim of injury was timely submitted. management only 
has 10 working days to submit the paperwork to owcP and 
they have been known to delay their responsibilities in this  

26th Annual Food Drive,  
Another Rousing Success

By Sandy Dearborn, Food Drive Coordinator

This year’s food drive went very well. we had a lot of 
support from our shop stewards, region 1 coordina-
tor jeanette dalabson, Postal service supervisors and 
sierra coastal district management.  

we sent out 500,000 food drive cards to cover all of the sta-
tions represented by our branch. thank you to jim dearborn, 
bev sucich, dan gorman, mary stanley, sue degenhardt, and 
Jeff Ross for all their help labeling and preparing the cards for 
distribution.

our branch collected a total of 385,358 pounds of food and 
it was all distributed to the following pantries or food banks:
Agoura hills manna conejo Valley food bank
north hills/sepulveda first southern baptist church
Simi Valley/Main Office Salvation Army
simi Valley/mt. mccoy st. rose of lima
moorpark catholic charities
newbury Park st. Paul’s baptist Pantry
fillmore st. Vincent de Paul

thousand oaks, oxnard main,  
Port hueneme, Ventura main,  
east Ventura food share, 
reseda our redeemer lutheran church 
santa Paula st. sebastian church 
ojai help of ojai 
chatsworth fish of west Valley 
Pacoima & sylmar mend 
woodland hills west Valley food Pantry 
northridge main,Porter ranch north Valley caring service 
san fernando/mcA north hollywood interfaith 
north hollywood chandler st. charles service center,
studio city, Valley Village, lccA Valley food bank

This year marks my 25th and final year as Food Drive  
coordinator for the branch and i will be passing the “hat” to 
mary stanley. thanks to everyone for their help and support 
throughout the years.

matter. delayed paperwork only means delayed processing of 
your claim and the possibility of any compensation you may be 
entitled to. i cannot emphasize enough how important this is. 
you should let your shop steward know if your supervisor fails 
to sign and provide the cA-1 receipt. 

once management has completed their portion of the  
CA-1, get a copy of it for your files. Build a file of every  
document related to your injury, including medical reports and 
documents from the Postal service and owcP. i can guarantee 
that it will all come in very handy as you wind your way down 
the owcP road. 

don’t let these uninformed, untrained supervisors keep you 
from reporting on-the-job injuries if they occur. it is part of your 
rights as a federal employee and you are protected by federal 
law. knowing the playbook is what you will need to insure that 
you are back on the road to recovery and a healthy career. 

CCA’s Injured On the Job
continued from page 5
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Protect Your Loved Ones
By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative

The mbA has life insurance for all 
members of the nAlc and their 
families including ccA’s. it is im-
portant to have protection and 

security for your family in these times we are living in. life insur-
ance is a great way to have security for the ones you love in the 
event that you or the breadwinner or both are taken away.

Here are our five insurance plans through your Unions’ Mu-
tual Benefit Association that are available to all NALC members.        

Mba 10-year renewable and convertible term insurance 
this plan is a 10-year renewable and convertible term insurance 
policy. term insurance provides members with death protec-
tion for a specific “term” of years, (with this plan, the premium 
stays the same for 10 years). this plan is guaranteed renewable  
every 10 years until the anniversary date after the insured’s  
80th birthday. with this plan, a policyholder does not accu-
mulate a cash value. it is “pure” insurance for a ten year term.  
you can convert this policy to a whole life plan up until the  
anniversary date after the insured’s 65th birthday without 
any physical exam. this low-cost coverage is ideal for young  
families and policyholders in the “prime of life”.

Mba Whole life - this plan is a whole life insurance policy that 
provides a way to give your family financial security both during 
your lifetime and beyond. in the event of your death, survivors 
receive the full benefit amount of your policy. While you are alive, 
you are setting aside money you can use as a nest egg for  
your family. in order to keep your premiums low as possible, 
premiums are paid throughout the insured’s lifetime, and your 
premiums will never go up, they stay the same amount your 
whole life. in times of need, you can borrow against the cash 
value at a low interest rate and still keep your policy in force. 
your nest egg or the cash value is a portion of your premiums 
that is set aside to grow as you earn tax deferred interest at 
above-market rates. every year, the mbA determines whether 
your policy will share in the divisible surplus that builds from 
all the participating policies in the way of dividends. you may 
choose to receive your dividends as a cash payment each 
year, to buy additional insurance coverage, or to keep them on  
deposit with the mbA to earn more interest.

Mba Whole life Paid up at age 65 - this plan is a limited 
payment whole life insurance policy. it is ideal for all letter carri-
ers and their family members. The plan offers lifelong insurance 
protections without lifelong payments. your premiums end on 
the policy anniversary date following the insured’s 65th birth-
day. This allows the insured to reduce their financial obligations  
upon retirement while maintaining their insurance coverage 
throughout the insured’s lifetime. this Plan also earns a cash 
Value, has loan options, and pays dividends.

Pictured above is Nilo Gatus, Shop Steward from  
Woodland Hills as he is presented with his 30-Year NALC  
Membership Pin at the May General Membership  
Meeting. Congratulations Nilo and thank you for your  
30 years of membership.

independence - single Payment Plan – this plan is a 
convenient, whole life insurance policy. A once-in-a-lifetime  
premium pays off the policy at the time of purchase. In the 
event of the insured’s death, the independence Plan pays the  
survivors the full amount of the policy. this plan also helps with 
future needs by building cash value at current dividend rates. in 
times of need, a policyholder may borrow against this value or 
surrender the policy for the entire value.

Mba 20 Pay Whole life - this is a limited payment life  
insurance plan especially suited for letter carriers with young 
children. the policyholder pays the premiums for 20 years.  
in the event of the insured’s death, the policy pays the  
beneficiaries the full amount of the policy. The policy also builds 
cash value for the future, which policyholders may borrow 
against during cash emergencies. After the 20 years are paid 
up, the policyholder can elect to continue coverage at no cost. 
In that event, death benefits remain in force and the cash value 
continues to build up at current dividend rates.

in closing, i hope that you will protect your loved ones for 
peace of mind knowing they will still maintain a good quality of 
life in the future. Please check out our insurance plans on line 
at nalc.OrG.

i promise i will do my very best to represent all letter  
carriers and their families at the national convention in detroit 
and will bring you all the latest new products from the mbA  
and will update any new information to the members. 

have a great summer, god bless you. 
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Hi to all retirees and new retirees 
of branch 2902. once again we 
had good turn-outs of retirees 
for the monthly luncheons of 

march, April and may. june will be dark as usual due to all the 
graduations taking up all the space at our usual resturaunts.
The raffle winners for March 2017

dave nicholson, larry Quintanilla, rudy hernandez,  
joe majzel, ed smith and bev sucich.

The raffle winners for April 2107
Jeff Ross, Jack Rice, Sandy Dearborn, Gurdev Dhindsa, 
dave nicholson and chris Alessi.

The raffle winners for May 2017
Paul decareau, jack rice, joe majzel, dave nicholson, 
sandy dearborn and ed smith. 

dave nicholson won all 3 months, he must be very lucky. i 
promise you i do mix those tickets up. 

these are the retirees who received pins for their years of 
membership in the union. chris Alessi received his 30-year Pin, 
dan ramirez, dan Perego and dave nicholson their 35-year 
Pins, and Jeff Ross his 40-year Pin. Al Covarrubias from San 
fernando, ralph otte from north hollywood, and Alan takagi 
from chatsworth all received their 50-year gold cards. thank 
you all for your many years of membership in the nAlc and our 
branch.

fred ulit from woodland hills and hilda orellana from 
chatsworth both received their nAlc retirement watches. 
frank salazar from simi Valley received a Past President Award 

for all his many years of dedication to branch 2902. sandy 
dearborn from simi Valley received a lifetime Achievement 
award for her years of service to branch 2902. debbie riggs 
from newbury Park received a service Award for shop steward 
and trustee for her many years in branch 2902. congratulations 
and thank you to all of our retiree members for their service.

Please donate to the letter carrier Political fund to save our 
carriers jobs as well as our retirement status. you can contact 
james Perryman our senior Vice President for information.

betty and ed smith, a retiree from thousand oaks celebrat-
ed 54 years of marriage. congratulations ed and betty.

our prayers and condolences go to the families of bill  
everette from santa Paula, dennis foley from filmore, claude 
Arrington from north hollywood, sandra muir from san fernan-
do, for the recent passing of their loved ones.

remember our luncheon will be on july 26th at the golden 
Panda in simi and our August luncheon will be on August 23rd 
at Hometown Buffet in West Hills, both on the 4th thursday of 
each month due to circumstances beyond our control. Please 
make note of these changes on your calendar.

for all of us who are enrolled in medicare, we are going to 
be receiving a new medicare card. there is no charge for this 
new card. your social security number will not be on the new 
card due in an attempt to prevent identity theft. watch for them 
in the mail. 

have a safe and prosperous summer. drink lots of water on 
those hot days that we get in july, August and september. stay 
safe and healthy.

For the Good Life
By Beverly Sucich, Branch 2902 Director of Retirees

treasurer’s report
4/15/18 - 5/14/18

General account
Previous balance $111,004.36
receipts $41,388.48
sub-total $152,392.84
disbursements ($40,050.99)
total-on-hand $112,341.85

Payroll account
Previous balance $111,643.16
receipts $26,000.00
sub-total $137,643.16
disbursements ($24,372.56)
Total-on-Hand $113,270.60

convention fund
checking Acct #7 .15% rate-usPs-c.u. $67,890.85
Total of Convention Fund $67,890.85

contingency fund
c.d. 6mos .747% rate-Premier c.u.-#1 $86,009.46
c.d. 6mos .648% rate-Premier c.u.-#2 $11,653.30
c.d. (1) year 1.094% rate Premier c.u.- #3 $107,713.88
mm cert #21 26wks .25% rate-usPs-cu $24,415.74
mm cert #18 26wks .25% rate-usPs-cu $22,705.59
mm cert # 19 26wks .25% rate-usPs-cu  $66,863.14
mm checking # 8 26wks .15% rate-usPs-cu $45,912.34
c.d. 6mos .380% Priority one c.u. $33,416.38
shares acct usPs-cu  $7.11
total of contingency fund $398,696.94

retiree fund $3,834.60

daniel A. gorman 
financial secretary-treasurer
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Help is Here for Overcoming Life’s Obstacles
By Albert Reyes, San Fernando Shop Steward

Something bad has just hap-
pened. your car broke down 
this morning. living paycheck to 
paycheck, you know this is go-

ing to be expensive. your kids are rebelling at school while your 
significant other has been coming home late. You almost got 
bitten by a dog. you’re dealing with ongoing shoulder pain, but 
you’re afraid of calling in sick because you believe management 
will conduct a fact finding. You just want to come to work, do 
your job, and go home so you can deal with these issues later. 
emotionally, you’re struggling.

you can’t remember if you delivered mrs. jones’ Ama-
zon parcel that afternoon. you’ve lost your arrow key. you  
completely forgot that you had an express and didn’t make the 
12:00pm delivery time. if that’s not enough, you’re under a lot of 
pressure to make management’s new 5:30 pm daily goal, which 
used to be 6 pm. how are you handling all this? these are all 
examples that we all can relate too.

At times it can be extremely overwhelming, but again, how 
are you handling all of this? for starters, look for the positives  
in negative situations! emotional stability is a key essential to 
balancing your life. what steps can be taken to improve your 
situation? keep moving forward and develop some healthy 
habits, such as changing bad eating habits, getting some extra 
sleep, hitting the gym, or joining a support group. do not give 
up. everything will be okay! 

small positive steps forward are better than no steps taken 
at all. create an action plan. moving forward by taking action 
will go a long way to building confidence. We may think and  
believe we have everything under control. And we just might, 
but as someone who has experienced many of life’s obsta-
cles i’ve successfully reached out to the employee Assistance  
Program (eAP). easily accessible at www.eap4you.com or  
(800) EAP-4YOU, EAP is one of the benefits of being a USPS 
employee, and a byproduct of nAlc and usPs negotiations 
which are now part of our national agreement.

(EAP) is a voluntary, program that offers free and confidential 
assessments, short-term counseling, referrals, and follow-up 
services to employees who have personal and/or work-related  

issues. the Postal service and the nAlc express strong  
support for programs of self-help and i would implore you to 
take advantage of what EAP has to offer.

there’s no need to be ashamed or embarrassed for using 
the eAP Program. it’s designed for us and is available 24 hours.  
no matter what is going on in your life inside or outside  
the Postal service this program has an amazing upside to it. 
If you find yourself going through life’s bumps and bruises and 
find that there is a need for some help, I highly recommend  
the program. 

As always. be safe out there and download the nAlc app if 
you haven’t done so already! 

WANTED
Your clean, gently used or brand new,  

unwanted Postal uniforms. New CCA  
Carriers are in need. Please help by donating  

your excess uniforms to the Union Hall, 
where they will be distributed to new fellow 

union member CCAs. Your Shop Steward can 
help with details.
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NALC Priority Resolutions Reach Majority Support
By David Hyman, Branch 2902 Trustee & Political Liaison

Greetings brothers & sisters,  
As of june 5, all nAlc  
priority resolutions now have a 
bipartisan majority of congress 

supporting them. with that milestone met, it is highly unlikely 
that some in congress might try to use the legislative process 
to cut them.

over the course of the 115th congress, thousands of letter 
carriers have contacted their house representatives, educating 
them on the importance of saturday delivery, as well as service 
standards and door delivery. capitol hill saw hundreds of letter 
carriers visit their representatives in their offices over this  
Congress, and it clearly has made the difference. Our reso-
lutions have seen broad bipartisan backing in recent years,  
and that is no small feat. we need to carry this momentum  
through the midterms though, remember what resonated with 
lawmakers, and be ready to educate any new freshman in the 
116th as well as any incumbents who failed to sign on in this 
congress. until then, well done!

h.res.15 - co-sponsors: 253  
(182 democrats – 71 republicans)

introduced by rep. sam graves (r-mo), it expresses  
the sense that house members should take all appropriate 
measures to ensure the continuation of the Postal service’s 
six-day mail delivery service. in fact, next week the house  
Appropriations committee plans to mark up the subcommit-
tee on financial services and general government fiscal year 
2019 appropriations measure, specifically upholding six-day 
mail delivery for the fourth year running.

h.res. 28 - co-sponsors: 244 
(185 democrats – 59 republicans)

introduced by rep. susan davis (d-cA), it expresses the 
sense that house members should take all appropriate mea-
sures to ensure the continuation of the Postal service’s door 
delivery for all business and residential customers. while postal 
reform may still be a way off from advancing through Congress, 
efforts have improved significantly and better legislation is com-
ing forward. one bill, h.r. 756, actively phases out door deliv-
ery for new customers, but s. 2629 rejects such unnecessary 
changes to door delivery service for business and residential 
customers.

h.res. 31 - co-sponsors: 226 
(176 democrats – 50 republicans)

introduced by rep. david mckinley (r-wV), it expresses the 
sense that house members should take all appropriate mea-
sures to restore the Postal service’s service standards that were 
in effect as of July 1, 2012. In addition to rejecting changes 

to door delivery, s. 2629 called for a two-year moratorium on 
changes to service standards in order to stem further misguided 
service cuts. while not the standards of july, 2012, it would at 
least impede further unnecessary cuts.

congress is on their annual summer recess. earlier this 
year senator’s bill cassidy (r-lA) and tammy baldwin (d-wi)  
introduced s. 2741, a bill that would authorize usPs to 
 inspect contents of suspicious packages for illicit materials 
without a warrant.

house committee on ways and means held a hearing on 
opioid shipments through international mail. much of the  
hearing dealt with interception and the use of advanced  
electronic data (Aed), including mentions of how the stoP Act 
would address these problems. nAlc will monitor next steps 
as the issue unfolds.

Also earlier this year, senator kirsten gillibrand (d-ny)  
introduced s. 2755, a bill that would establish a Postal bank 
in each of usPs’s 30,000 locations. if enacted into law, the 
legislation would allow the Postal Service to offer small-dollar 
financial services.  

the supreme court has ruled on several issues regarding 
working families, unfortunately not always in our favor. the 
courts on a 5-4 vote ruled that ohio can purge voters for not 
voting in the previous two years. this will lead to voter sup-
pression of working folks that do not vote consistently affecting 
mostly the poor and people of color.  

the court is also expected to rule against labor in the janus 
vs Afscme, sometime after this article goes to print.  A rul-
ing against labor here will continue to have unions represent all 
employees but the scabs will no longer be required to pay an 
assessment or fair share equal to the cost the union spends  
to represent them at the collective bargaining table or for  
representing them on the work room floor.

At our most recent l.A. federation of labor retiree’s  
forum, we had a guest speak from the california department of  
insurance. she was an investigator and spoke about some of 
the fraud issues we should watch out for specifically with elder 
abuse & identity theft. she also stated that all agents are sup-
posed to be licensed & provide that information when reaching 
out to consumers.

Most financial elder abuse is created by alleged agents twist-
ing and turning misinformation on the application. they target 
women and use a lot of hidden fees. Annuity fraud was an-
other issue presented where the sales person encourages one 
to cancel an existing annuity to replace it with a higher paying 
investment annuity. by canceling an existing policy, the agent 
would get a bigger commission. if one wanted to get a higher 
interest rate on an existing annuity, an annuity swap or transfer 
would be a better option to check out. if the agent visits your 
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home, at any time you have the right to ask them to leave.  if 
you do sign any contract, you have a 30-day free look over of 
the policy for 30 days if over 65 and a 10-day free look over 
of the policy for those under 65. the california department of 
insurance can be reached at www.insurance.ca.gov or phone 
800-927-4357.

speaking of being duped, my sincere apologies for stating 
in the may/june issue of the Mail Bag News the paragraph 
about congressman steve knight fast tracking the previous 
cemex megamine site in santa clarita to become a tribal trump  
casino. i’d like to retract that statement. it turned out to be a 
fake news story and i apologize for any inconveniences it may 
have caused.  

the fall campaign candidates are set and most of the  
campaigns will be in high gear after labor day. katie hill  
out paced bryan caforio in the 25th congressional district and 
this will be a priority race for our branch in the fall campaign to 
replace steve knight.

we had a blast at the june dodgers game. unfortunately the 
termites & the Atlanta braves got to dodger starter Alex wood 
and the blue crew lost 5-3. for those who were unable to join 
us, you’ll have a seconnd chance. union night at dodgers  
stadium is friday August 31, and labor will be in the house.  
there will be at least 5,000 union members, family and friends in 
attendance with their special ticket that includes a limited edition 
“Union Night” t-shirt, plus fireworks after the game. We again will 
be in the right field pavilion with all the Dodger dogs and snacks 
included for $54. check out the ad on the last page of this issue 
of the Mail Bag News for more details.

retirees lunch
raffle at 12:30

July
Where: golden Panda 
 1825 madera. rd., simi Valley
When: thursday, july 26, 2018
time: 11 am to 1 pm

auGust
Where: Hometown Buffet, Fallbrook Mall 
 6633 fallbrook Ave.,west hills
When: thursday, August 23, 2018
time:  11 am to 1 pm
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Moving Forward 
TogETHEr

If you work for, or are retired from the USPS 
call (877) 337-2728, visit any of our convenient 
branches or join online at www.postcitycu.org.

Minimum $300 monthly direct deposit required into ExpressPay Checking to waive 
monthly fee. Please visit www.postcitycu.org for complete rates and terms.

Serving Postal workers for over 85 Years
•   Get Paid Two Days Early! Your USPS paycheck 

delivered to you TWO DAYS EARLY with direct deposit

•   Low Auto Loan Rates with 100% financing 

• FREE Checking and Visa® Debit Card

•  Over 30,000 Fee-FREE ATMs

•  FREE Mobile and Online Banking with Bill Pay

•   5,300+ Shared Branches

•   Platinum Visa® with no annual Fees  
and FREE Rewards

•   Mortgage and Home Equity Loans

LOnG BEACH BRAnCH 
8169 East Wardlow Rd. 
Long Beach, CA 90808

Toll Free: (877) 337-2728 

Mon., Tues., Thurs. 9 am–5 pm
Wed. 8 am–5 pm
Fri. 9 am–6 pm

nORTH HOLLywOOD BRAnCH 
11304 Chandler Blvd. 

North Hollywood, CA 91603

Phone: (818) 769-4200 

Mon. – Thurs. 12 pm–5pm 
Fri. 12 pm–6 pm

wEST SACRAMEnTO BRAnCH 
3775 Industrial Blvd. 

West Sacramento, CA 95799

Toll Free: (800) 300-7053

Mon.–Thur. 9 am–5 pm 
Fri. 9 am–6 pm
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branch #2902 Officers shOP steWarD list

PRESIDENT

• Ray Hill  

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

• Paul Drapkin  

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

• James Perryman  

VICE PRESIDENT

• Alex Lopez  

TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY

• Dan Gorman 

RECORDING SECRETARY

• Laura Rowe 

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES

• Bev Sucich 

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE

• Chris Alessi 

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER

• Joe Gutierrez 

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE

• Mary Stanley 

SGT.-AT-ARMS

• Bob Golden 

TRUSTEES:

• Greg Gaddis 

• David Hyman 

• Louie Rodriguez 

• Frank Salazar  

• Walter Williams  

WEBMASTER

• Larry Orcutt 

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.  Greg Gaddis  

Chatsworth Chief S.S.  Angel Hale  

Fillmore Chief S.S.  Call Office  

Moorpark Chief S.S.  Lori Stewart  

No. Hollywood Chief S.S.  Louie Rodriguez  

Chandler  Greg Gaddis  

Laurel Canyon  Louie Rodriguez  

Studio City  Greg Gaddis 

Valley Village  Louie Rodriguez  

Northridge Chief S.S.  Onofre Varela  

Porter Ranch  Onofre Varela  

Ojai Chief S.S.  Philip Navarro  

Oxnard Chief S.S.  Johnny Boyd  

 Kathi Albritten  

 Pablo Galvan  

Pacoima Chief S.S.  Lorie Moore  

Reseda Chief S.S.  Call Office  

San Fernando Chief S.S.  James Perryman  

M.C.A.  James Perryman  

North Hills  Albert Reyes  

Sylmar / Main Office  Martin Diaz  

 Robert Tracy  

Santa Paula Chief S.S  Marcos Aldrete   

Simi Valley Chief S.S.  Sandra Dearborn  

 Dan Cabrera 

Mt. McCoy Station S.S. Sal Lopez  

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S.  Alex Lopez  

 Walter Williams  

 Mary Stanley  

Newbury Park S.S. Alex Lopez  

Ventura Chief S.S.  Laura Rowe  

East Ventura S.S. Laura Rowe  

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.  Nilo Gatus  
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the Mail baG neWs
nalc branch 2902
21540 PrAirie street, # c
chAtsworth, cA 91311
(818) 700-9615 fAx (818) 700-9755
br2902@sbcglobal.net
www.nalcbranch2902.org

Address Service Requested

non Profit org.
u.s. PostAge

PaiD
Permit no. 41

canoga Park, cA

 Jul 16 nalc national convention 
   Detroit, Michigan (July 16-20)
 JUL 24 Regular Branch Meeting 7:00pm 
   union hall-chatsworth 
   dinner served 6:00pm 
   (Please note the date change due to 
   nalc national convention being held 
   during the week we would normally 
   have branch 2902 Monthly Meeting)
 Jul 26 Retiree Lunch 11:00am 
   golden Panda-simi Valley 
   1825 madera rd. 
   (Please note the date change due to 
   nalc national convention being held 
   during the week we would normally 
   have the retiree luncheon)
AUG  7 Executive Board Meeting 6:00pm 
   Executive Council Meeting 7:00pm
 AUG 21 Regular Branch Meeting 7:00pm 
   Union Hall-Chatsworth 
   Snacks served 6:00pm
 AUG 23 Retiree Lunch 11:00am 
	 	 	 HomeTown	Buffet-West	Hills 
   (Please note the date change) 
 SEP  3 Labor Day-Holiday
SEP  4 Executive Board Meeting 6:00pm 
   Executive Council Meeting 7:00pm
 SEP 18 Regular Branch Meeting 7:00pm 
   Union Hall-Chatsworth 
   Dinner served 6:00pm
 SEP 20 Retiree Lunch 11:00am 
   Golden Panda-Simi Valley 
   1825 Madera Rd.

Calendar of Events

tri-Valley branch 2902
Announces union night At 

DODGer staDiuM 
Vs the  

ariZOna DiaMOnDbacKs
friday, august 31, 2018 @ 6:10pm

tickets are in the right field Pavilion 
And include all you can eat dodger dogs, PeAnuts, 

nAchos, PoPcorn & sodA
***Plus***

fireWOrKs & uniOn t-shirt GiVeaWay niGht

ticKets are $54 each

cOntact DaViD hyMan  
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Pictured above are the delegates who proudly represented Tri-Valley Branch 2902 at the Biennial National 
Convention held in Detroit, Michigan in July.
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NALC suffered a great loss on July 
6th when Woodland Hills’ Carrier 
Peggy Frank died while deliver-
ing a mounted route in blistering, 

117 degree heat. To make a horrible situation even worse, Peg-
gy had been off work since March 22nd due to an on-the-job 
ankle injury and it was her first day back to work when she died.

Emotions are running high in our branch since Peggy’s  
passing and have run the gamut from extreme sorrow to  
extreme anger. There are still numerous questions that need 
to be answered regarding Peggy and OSHA is currently  
investigating her case; I will reserve final comment until all the 
facts are discovered and documented. I have been in contact 
with Peggy’s daughter and have been trying to assist her during 
this most difficult time.

There was a “Celebration of Life” service for Peggy on  
July 22nd that was well attended by her friends, family and  
co-workers. A few family members and co-workers shared 
fond memories of Peggy at the service and it was really quite  
up-lifting, in spite of the tragic nature of Peggy’s death. As trite 
as it sounds, words cannot express the pain we have felt in  
our branch over Peggy’s passing and I offer my heartfelt  
condolences to her family over the loss of their beloved Peggy, 
who will be greatly missed by all of us.

Pray for the Dead, fight lke hell for the living
Mary Harris Jones, AKA Mother Jones, was a champion 

of the working class during the late 1800s and early 1900s. 
The feisty Mother Jones was a campaigner for the United Mine 
Workers Union, she founded the Social Democratic Party and 
she also helped establish the Industrial Workers of the World. 
One of Mother Jones’ most famous quotes was, “pray for the 
dead, fight like hell for the living.” 

In the spirit of fighting like hell for the living, Manny Peralta,  
NALC’s Director of Safety and Health and long-time friend 
and advisor to the officers of branch 2902, has preached the  
importance of heat related safety for a long time now. Over the 
past few years, Manny has sent out multiple “heat awareness” 
memos to our National Business Agents to be disseminated to 
the branch offices and to the field. These heat memos stress 
the fact that we need to be extremely mindful of the risks of heat 
exhaustion and heatstroke and to watch for their symptoms. 

We all know that we can’t rely on Management alone to keep 
us out of harm’s way and it is imperative that we take care of 
ourselves, especially while working in extreme heat. If we need 
more time to deliver mail because of the heat, we need to not 
ask for but to demand that time from Management. I don’t want 
to hear USPS “preach” the importance of heat related safety in 
stand ups, telling carriers to drink lots of water and then hear 
about carriers being badgered by Management when they ask 
for more time because of the heat. 

Rest in Peace, Peggy Frank
By Ray Hill, President

Mixed Messages from above
At the District Presidents’ Meeting on August 10th, there 

was much discussion about heat related safety. I told District 
Management at the meeting that, even though they preach 
the importance of working safely in the heat, they send mixed  
messages to the field. What I meant by that was that while  
District Management preaches heat safety to the field, they  
are constantly beating up their Postmasters, Managers and  
Supervisors when carriers are out past 5:00pm or 6:00pm, or  
whatever the “gotta be off the street” time happens to be 
during any given week. When the front line supervisor is told 
that he or she better have all the carriers back from the street 
by 6:00pm or else, that is all the supervisor cares about;  
keeping his or her head off the chopping block and trying to avoid 
having to explain why they have late returning carriers to their  
bosses. Management at the upper levels need to cut the front  
line supervisors some slack when the Carriers need more time 
to work safely, especially in extreme heat. They need to walk 
the walk and not just talk the talk. Enough said on that, at least 
for now.

contract cOla: 5th cOla is $645
I’m often asked questions about our Cost of Living  

Adjustments (COLA’s) by members of the branch. Although 
COLA calculations are not quite rocket science, they are a bit 
complicated. I get all of my COLA information from NALC.ORG 
and have printed excerpts here explaining our 5th COLA, which 
we began earning on September 1st:

The fifth regular COLA under the 2016-2019 National  
Agreement is $645 annually following the release of the July 
2018 Consumer Price Index. On August 10, the Bureau of  
Labor Statistics announced that the CPI for Urban Wage  
Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W, 1967=100) stood at 
733.221 in July, 34.641 points above the base index of 698.580 
in July 2014. After adding the 0.06 cents carried forward from 
the fourth adjustment period, the accumulated COLA through 
July stood at 31 cents per hour or $645 annually.

The sixth COLA will be based on the increase in the CPI-W  
between the base index month and January 2019, less any  
previously calculated COLA’s, and will be payable the sec-
ond full pay period following the release of the January 2019 
index. The five COLA’s that have been calculated under the  
2016-2019 National Agreement, totaling 86 cents per hour, 
are as follows: 1st COLA, 1 cent per hour ($21 annually),  
2nd COLA, 16 cents per hour ($333 annually), 3rd COLA, 13 
cents per hour ($270 annually), 4th COLA, 25 cents per hour 
($520 annually), and the and the 5th COLA, 31 cents per hour 
($645 annually).

Like I said, it’s not quite rocket science, but pretty  
damned close. The bottom line is that the 5th COLA has  
resulted in a 31 cent per hour raise that we started earning  
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on September 1st and we will see on the paychecks we receive 
on September 21st. 

2019 retiree cOlas Projection:  
2.7% as of July 2018

I haven’t forgotten the many branch retirees and here is  
the information pertaining to retirees’ COLAs:

The 2019 COLAs for CSRS and FERS benefits are based  
on the increase in the average CPI-W between the 3rd quarter 
of 2017 (239.668) and the 3rd quarter of 2018 (TBA).

Based on the July 2018 CPI-W (1982-84=100) of 246.155, 
the 2019 CSRS and FERS COLAs are currently projected  
to be 2.7%. The 2019 retiree COLA calculation will be  
finalized in October 2018 with the release of the CPI-W for  
September 2018.

CSRS annuities receive full COLA’s; COLA’s for FERS annui-
ties are payable for retirees 62 and older and may be reduced 
by up to one percentage point from the increase in the CPI.

cca cOnVersiOns
As reported on NALC.ORG, NALC and USPS settled a  

national level grievance regarding City Carrier Assistant (CCA) 
conversions to career status. This settlement (M-01892)  
provides that all City Carrier Assistants in any size office  
with 30 months of relative standing on Sept. 1, 2018, will  
be converted to career status within 60 days from the signing 
of the agreement on July 27, 2018. CCA’s meeting this criteria 
in 200-workyear offices or larger will be converted to full-time 
regular, and CCA’s meeting this criteria in all other offices will be 
converted to part-time flexible. 

In our branch, only the North Hollywood and San Fernando  
Installations are 200-workyear offices. All CCA’s converted  
to career status in accordance with this settlement will be  
converted within their current installation. NALC projects that 
this settlement will result in more than 5,000 CCA conversions 
to career status, including approximately 3,500 conversions  
to part-time flexible in smaller offices. In the Sierra Coastal  
District, Management is going to make the conversions effective 

on September 15, 2018. In our branch we should be seeing 
42 CCA’s converted to career status based on this grievance 
settlement. For those of you being converted to career status, 
remember that you are not credited with and you may not take 
annual leave until the first pay period after you complete 90 
days of career employment as either a PTF of full-time regular. 

congratulations to Mailbag News
Our Mailbag News Editor and Branch EVP, Paul Drapkin,  

accepted the following branch publication awards at the NALC 
National Convention this year as follows:

1st Place for best cartoon or Photograph for a photo that 
was supplied by Ojai Shop Steward Philip Navarro showing the 
Ojai carriers unloading their vehicles with the Thomas fire burn-
ing nearby in the background.

2nd Place for best news or feature story for an excellent 
article Paul wrote about the sudden passing of his good friend 
and long-time Woodland Hills’ Shop Steward, Joe Vedder.

honorable Mention for an article Paul wrote titled  
“Delivery Under Fire”, describing the working conditions that 
branch 2902 Carriers were subjected to during the Thomas fire 
in November and December of 2017.

Congratulations on these well-deserved awards, Paul. The 
Mailbag News is once again, “Award Winning.”

Granada hills carrier fred tan
Branch 2902 lost another member, Granada Hills’ Carrier 

Fred Tan, who died tragically in a garage fire on August 18, 
2018. Over the years I got to know Fred during station visits to 
his office and I always enjoyed my brief conversations with him 
during those visits. Fred was one of the carriers who always 
asked me questions about our COLA’s. Fred, who was only  
49 years old, will be greatly missed and I offer my sincere  
condolences to Fred’s family and friends for their great loss.

Until next time, remember to cherish your time on earth now 
because we are all living “day to day” and tomorrow is promised 
to no one. 

In Memorium
Peggy Frank

Active Carrier - Woodland Hills
Frederick Tan

Active Carrier - San Fernando
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Labor Union: The dictionary 
defines those of us who are  
members of one as an or-
ganization of wage earn-
ers that is set up to serve 

and advance its members’ interests in terms of wages, 
benefits, and working hours and conditions and as an 
act of joining together people or things to form a whole,  
generally in unity of interests or opinions.

I’m finding that as we have a new generation of Carriers  
entering the Postal Service, very few of them have any interest 
in what the union is or what it does for them. It’s kind of sad be-
cause when I began my career at the Post Office, it was made 
pretty clear to me by my fellow veteran Carriers in the office that 
without the union fighting on my/our behalf, we would not have 
the kind of negotiated wages and benefits that the union has 
been able to obtain for us, or on many occasions, had to appeal 
to arbitration in order to get the contracts that guarantee us the 
living wages we earn. There seems to be some kind of belief 
among the CCA’s that the Postal Service has an obligation to 
provide for us the benefits we have earned. Nothing could be 
further from the truth.

I grew up in a “non-union” household. Not that my par-
ents had anything against unions, it’s just that my father was  
self-employed and his business grew at a time when  
prosperity was sort of a given in this country and his business 
was not generally recognized what unions did or did not do 
and therefore there was no sense of historically how unions 
had uplifted the working class in this country. My mother was 
lucky enough to have raised the children as a stay at home 
mom. This was the norm in the 1950’s & 1960’s (yes, I’m old!).  
Looking back at that time, prosperity and the standard of  
living in this country continued to grow, often as a result of how 
unions in general helped to raise that standard of living so that 
middle class families could have a better life. Everyone was  
affected by the standards that the once powerful unions help to 
raise in this country, and ultimately throughout the world.

It was not until I became employed by the Postal Service 
that I became aware of what a union was or what the union 
did to help me and my fellow workers directly. I quickly learned 
that we do not work for a magnanimous employer. In fact, very 
few people work for magnanimous employers. Unless you work  
for the likes of Google or Apple or General Electric, where  
employers realize the value that employees bring to help with 
the company’s success, most employers want to exploit the 
workforce for their talents with as little compensation paid  
as possible so that they can put more money into their own 
pockets. That has never changed and in a capitalistic society 
that is never going to change. That means that the working 
class of the this country will always have to fight to get their fair 
share in order to continue to maintain the standard of living that 
we have become accustomed to.

That brings me back to my original thought about the CCA’s. 
As those of us who have been activists with the NALC for many 
years begin to fade into the sunset, I don’t see any of the CCA’s 

What Are We Fighting For?
By Paul Drapkin, Executive Vice President

stepping up to learn what it is going to take to continue to  
obtain what is fair for those who will continue to be out on the 
streets in the heat of summer and the cold of winter delivering 
what is surely going to continue to be more and more parcels as 
Americans continue to be glued to their computer screens and 
cell phones clicking on the PayPal “submit” button, expecting 
their purchases to arrive on their doorstep within a few days or 
even that same day. 

Tri-Valley Branch 2902 currently has no certified CCA  
Stewards. This branch covers a very large geographical area 
ranging from the mountain town of Ojai, to the coastal cities  
of Oxnard and Ventura, all the way down to the urban  
congested San Fernando Valley. Along with the diverse  
geographical area comes a very diverse population of people. 
I would have thought that by now we would have at least one 
CCA willing to stand up and fight for the rights the NALC has 
so diligently gained for us. I realize that many CCA’s may be  
bitter over the fact that they do not have a lot of the benefits that 
were taken for granted by those of us who began our careers in 
the Postal Service as PTF Carriers. Those of us who are NALC  
activists have never liked the idea of CCA Carriers not get-
ting the same benefits that regular Carriers get. In fact, the 
NALC has always taken the position that all Carriers should be  
Full-Time Regular Carriers. However, when management will 
not come to a resolution with us in contract negotiations and 
we must end up before an arbitrator; this is an outcome that 
can result when a neutral party has a hand in our future.

This does not alleviate the CCA’s from continuing to fight for 
the rights that they do have. It is not enough to simply join the 
union, pay your union dues and then leave the hard work to  
others. For if CCA’s are unwilling to make the effort to fight for 
what they do have, next time around they may not even have 
the rights that CCA’s currently have. Between a Congress that 
is not exactly friendly to the needs of the Postal Service (the 
pre-funding mandate) and our employer who is constantly  
feeling the pressure of balancing the Postal ledger, the wages 
and benefits we as a union have gained are constantly under 
attack. Those of us who have carried the shield are weary from 
battle and it is only in the form of the young and strong (CCA’s) 
that we can continue the battle. Taking up arms is rarely easy. 
Nothing worth fighting for ever is, but what you are fighting 
for is your future. A future where you continue to gain in the 
form of better wages, benefits and working conditions is what  
you will be fighting for. A future where when an oppressive  
employer attempts to beat you into submission you will be  
prepared to educate them on the short sightedness of  
treating their employees in a manner that is not only intolerable,  
but downright illegal and unproductive to obtaining the  
intended goal.

With the wave of conservatism that has been felt (the  
election of Donald Trump) across this land, I am aware that 
there are many that see unionism as a “liberal” stronghold.  
The fact of the matter is that we don’t work for any 
political party. We work for workers, because we want more 
Republicans who will break rank and stand with working 
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people (as President Trump claimed he was going to do).  
And while we’re at it, we want fewer Democrats who take our 
money and energy and then forget who got them elected in  
the first place. I for one, am tired of those Politicians who come 
sniffing around for money for their re-election campaigns and 
then are unwilling to stand for us in the form of real legisla-
tive change that will support the Postal Service into the future.  
But that is on the political front. In the meantime, we still have 
the workplace front that needs defending and the CCA’s  
who continuously inquire as to when they will make regular or 

career status need to stand up and help to insure their very own 
survival by insuring that management does not make minced 
meat of them as we old timers fade away. Your time has come 
CCA’s. While we activist still have enough energy and strength 
to pass on the skills necessary to carry on with this great union, 
you must show some passion for what will ultimately be a  
30+ year struggle to continue to gain what is rightfully yours. So 
what are we fighting for? The question is yours to decide but  
I can assure that your families and the middle class existence  
is counting on you. 

Letter Carrier Political Fund
By making a contribution to the Letter Carrier Political Fund, you are doing so 

voluntarily with the understanding that your contribution is not a condition of mem-
bership in the National Association of Letter Carriers or of employment by the 
Postal Service, nor is it part of Union dues. You have a right to refuse to contribute 
without any reprisal. The Letter Carrier Political Fund will use the money it receives 
to contribute to candidates for federal office and undertake other political spend-
ing as permitted by law. Your selection shall remain in full force and effect until 
cancelled. Contributions to the Letter Carrier Political Fund are not deductible for 
federal income tax purposes. Federal law prohibits the Letter Carrier Political Fund 
from soliciting contributions from individuals who are not NALC members, execu-
tive and administrative staff or their families. Any contribution received from such 
an individual will be refunded to that contributor. Federal law requires us to use our 
best efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation and name 
of employer of individuals whose contributions exceed $200 per calendar year. 
Any guideline amount is merely a suggestion, and an individual is free to contribute 
more or less than the guideline suggests and the Union will not favor or disadvan-
tage anyone by reason of the amount of their contribution or their decision not to 
contribute.

Pictured above is Woodland Hills retiree 
Ron Erb and his grandson Cooper as 
Ron accepts his 25-year Membership 
Pin at the Retiree Luncheon in July.

TRUMPETS PLEASE

Excuse us while we toot our own horn. The Mail Bag News has once again 
won our share of National Awards at the NALC National Convention held in 
Detroit, Michigan in July 2018

1st Place for best cartoon or Photograph
For a photograph that was supplied by Shop Steward Philip Navarro from 

Ojai showing the Carriers in Ojai working to unload their vehicles in the face of 
the Thomas Fire that took place in November and December of 2017.

2nd Place for best news or feature story
For an article by Paul Drapkin entitled, “Reflections on Life” about the  

sudden passing of Shop Steward Joe Vedder from the Woodland Hills P.O.

honorable Mention
For an article by Paul Drapkin entitled, “Delivery Under Fire” about the  

working conditions that Carriers were subjected to during the Thomas Fire in 
November and December of 2017.
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The Fight is Real
By James Perryman, Senior Vice President

Greetings to all. Currently the White House Administra-
tion’s President’s Task Force of the United States Postal 
System has made a recommendation to privatize the 
Postal Service. This plan will have negative adverse  

impact on Letter Carriers and the Postal customers who 
we serve. The plan titled “Delivery Government Solutions in  
the 21th Century” was introduced by the (OMB) Office of  
Management and Budget. 

Today, a group of 10 bipartisan representatives introduced 
a House Resolution (H. Res. 993) calling on Congress to take 
all appropriate measures to ensure that the Postal Service  
remains an independent agency of the federal government and 
not be subject to privatization.

NALC President Fredric Rolando’s comments were, “The 
NALC commends our bipartisan friends in Congress for their 
immediate action to push back against 
this ill-conceived idea that will adversely 
impact the constituents they represent  
and the Letter Carriers who serve 
them seven-days-a-week.  Privatiza-
tion of the Postal Service will inevitably 
increase cost and limit service for lo-
cations not deemed profitable, which 
is just the tip of the iceberg. Privatiza-
tion will also threaten the standard of 
living of Letter Carriers and all Postal 
employees.”  

The NALC successfully negotiated  
a contract that insured that Letter  
Carriers and their families will have 
good wages, benefits, and job  
security for the duration of the 
National Agreement. The NALC 
has also made strides in insuring  
that Letter Carriers received 
good and well-deserved retirement benefits. However, 
there are threats in Washington, D.C. that will strip active  
and retired Letter Carriers of these benefits by the simple  
stroke of a pen.

There are political figures in Washington, D.C. who are not 
friendly to the working class and their families. These political 
figures can write laws that could have an adverse impact on  
the Postal Service and the jobs of Letter Carriers. Here are 
some of the agenda items from the unfriendly law makers in 
Washington, D.C. that will have a negative impact on the Postal 
Service and the jobs of Letter Carriers: Reduce mail delivery  
to five days, elimination of door-to-door delivery, reduce health 
care benefits (Medicare), and restrict collective bargaining rights 
for the unions. 

The current White House Administration’s implementation of 

the above agenda items are a real threat if the Postal Service 
is privatized. Just imagine how difficult life would be for ac-
tive and non-active Letter Carriers if we lose all the gains and  
accomplishments that the NALC has made. This is why it is 
important for every active and non-active Letter Carrier to get 
involved and fight back. There are ways to protect our jobs and 
secure the future of the Postal Service.  

The Letter Carrier Political Fund is a way to reach out to  
political candidates that will protect the interest and concerns of 
Letter Carriers in Washington, D.C. The Letter Carrier Political 
Fund (LCPF) is a non-partisan Political Action Committee (PAC) 
established for the purpose of electing qualified candidates  
who support Letter Carriers and who are committed to main-
taining a strong and innovative United States Postal Service.

Each year the NALC fights to fend off attacks in Congress  
that threatens Letter Carriers  
Collective Bargaining rights, retire-
ment benefits and livelihood. We’ve 
been successful so far, and we want 
to continue to help elect House and 
Senate candidates who will protect  
us, promote our issues and deliver  
our message to Washington, D.C.  
Your small contribution to the Letter 
Carrier Political Fund will help send 
Letter Carriers to Washington, D.C.  
to insure that we have a voice at the 
political table.

The Letter Carrier Political Fund 
identifies and contributes to candi-
dates who support issues important to 
Letter Carriers. Only NALC members 
can contribute to the Letter Carriers 
Political Fund. Letter Carrier Political  
Fund contributions cannot be taken 

from union dues because it is prohibited by Federal Campaign 
Laws. Letter Carrier Political Fund contributions are voluntary 
and can stop at any time. There is no open season. Letter  
Carriers can make contributions by using PostalEASE,  
electronic funds transfer, OPM Annuity, check and cash.

There are many different types of insurance: home,  
auto and life are just a few. Making contributions to the  
Letter Carrier Political Fund should be viewed as making  
contributions to Job insurance which is offered for a very low 
price. A Letter Carrier can make contributions based on what 
he or she can afford. Every little bit helps. To pay as little as 
$5.00 a pay period to help insure that the way of life that we 
have become accustomed to will not be stripped away with 
the stroke of the Presidential pen is the cost of that Starbucks

continued on page 7
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Will Your Life Insurance Cover 
Your Expenses?

By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative

It’s always a good time to evaluate your life insurance needs 
for your family’s future protection. With the MBA insurance 
products, they offer policies that can suit your individual 
needs based on your family’s particular life style.
The Life Insurance Marketing Research Association reported 

that 45% of widows and 37% of widowers say their spouse 
was inadequately insured. One or two years after a spouse’s 
death, half of the widows and one-third of the widowers are 
just getting by financially. 12% of U.S. households would have  
immediate trouble meeting everyday living expenses if a  
primary wage earner died, and another 15% would have  
difficulty keeping up with expenses after several months. And 
lastly, 25% of household heads don’t feel they have a plan in 
place to provide decent standard of living for their families if they 
died tomorrow.

This is why at least once a year you should review your  
income and debt ratio based on life’s changes to see if you 
would have enough income for your family to live a good  
quality of life if you or your loved one passes away and there is  
loss of income.
Some Important expenses to consider are:

(1) final expenses - onetime expenses incurred by your 
death, including funeral costs, legal fees and estate taxes.

(2) Outstanding debt - to be paid off at your death.
(3) readjustment expense - to cover a transition period, 

including child care, additional homemaking help, and 
training for a surviving spouse.

(4) Dependency expense - until all children are self- 
supporting.

(5) educational expense - Annual college cost in current 
dollars multiplied by the number of years and children  
to attend.

(6) life income for the surviving spouse - After all 
the children are self-supporting, estimated annual 
amount desired minus annual income from employ-
ment.

(7) retirement income for the surviving spouse 
- Annual Income desired in current dollars minus  
Social Security and any Pension Income.

Now is the time to plan your purchase of life insurance  
coverage and to do research on insurance carriers. The  
financial soundness of the insurer is a very critical concern,  
you have to have assurance that the company will be 
around in case you aren’t.

The Mba was established in 1891 and is a non-profit  
fraternal benefit arm of the NALC to provide low-cost life  
insurance to members of the NALC. The MBA is financially 
sound with $251 million in assets and $32 million in re-
serves. You can always contact the insurance companies 
and ask about their ratings. In general, it’s best to go with 
an insurer rated A or better, with the most financially sound 
insurers being rated AAA. Make sure any reports you get 
are current, specifically within the last six months. Always 
review your coverage every few years or when changes  
occur, such as buying a home or having children.

You can call me any time to make sure your coverage is 
always aligned with your needs or you can call the MBA at: 
1-800-424-5184 Tuesdays and Thursdays, 8:30am-3:30pm 
(EST). Or call: 202-638-4318 from 8:30am -3:30pm (EST)  
Monday through Friday. 

A special thanks to all the delegates who participated  
in all the workshops at the Detroit Convention. You  
represented Branch 2902 very well. In solidarity,  
GOD BLESS YOU. 

latte that we might enjoy. $5.00 a pay period to help insure 
that we can continue to fund our children’s future education 
is a mere pittance. The investment of $5.00 a pay period is a  
very inexpensive way to insure our very existence continues  
uninterrupted. Every Letter Carrier should find a way to make 
this voluntary contribution towards their job insurance.

If any active or non-active Letter Carrier needs assistance 
setting up their contributions, feel free to contact me. I am the 
Letter Carrier Political Fund Coordinator for Branch # 2902 and 
I will be more than happy to assist you. 

The Fight is Real
continued from page 6

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of Tri-Valley  
Branch 2902 (Chatsworth, California) of the National  
Association of Letter Carriers. All opinions expressed are 
those of the individual author(s) and do not necessarily  
reflect the opinions of the NALC or its officers. The Mail Bag 
News welcomes articles and letters to the editor; however 
the editorial staff of The Mail Bag News assumes complete 
authority to decide which letters are presented for publica-
tion. Anonymous articles are not accepted. Permission is 
hereby granted to re-print articles. We just ask that you give 
the author and the publication appropriate credit.
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Memories of Motown
By Fred Shaw, Branch 2902 Retiree and National Convention Delegate

Retirees Corner

I’m sitting here a couple of weeks removed from the  
71st Biennial Convention in Detroit pondering how to  
describe it. Over the past few days I’ve watched replays of 
speakers and read over my notes from classes. The one 

moment that I can’t get out of my head is the speech from 
ALS victim Ady Barkan (go to the video section of your NALC 
website). Here is a man with finite time left in his life and he’s 
spending a good part of it going across the country urging 
people to vote. In particular, urging Letter Carriers to work 
with him by encouraging family, friends and neighbors to  
get to the polls now (in 2018) and in 2020 to change the  
dangerous course the current administration is following. 
Nothing less than our future as USPS employees and as a 
nation is at stake.

Let’s recap how far down the wrong path our country 
has gone since our last Convention. The Executive, Legis-
lative, and Judicial branches are under the sway of an ad-
ministration led by an uninformed, ego-driven buffoon named  
Donald Trump. We’ve had a major tax overhaul leading to 
the largest national debt in American history. The government 
has been shut down twice. 

Closer to home, there has been no reasonable move-
ment towards Postal Reform. Our nine-member Board of 
Postal Governors is missing all nine members and in the 
interim, our resident fool (Trump) has repeatedly taken the  
Postmaster General to task for not making more money.  
It seems the Donald doesn’t know about the pre-funding 
mess or that cutting the price of postage – like any prod-
uct – means you make less money. So naturally his big fix is  
to privatize. Never mind that our rates are already the best 
of any delivery service and we are just about the only part  
of the government that the general public views favor-
ably (87% – over twice Trump’s rating). And who has our  

President put together to solve our Postal issues? Pons,  
Mulvaney and Mnunchin – all three administrative stooges 
calling for privatization. Remember those names for they 
could dictate the future without our strong NALC involvement.

Fortunately, not all of Trump’s party go along with his  
Twitter-driven agenda, so moves in the House and Senate to 
eliminate Saturday and door-to-door delivery have died on 
the floor of the Legislature. Funny, I just realized that Twitter is 
the perfect outlet for the Donald’s harebrained ideas, as he is 
in fact our (P)resident twit. 

This administration has plans to cut the Department of 
Labor by 10%, while raising their internal funding for union 
oversite. The Supreme Court just ruled (incorrectly I believe) 
in Janus vs. AFSCME, that unions in the public sector are  
not allowed to charge non-union members for services 
they provide. This doesn’t apply to the USPS, but that is no  
guarantee it couldn’t in the future. The head of OPM wants 
to raise the employee share of pension costs, change  
retirement rates to high five rather than high three, eliminate  
COLA for FERS employees, and cut CSRS employees cost. 
That’s the kind of backward thinking this administration  
likes to hear. “You have a problem with finances, put it on  
the shoulders of your employees.” The 1% loves that kind  
of thinking.

But all is not lost brothers and sisters. We still have the 
power of the vote. And the public will support us if we  
let them know we need them. Thanks to enough thinking 
legislators, we still own the last mile of delivery. The mailing 
industry and giants such as Amazon and Hallmark realize we 
are the service that will deliver. Our seniors and our veterans 
waiting for their checks and medications still know they can 
depend on us. Even if this administration has lost sight of the 
Service part of United States Postal Service, we have not.
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Greetings Brothers & Sisters,  
As of June 5, all NALC  
priority resolutions now have a bipartisan majority of 
Congress supporting them. With that milestone met, 

it is highly unlikely that some in Congress might try to use the 
legislative process to cut them.

retirees lunch
raffle at 12:30

sePteMber
Where: Golden Panda 
 1825 Madera. Rd., Simi Valley
When: Thursday, September 20, 2018
time: 11:00am to 1:00pm

OctOber
Where: HomeTown Buffet, Fallbrook Mall 
 6633 Fallbrook Ave.,West Hills
When: Tuesday, October 16, 2018
time:  11:00am to 1:00pm

WANTED
Your clean, gently used or brand new, unwanted 

Postal uniforms. New CCA Carriers are in need. 
Please help by donating your excess uniforms to  
the Union Hall, where they will be distributed to  

new fellow union member CCAs.  
Your Shop Steward can help with details.
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Moving Forward 
TogETHEr

If you work for, or are retired from the USPS 
call (877) 337-2728, visit any of our convenient 
branches or join online at www.postcitycu.org.

Minimum $300 monthly direct deposit required into ExpressPay Checking to waive 
monthly fee. Please visit www.postcitycu.org for complete rates and terms.

Serving Postal workers for over 85 Years
•   Get Paid Two Days Early! Your USPS paycheck 

delivered to you TWO DAYS EARLY with direct deposit

•   Low Auto Loan Rates with 100% financing 

• FREE Checking and Visa® Debit Card

•  Over 30,000 Fee-FREE ATMs

•  FREE Mobile and Online Banking with Bill Pay

•   5,300+ Shared Branches

•   Platinum Visa® with no annual Fees  
and FREE Rewards

•   Mortgage and Home Equity Loans

LOnG BEACH BRAnCH 
8169 East Wardlow Rd. 
Long Beach, CA 90808

Toll Free: (877) 337-2728 

Mon., Tues., Thurs. 9 am–5 pm
Wed. 8 am–5 pm
Fri. 9 am–6 pm

nORTH HOLLywOOD BRAnCH 
11304 Chandler Blvd. 

North Hollywood, CA 91603

Phone: (818) 769-4200 

Mon. – Thurs. 12 pm–5pm 
Fri. 12 pm–6 pm

wEST SACRAMEnTO BRAnCH 
3775 Industrial Blvd. 

West Sacramento, CA 95799

Toll Free: (800) 300-7053

Mon.–Thur. 9 am–5 pm 
Fri. 9 am–6 pm
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branch #2902 Officers shOP steWarD list

PRESIDENT

• Ray Hill  

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

• Paul Drapkin  

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

• James Perryman  

VICE PRESIDENT

• Alex Lopez  

TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY

• Dan Gorman 

RECORDING SECRETARY

• Laura Rowe 

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES

• Bev Sucich 

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE

• Chris Alessi 

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER

• Joe Gutierrez 

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE

• Mary Stanley 

SGT.-AT-ARMS

• Bob Golden 

TRUSTEES:

• Greg Gaddis 

• David Hyman 

• Louie Rodriguez 

• Frank Salazar  

• Walter Williams  

WEBMASTER

• Larry Orcutt 

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.  Greg Gaddis  

Chatsworth Chief S.S.  Angel Hale  

Fillmore Chief S.S.  Call Office  

Moorpark Chief S.S.  Lori Stewart  

No. Hollywood Chief S.S.  Louie Rodriguez  

Chandler  Greg Gaddis  

Laurel Canyon  Louie Rodriguez  

Studio City  Greg Gaddis 

Valley Village  Louie Rodriguez  

Northridge Chief S.S.  Onofre Varela  

Porter Ranch  Onofre Varela  

Ojai Chief S.S.  Philip Navarro  

Oxnard Chief S.S.  Johnny Boyd  

 Kathi Albritten  

 Pablo Galvan  

Pacoima Chief S.S.  Lorie Moore  

Reseda Chief S.S.  Call Office  

San Fernando Chief S.S.  James Perryman  

M.C.A.  James Perryman  

North Hills  Albert Reyes  

Sylmar / Main Office  Martin Diaz  

 Robert Tracy  

Santa Paula Chief S.S  Marcos Aldrete  

Simi Valley Chief S.S.  Sandra Dearborn  

 Dan Cabrera 

Mt. McCoy Station S.S. Sal Lopez  

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S.  Alex Lopez  

 Walter Williams  

 Mary Stanley  

Newbury Park S.S. Alex Lopez  

Ventura Chief S.S.  Laura Rowe  

East Ventura S.S. Laura Rowe  

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.  Nilo Gatus  

 Manny Gonzalez 
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 seP 20 Regular Branch Meeting 7:00pm 
   Union Hall - Chatsworth 
   Dinner served 6:00pm 
   Please note new date per by-laws change
 seP 20 Retiree Lunch 11:00am 
   Golden Panda - Simi Valley 
   1825 Madera Rd.
Oct  4 Executive Board Meeting 6:00pm 
   Executive Council Meeting 7:00pm 
   Please note new date per by-laws change
 Oct  8 Columbus Day-Holiday
Oct 16 Retiree Lunch 11:00am 
   HomeTown Buffet - West Hills
   Please note new day of luncheon  
   is tuesday
 Oct 18 Regular Branch Meeting 7:00pm 
   Union Hall - Chatsworth 
   Snacks served 6:00pm 
   Please note new date per by-laws change
 nOV 1 Executive Board Meeting 6:00pm 
   Executive Council Meeting 7:00pm 
   Please note new date per by-laws change
nOV 6 election Day - be sure to VOte!
 nOV 11 Veterans Day
 nOV 12 Veterans Day - Holiday
 nOV 15 Regular Branch Meeting 7:00pm 
   Union Hall-Chatsworth 
   Dinner served 6:00pm 
   Please note new date per by-laws change
nOV 20  Retiree Lunch 11:00am 
   Golden Panda - Simi Valley 
   1825 Madera Rd.
   Please note new day of luncheon  
   is tuesday

Calendar of Events
The AIDS walk 

Los Angeles 
is coming up  

Sunday, October 21, 2018.

The USPS is a Corporate Sponsor and 
encourages all members to participate by 

either walking or sponsoring 
someone on the 10 Kilometer walk! 

In Hollywood starting at 10 a.m.

                                                 David Hyman, Retiree out of North Hills 
will be walking in case you’d

like to sponsor a Branch 2902 member.

For walk forms or more info, call 
(213) 201-WALK or visit their web site at

www.aidswalk.net

BEV SUCICH
Will be serving Dinner at the  
September Union Meeting
Dinner starts at 6:00pm



Proudly rePresenting: AgourA, ArletA, cAlAbAsAs, chAtsworth, fillmore, grAnAdA hills, mission hills, moorPArk,  
newbury PArk, north hills, north hollywood, northridge, ojAi, oxnArd, PAcoimA, Port hueneme, resedA, sAn fernAndo,  

sAntA PAulA, simi VAlley, sylmAr, thousAnd oAks, VenturA, westlAke And woodlAnd hills
member: los  Angeles federAtion of lAbor, Afl-cio member: tri-counties centrAl lAbor council, Afl-cio
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Branch 2902
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Thursday, Thursday, Thursday
By Ray Hill, President

I started attending Branch 2902 Shop Steward  
meetings and general membership meetings in  
1990 when I became a Steward in the North Hollywood 
office. Our Steward meetings were always held on the  

first Tuesday of every month and our general member-
ship meetings were always held on the third Tuesday of  
every month.

As you all know, Tuesday is probably the heaviest days 
for Carriers as it is always a coverage day. Also, many  
holidays fall on Monday and when Tuesday falls after a  
holiday the Carriers’ workload is horrific. It is extremely  
difficult to make it to meetings on Tuesdays when you  
are exhausted after working 10 hours or more. Earlier  
this year I proposed a branch by-laws change to move our 
Steward meetings to the first Thursday of every month and 
our general membership meetings to the third Thursday of 
every month. My intent in making this change was to have 
our Steward and general membership meetings on one of 
the historically lighter delivery days, Thursday, in the hopes 
of increasing attendance at our meetings and seeing some 
new faces in the Union Hall. We recently voted in favor of our 
proposed by-laws changes so, as of September, our meet-
ings are now on Thursdays. We have only had two general 
membership meetings since the change and so far I have yet 
to see an increase in attendance at our meetings and also 
have yet to see many new faces here on Thursdays.

Branch retiree Dan Perrigo attends many of our branch 
meetings and after our September meeting Dan voiced  
his displeasure to me over our meeting night change.  
While talking to me, Dan brought up Thursday Night Foot-
ball (TNF), saying that would be enough to keep attendance 
at our meetings down. I am a big football fan and to be  
honest with you I didn’t even consider TNF when I proposed 
the change. However, I am sorry Dan, I really don’t believe 
that is enough to keep members away from our meetings. 
TNF ends with the regular NFL season in late December,  
so we shall see if Dan’s theory holds water at our branch 
meeting in January.

Is it Ignorance or Apathy?
There’s an old joke that goes something like this: Two 

guys are sitting in a high school auditorium, listening to the  
principal give the welcoming speech for the year. The  
principal says, “The two greatest dangers that students face 
are ignorance and apathy.” One of the students turns to  
his friend and asks, “Hey, what is ignorance and what is  
apathy?’” The other student, bored and restless and wanting 
to get the hell out of the auditorium says, “I don’t know and  
I don’t care.”

One of the definitions of apathy in my old Merriam-Web-
ster dictionary is, “lack of interest or concern: indifference”.  
When I look around at our branch meetings I see the same 
faces every month, with a mixture of the same active carriers 
and the same retired carriers. Where are all the new faces 
in the crowd that I was hoping to see when we changed 
our meetings to Thursday? Are they ignorant of the fact that  
our meetings are no longer on Tuesday but are now on 
Thursday? Are they home watching TNF or NBA basketball? 
Or do they simply not care enough to come to meetings 
to learn more about their jobs and current contractual and 
political issues that can greatly affect their livelihoods?  
Are they ignorant or apathetic or are they really too busy to 
make it to meetings? Well, I don’t know the reason but I do 
care, that’s for sure. Hopefully, once the word is out about our 
change of meeting nights we will see a spike in attendance 
at our meetings and will see some new faces in the crowd. 
To be continued. 

2019Happy  
     New Year!
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Pictured above is Rick Saher as he receives his 35-Year 
Union Pin presented by Bev Sucich, Director of Retirees, at 
the Retiree Luncheon.

Why Do You Think They are Called “Accountables”?
I thought we were done with this issue but I still am hear-

ing about offices with no registry Clerks to clear carriers in 
the PM. One thing that really aggravates me is when I hear  
stories of offices where there are no accountable Clerks 
available to clear the carriers in the PM, so instead of wait-
ing at the registry cage for a Clerk to clear them prop-
erly, the Carriers simply leave their arrow keys and other  
accountable items (registered mail, COD Items, cash or 
checks) sitting somewhere to be “cleared” later when the 
Clerk finally gets to it. If an arrow key or a registered item 
or cash or anything else goes missing and you left the  
item sitting somewhere without being properly cleared  
because a clearing Clerk was not available, guess who 
will be held “accountable” for that item? That’s right, you  
will be held accountable. Why do you think they are called 
“accountable” items and why do you think they require  
your signature when you take possession of them?  
Because you, and you alone, are responsible for those items 
once you take possession of them and sign your name on the 
dotted line.

Section 116.1 of Handbook M-39 reads as follows:
116.1 Scheduling Clerks in a Delivery Unit
Schedule distribution Clerks in a unit with decentralized 
distribution so that service standards will be met and an 
even flow of mail will be provided to the carriers each 
day throughout the year. Schedule the accountable 
Clerk to avoid delaying the Carriers’ departures in 
the morning and for clearance of Carriers on their 
return to the office (emphasis added).

Management has a contractual obligation to schedule  
accountable Clerks to “avoid delaying the Carriers’  
departures in the morning and for clearance of Carriers  
on their return to office”. We should make sure that  
Management complies with this provision of the Handbook 
M-39 and when they do not, we must grieve the violations  
as they occur. If Management in your office is failing to  
provide an accountable Clerk to clear the Carriers on their 
return to the office, please notify your Steward immediately 
or phone us here at the Union office. I’ve heard horror stories 
of Carriers being forced to pay for accountable items that 
were never properly cleared and “went missing.” Don’t be 
a fool; be sure that you properly clear all of your account-
able items each and every day. If you have to wait for a  
clearing Clerk, then wait. I guarantee you that once  
Management starts paying Carriers at the Overtime or  
Penalty Overtime rate for waiting in a line for a clearing Clerk 
to appear, they will start providing one promptly.

Ron Watson 
Congratulations to Ron Watson on his up-coming  

retirement from his position of NALC National Director of  
Retired Members. Ron has served in that position since 2013 
and prior to serving NALC in that role, Ron was the Assistant 
to the President for Workers’ Compensation.

Ron is an expert on the Office of Workers’ Compensa-
tion (OWCP) rules and regulations and during the almost  
13 years that I have been a full time officer for Branch 2902,  
I have sought and received his advice and guidance on  
many OWCP issues. I know that NALC wants the local 
branches to honor the “chain of command” and not go  
directly to the resident NALC officers at headquarters with 
their questions or for advice. Well, allow me to confess  
that I have bypassed the chain of command on many  
occasions during the past 13 years and gone directly to  
Ron for answers to complicated OWCP questions that I  
knew only he would be able to answer. I bypassed the  
chain of command with no intent to disrespect anyone else 
in the NALC but there are certain questions that I knew only 
Ron would be able to answer, so I cut to the chase and went 
directly to him. I am pleased to say that Ron never once 
chastised me for failing to follow the chain of command  
protocol; to the contrary Ron has always been prompt and 
obliging whenever I have reached out to him and almost  
always responded to my emails on the same day I contacted 
him. Ron is truly one of the brilliant minds serving NALC at  
the headquarters level and he will be sorely missed by 
us here in Branch 2902. Good luck Ron and thanks for all  
your help and advice over the years. May you enjoy many 
happy, healthy years of retirement bliss. Until next time,  
congratulations to all of our many recent branch retirees  
as well. 
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Stepping on Another’s Toes!
By Paul Drapkin, Executive Vice President

So whose toes am i referring to? mostly i am referring 
to our senior Vice President james Perryman who has 
one of the most difficult jobs in the branch; asking you 
to voluntarily give more money from your paycheck for 

political activity to the letter carrier Political fund (lcPf). As 
the branch’s LCPF official “arm twister,” James does a great 
job at the meetings and in his article’s enforcing the importance 
of what the LCPF means to all of us and the future of our jobs. 
keep in mind that not one penny of your union dues money is 
used to support any political endeavor.

However persuasive his words may be, they are not turning 
into the kinds of numbers ($$$) that we will need to see if we  
expect our representatives in dc to pay attention to us and 
our requests for legislation that is favorable to the Postal  
service and the need to continue insuring the sanctity of our 
jobs. However, I believe that James may have just received 
some much needed help in cultivating new recruits for the army 
that we continue to need in the future to help fund the lcPf. 
That help would be in the form of the President of the United 
States, Donald J. Trump! What? Who? Are you kidding me?  
I know you think I might be messing with you, but I am  
hopeful that with the President’s new Delivering Government 
solutions in the 21st century reform Plan and reorganizing  
recommendations it will inspire all of you to actually dig a 
few bucks out of that collectively bargained for paycheck of 
yours and give through payroll deductions a minimum of $5.00  
per paycheck to help insure your job into the future.

for those of you who have not had the time or inclination to 
have actually read the Presidents recommendations, for the first 
time in my sort of cloudy memory, the President of the united 
states of America is recommending that the Postal service  
become privatized. He is not insinuating this thought, he is  
actually committing that idea to writing in his proposals. the 
reform and recommendation plan states in relevant part; “This 
proposal would restructure the United States Postal System to 
return it to a sustainable business model or prepare it for future 
conversion from a Government agency into a privately-held 
corporation. Like many European nations, the United States 
could privatize its postal operator while maintaining strong 
regulatory oversight to ensure fair competition and reason-
able prices for customers. The President’s Task Force on the 
United States Postal System will make recommendations on 
reforms towards this goal in August 2018. “The private opera-

tion would be incentivized to innovate and improve services to 
Americans in every community”. What this knucklehead has left 
out is that the Postal Service already is a sustainable business 
model. The only thing holding the Postal Service from being 
in the black year after year is the crushing burden of having to 
pre-fund the retiree health plan years into the future required by  
 Congress back when “W” was the President. If it was not for that  
burden, which CAN be rectified by Congress if they were to get 
off their lazy duffs and actually do something, the Postal Service 
could continue to provide the best Postal Service in the world 
at the most reasonable prices anywhere. Instead, slanderous 
assertions about the unsustainability of the Postal Service are 
intertwined in the reform plan instead of offering the chance 
for legislation that would relieve the burden of the pre-funding 
requirement. Now THAT would be a recommendation that we 
could get behind.

Additionally, the recommendation included language that 
states; “A privatized Postal Service would have a substantially 
lower cost structure, be able to adapt to changing customer  
needs and make business decisions free from political  
interference, and have access to private capital markets to fund 
operational improvements without burdening taxpayers. The 
private operation would be incentivized to innovate and improve 

Pictured above is branch Trustee Greg Gaddis as he  
accepts his 40-Year Union Pin at the October Union  
Meeting. Thanks for all your years of loyal dedication Greg.
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services to Americans in every community”. this language is all 
a bunch of nonsense lingo for; I want to sell off this multi-billion 
dollar, treasured American service that all Americans have equal 
access to, at uniform costs, without government interference, to 
my billion dollar corporate buddies so that they can make even 
more money at the expense of the American public. Oh yeah, 
and he threw in that nonsense about the Postal Service being 
a burden to the taxpayers. He keeps forgetting that without the 
prefunding requirement, the Postal Service has never been a 
burden to the taxpayer as we are required to be self-sustaining 
by the sale of our postage and other services. 

oh, yeah, and one more very important quote from the  
reform proposal, and the one that i would hope hits you hard 
enough that you will run to james Perryman to sign up for 
the LCPF, is where the proposal states; “A private entity would 
also have greater ability to adjust product pricing in response 
to changes in demand or operating costs. Freeing USPS to 
more fully negotiate pay and benefits rather than prescribing  
participation in costly Federal personnel benefit programs, 
and allowing it to follow private sector practices in compen-

sation and labor relations, could further reduce costs”. Once 
again, covert language for, if the united states Postal company  
was privatized then they could begin paying the employees  
a lower wage with less benefits in order to fund more  
billionaire golf resorts.

now come on. All of you are smart enough to see through 
all this reform plan and reorganization recommendations bs as 
a way to bust the unions on the wave of anti-union sentiment 
in the form of the newly handed down supreme court janus  
ruling. so in light of all that, are you are still unwilling to put 
a few bucks on the line in order to preserve what we have 
gained? Really? What is it going to take? Seeing your contrac-
tual rights actually swept away before your eyes? Seeing you go 
from making $30.16 per hour (Grade 1, step O) to $22.00 per 
hour? Perhaps $19.75 per hour? How about 2 weeks of annual 
leave instead of 5? Will that create enough angst to motivate 
you? Read the restructuring plan and let me know what you 
think. Then sign up for the LCPF. Perhaps my perspective is  
out of line. I don’t think so and in addition, let me know if  
i stepped on your toes! 

Results of NALC National Election of Officers
Here are the results, listed in ballot order. Winners are highlighted in italics. Note that voting for the regional national business 

agent offices was limited to NALC members in good standing from the respective regions:

President
— Fredric Rolando, Sarasota, FL Br. 2148: 48,977
— David Noble, Washington, DC Br. 142: 11,099

executive Vice President
— Brian Renfroe, Hattiesburg, MS Br. 938: 42,708
— Rachael Elmore, Freehold, NJ Br. 924: 16,064

Vice President 
— Lew Drass, Huntsville, AL Br. 462: 38,732
— Sara Gresham, Newport News, VA Br. 609: 19,314

secretary-treasurer
— Jerry Kerner Jr., Baltimore, MD Br. 176: 15,317
— Nicole Rhine, Lincoln, NE Br. 8: 42,981

assistant secretary-treasurer
— Paul Barner, Roswell, GA Br. 4862: 35,315
— Kathryn R. Myers, Billings, MT Br. 815: 22,153

Director of city Delivery 
— Christopher Jackson, Garden Grove, CA Br. 1100: 43,886
— Thomas A. Houff, Richmond, VA Br. 496: 13,470

Director of safety and health 
— Manuel L. Peralta Jr., Garden Grove, CA Br. 1100: 42,006
— Douglas L. Peters II, Lansing, MI Br. 122: 16,071

Director of life insurance 
— Alan Nagata, Salt Lake City, UT Br. 111: 17,889
— James W. Yates, Long Island Merged, NY Br. 6000: 39,449

Director of Health Benefit Plan
— Robert R. Brunette, Sheboygan, WI Br. 102: 14,363
— Stephanie Stewart, Central Iowa Mgd. Br. 352: 43,355

Director of retired Members 
— Daniel Toth, Lorain, OH Br. 583: 43,952
— Thomas E. Fath, Decatur, IL Br. 317: 13,047

national trustees (three positions)
— lawrence d. brown jr., los Angeles, cA br. 24: 41,832
— Michael Gill, South Florida Br. 1071: 40,170
— Carol E. Paxton, New Orleans, LA Br. 124: 27,487
— Rolando Rodriguez, Anderson, IN Br. 489: 16,029
— Mack I. Julion, Chicago Br. 11: 35,138

region 2 national business agent 
— Michael Wahlquist, Salt Lake City, UT Br. 111: 1,084
— Nick Vafiades, Longview, WA Br. 2214: 1,300

region 4 national business agent 
— Dan Versluis, Tucson, AZ Br. 704: 1,801
— Anita Lewallen, Conway, AR Br. 1592: 1,337

region 9 national business agent 
— Lynne Pendleton, Central Florida Br. 1091: 3,481
— Kenneth R. Gibbs Jr., Brunswick, GA Br. 313: 2,977
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Date _______________________     (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)
Please send instructions as to how I can compete for a scholarship 
award. I am a senior in the 2018-19 school year.

I am the                                                                              of

letter carrier  ________________________________________________
       
of Branch No. ___________  City __________________  State _______

My name is ________________________________________________

My address is_______________________________________________

City ________________________ State _____________  ZIP ________

Phone No. __________________          __________________________ 
                                                                                   Signature of branch officer       

  __________________________            __________________________
  Signature of NALC parent member             Printed name of branch officer 
 

  ______  ______  ______  ______           __________________________
   Last 4 digits of Social Security No.    Title  Date 

This form must be returned no later than December 31, 2018, to 
the NALC Scholarship Committee, 

in care of the National Association of Letter Carriers, 
100 Indiana Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20001-2144.

* Stepchildren and grandchildren are eligible if they live with 
   the letter carrier in a regular parent‑child relationship.

Eligibility
n Applicant must be the son, 
daughter or legally adopted 
child of a letter carrier NALC 
member in good standing— 
active, retired or deceased.  
Stepchildren and grandchil-
dren are eligible if they live 
with the letter carrier in a 
regular parent-child  
relationship.

n Applicant’s parent must be  
a member in good standing 
of NALC for at least one year 
prior to making application.

n Applicant must be a high 
school senior when mak-
ing application and must 
submit the form provided at 
right, signed by the NALC 
member and an officer of 
the member’s NALC branch. 
This form must be returned 
to NALC Headquarters by 
December 31, 2018.

Requirements
n All applicants must take 
the Scholastic Assessment 
Test (SAT) or the American 
College Test (ACT) in either 
their junior or senior year. A 
copy of the official scores 
from the administering or-
ganization must be received 
at NALC Headquarters by 
midnight, March 31, 2019. 
(Computer-generated print-
outs of test scores will not 
be accepted.)

n All biographical question-
naires and secondary school 
reports must be received at 
NALC Headquarters by mid-
night, March 31, 2019.

Regulations
n Scholarship is to be used 
toward pursuing undergradu-

ate degree at an accredited 
college of recipient’s choice.

n Winners may accept other 
college scholarship assis-
tance in addition to the NALC 
award.

n Any change of schools 
or course of study must be 
done only with the permis-
sion of the NALC Scholar-
ship Committee.

n A transcript of grades 
must be forwarded to the 
committee at the end of 
each school year.

n If winner suffers certified se-
rious illness, scholarship will 
be held in abeyance for not 
more than one year.

n If unusual conditions are 
going to require an inter-
ruption in schooling, recipi-
ent must state reason(s) in 
writing to the Scholarship 
Committee and request that 
the scholarship be held in 
abeyance. Request(s) will be 
reviewed by the Committee 
and a decision rendered.

n If the NALC member is sus-
pended by his/her local NALC 
branch or enters supervision, 
scholarship will be cancelled.

Terms of awards
n The official scholarship 
judges will award one Wil-
liam C. Doherty Scholarship 
in each of the five USPS 
Regions and one John T. 
Donelon Scholarship. Win-
ners are judged on the basis 
of secondary school records, 
personal qualifications and 
test scores. As in the past, 
the scholarship judges will 
consist of experienced per-
sons in the educational field. 
Decisions of the judges will 
be final.

n Doherty Scholarship awards 
will be $4,000 per year and the 
Donelon Scholarship award 
will be $1,000 per year. Each 
scholarship is renewable 
for three consecutive years 
thereafter providing the winner 
maintains satisfactory grades. 
Award money will be depos-
ited annually with the college. 
It will be credited to the win-
ner’s account to be drawn 
upon under the rules and 
regulations which the college 
has established for handling 
scholarship funds. Award 
money is to be used for re-
quired college fees, including 
room and board and transpor-
tation fees.

n Children of NALC national  
officers are not eligible. 

In honor of NALC’s 
president from 1941 
to 1962, the Wil-
liam C. Doherty 
Scholarship Fund 
will again award five 
$4,000 scholarships to 
children of members 
in good standing. The 
John T. Donelon 
Scholarship Fund 
will award one schol-
arship in honor of 
Donelon, longtime 
NALC assistant to the 
president. Applicants 
must be high school 
seniors and must 
meet all of the follow-
ing eligibility criteria 
to be considered.

&

r  active 
r  retired
r  deceased

r  daughter                 r  son
r  *stepdaughter       r  *stepson
r  *granddaughter    r  *grandson

Deadline: This form must be returned to NALC Headquarters no later than December 31, 2018.

 (or spouse if deceased)

DOHERTY           DONELON 
SCHOLARSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
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Your Family is Counting on it
By Mary Stanley, Assistant Health Benefits Officer

Once again open season is upon us. this year it is  
scheduled from November 12, 2018 through  
December 10, 2018, and as many of you can already 
guess, the premiums will go up. by how much is not 

known at the time of the writing of this article. There is one thing 
that is certain!! The NALC Health Benefits Plan has always tried 
to keep the premiums from rising to a minimum compared to 
the other FEHB Plans (Federal Employees Health Benefit).  

The OPM’s (Office of Personal Management) Plan  
Comparison Tool is a very informative tool that is available to us 
all. you can compare your health plan with three other plans. All 
four plans show up side-by-side on the same page. According 
to the OPM website, the 2019 plan information will be avail-
able on the “Plan Comparison Tool” beginning the first full week 
of November. That is one week before Open Season. I know 
I’ll be checking this out just to know how high the other HBP  
premiums will go up for 2019. I will have an update on the 2019 

premiums available at the Union Meeting on November 15th.  
i cannot stress enough how important it is to do the research 

in comparing the hbP against your own. As we get older, many 
of us are realizing how important our plans are in covering our 
medical needs. so, if your plan is not meeting your medical 
needs, then maybe it’s time for a change. I encourage those of 
you who are not enrolled in our nAlc hbP to research our plan.

if you have any questions, please contact joe gutierrez or 
myself and we will do our best to answer them. If we don’t 
know the answer, we will get you the answer. You can also  
access our NALC HBP website at www.nalchbp.org/. The OPM 
Plan Comparison Tool is available to compare 2018 plans at  
www.opm.gov/healthcare-insurance/healthcare/plan- 
information/compare-plans/ .

Wishing you all a healthy and safe gobble, gobble Thanksgiving 
and a very merry and joyous holiday season filled with love and 
peace, and a bright happy new year. God Bless Us All.

Pictured above are several Tri-Valley NALC members who 
participated in the October 8th rally to remind everyone 
that the Postal Service is not for sale.

Letter Carrier Political Fund
By making a contribution to the Letter Carrier Political 

fund, you are doing so voluntarily with the understanding 
that your contribution is not a condition of membership in 
the national Association of letter carriers or of employ-
ment by the Postal Service, nor is it part of Union dues. You 
have a right to refuse to contribute without any reprisal. The 
letter carrier Political fund will use the money it receives 
to contribute to candidates for federal office and undertake 
other political spending as permitted by law. Your selection 
shall remain in full force and effect until cancelled. Contri-
butions to the Letter Carrier Political Fund are not deduct-
ible for federal income tax purposes. Federal law prohibits 
the Letter Carrier Political Fund from soliciting contributions 
from individuals who are not NALC members, executive 
and administrative staff or their families. Any contribution 
received from such an individual will be refunded to that 
contributor. Federal law requires us to use our best efforts 
to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation 
and name of employer of individuals whose contributions 
exceed $200 per calendar year. Any guideline amount is 
merely a suggestion, and an individual is free to contribute 
more or less than the guideline suggests and the union will 
not favor or disadvantage anyone by reason of the amount 
of their contribution or their decision not to contribute.
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Extra Cash with Hospital Plus
By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative

Hospital Plus is a great way to receive extra cash when 
you are confined to a hospital. the mbA will pay you 
up to $100 per day when you are in the hospital.  
This confinement could also be a legally operated  

institution, sanitarium or clinic having accommodations for  
resident bed patients. 

Insurance coverage pays you $30, $50, $75, or $100 per 
day based on your choice of coverage. Since this money is  
not considered income, it is not subject to federal income tax. 
every cent is yours to spend the way you want to spend it.  
The children’s coverage is 60% of the adults, $18, $30, $45,  
or $60 per day. Insurance pays when the children are  
unmarried, legal children under the age of 19 years living with 
the insured or under the age of 24 and a full time student.

There is no medical exam required, and to claim benefits  
there is just one short claim form page and the required  
attaching of a copy of the hospital bill. Hospital Plus will pay  
any claim up to 365 days, that could be an adult benefit  
amount of $36,500, ranging from $210 to $700 for a full week’s 
stay associated with an accident, illness, surgery, or other  
acceptable conditions.

when an accident or illness requires a return to the hospital, 
hospital Plus will continue. returns that occur within six months 
for the same or related cause are covered up to policy’s limit  
of 365 days. Stays that are separated by six months from an 
earlier event, even if related to the same cause, are considered 
new, and the 365 days starts counting over.

for pre-existing conditions, hospital Plus will start paying  
benefits for the covered person once they have gone 
12 consecutive months, or one year from the time the policy be-
came effective for the insured without any further treatment 
or medical advice. 

some examples of how you can use the  
benefits are to pay for: travel to and from the  
hospital, childcare, medical costs not covered by  
health insurance, co-pays and deductibles, legal 
fees, relative and guests offering their support 
staying at your home, long distance calls and gifts 
to comfort them also. All these things could add 
up to a lot of extra expense. 

Pregnancy is a covered benefit by Hospital Plus plan  
provided the policy was in effect before the start of the  
pregnancy. With the family coverage, the newborn will be  
included on the 16th day following the birth.

Mammography is also a covered benefit, upon the referral of  
a physician, nurse practitioner, or certified nurse midwife 
providing care to the covered person and operating within  
the scope of practice for breast cancer screening or diagnos-
tic purposes. Hospital Plus will pay up to $100 for a baseline  
mammogram for women ages 35 to 39. Women 40 to 49  
inclusive, every two years or more frequently based on the  
physician’s recommendation, and a mammogram every year  
for women 50 years and older.

Payroll deductions make it easy to pay the premiums or you 
can be billed monthly or even yearly. The premiums are as low 
as $1.95 bi-weekly. The MBA is non-profit organization with  
no sales agents to pay commissions so they pass on the  
savings to the members. You can keep your policy as long  
as you like regardless of the benefits you received or future 
health conditions. 

Dividends on the premiums are paid to you after your  
anniversary date each year. There is a 30-day no-risk  
agreement. If you are not satisfied for any reason, all you have 
to do is return your policy for a full refund.

In closing, I want to give thanks to all our Union Officers for 
all hard work they do all year in keeping our Union Strong and 
helping all our letter carriers.  

Have a Very Happy Thanksgiving and a Very Merry  
christmas. in solidarity Always, 
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Safety Depends On Me
by Albert Reyes, San Fernando Shop Steward

Have you noticed management’s attempt to bring  
awareness on safety issues? Both in the office and 
on the street, they’re done daily, if not weekly through 
stand ups or safety talks. Topics include dog bite pre-

vention, bending at the knees, hazardous materials and proper  
hydration. This isn’t anything new as it is management’s  
responsibility to promote safety. As per EL-801 1-7, “Sched-
uled safety talks are intended to promote safety awareness. All  
line-supervisors are required to conduct safety talks at least 
once a week with their employee groups.” 

What about safety talks or awareness of outdated vehicles? 
Or scanners? Or satchels? All three are necessary for the work 
we do on a daily basis. As carriers we depend on the Postal 
Service to supply us with the right equipment to do our job.  
As per M-41 141, “All necessary equipment and supplies  
required will be furnished by the U.S. Postal Service.” Is  
management supplying you with the right equipment to do  
your job? Are we holding management accountable if  
equipment or supplies are not being furnished? Or do we  
believe the answer they give and move on?

One might ask how a scanner can be a safety issue? We all 
have received safety texts throughout the day on our scanners, 
correct? On top of the annoying scan, 15 pieces of flats first 
then letters messages, management has been able to add dog 
warning alerts specific to the addresses on the routes. If the 
scanners are not working properly, we may miss a dog hazard 
alert as we approach a home with a safety issue. what happens  
when you tell management your scanner isn’t working  
properly? there are forms, codes, and functions for every-
thing we do at the Post Office, but when it comes to properly  
submitting a scanner issue, we don’t create a paper trail.  
Without that, It’s all verbal.

Other than route inspection week, are you performing the 
daily routine inspection on your vehicle? This is our responsibil-
ity. We must make a daily safety check of our assigned vehicle 
as outlined in Notice 76, the Expanded Vehicle Safety Check. 
This is to be done before leaving the Post Office parking lot or 
garage. Use PS Form 4565, Vehicle Repair Tag, to report all  
mechanical defects, failures, and vehicle damage to your  
Supervisor. Sign and date the form and keep a copy for your  
records. If the issue doesn’t get repaired then complete  

PS Form 4707 DO NOT USE tag (red tag) and tie it to the keys. 
Management has been known to give your vehicle to a CCA 
who may start later in the morning. this will eliminate that.

And last but not least, the satchel. Ever had a broken  
shoulder strap? Tried tying it together with rubber bands or 
worse advo straps? have you called management to report a 
busted satchel strap only be told to do your best, keep go-
ing, but make it back before 6pm? Of course! So what do you 
do? Well, to put this back on management, ELM 811.2 states,  
“It is the responsibility of management to provide safe and 
healthful working conditions in all postal owned and post-
al leased installations. Educate all employees in safe work  
practices, and ensure that all employees work safely. Safety is 
an integral part of all managers’ responsibilities.”

so in other words, yes, safety depends on us, and it is our 
responsibility to notify management of any potential safety  
hazards. It is still managements’ responsibility to provide a safe 
and healthy condition so that all employees are safe. do you 
know where your PS Form 1767’s are in your office? What 
are PS Form 1767s? You do not need to be a safety captain 
or part of a safety committee to report an unsafe condition. 
PS Form 1767 can be filled out anonymously. This can be a 
leaking faucet, busted light bulb or anything deemed a safety 
hazard. see your shop steward to follow up with any safety 
concerns you may have. 

As always be safe out there. Download the NALC app if you 
haven’t done so already!

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of Tri-Valley  
Branch 2902 (Chatsworth, California) of the National  
Association of letter carriers. All opinions expressed are 
those of the individual author(s) and do not necessarily  
reflect the opinions of the NALC or its officers. The Mail Bag 
News welcomes articles and letters to the editor; however 
the editorial staff of The Mail Bag News assumes complete 
authority to decide which letters are presented for publica-
tion. Anonymous articles are not accepted. Permission is 
hereby granted to re-print articles. We just ask that you give 
the author and the publication appropriate credit.
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Politics Ahead
By David Hyman, Branch 2902 Trustee & Political Liaison  

I was part of the delegation of Tri-Valley Branch 2902  
delegates to the NALC’s 71st Convention in Detroit,  
Michigan. We started the convention off by distributing cop-
ies of the Mail Bag News, a publication that was recognized 

with three awards at the convention. we attend the convention  
for a minimum of five hours a day, plus we have the option of 
attending numerous workshops before and after the general  
body. I attended workshops on branch trustee training,retire-
ment decisions, organizing, activism, legislative and political agenda.  

The convention itself consisted of numerous speakers  
on postal issues and having the body discuss and vote on 
numerous proposed resolutions and amendments. there is a 
whole lot going on behind the scenes that will eventually affect 
our health and welfare both financially and potentially through 
our medical coverage’s. 

In July, there were a couple of key pieces of legislation in 
the House. HR 6147, the McHenry amendment, included a 
poison pill to prohibit the USPS from future business decisions  
including postal banking. The USPS needs to be able to explore 
other options to raise revenue and fortunately this bill came 
up short losing with 201 yes votes to 212 votes in opposition  
to it.  All of the members of Congress representing our area 
voted in opposition to this restrictive bill including Steve Knight.  
Hopefully he voted the right way not because it is an election 
year but he finally understands the nonpartisan agenda we’ve 
been pursuing.  

the nAlc had stephen lynch of massachusetts and  
Rodney Davis of Illinois introduce HR 993 to be proactive in 
the battle to save the Postal Service from privatization. The  
resolution reads as follows: Expressing the sense of the House 
of Representatives that Congress should take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that the USPS remains an independent  
establishment of the Federal Government and is not subject to 
privatization. We all need to contact our member of Congress 
and have them cosign house resolution 993 to preserve the 
Postal Service as it is today. To do otherwise would jeopar-
dize your present or future retirement and potentially displace  
current employees, of which around 25% are veterans. As of 
the writing of this article, there are 231 co-sponsors of this 
 bi-partisan resolution. A privatized Postal Service would lead to 

lower wages for workers and removal of the universal mandate 
leading to higher cost for those in rural and small towns across 
the country.

the u.s. senate confirmed two nominations to the Postal 
service board of governors, and President trump announced 
his intent to nominate two other individuals to the board  
August 28. The Senate confirmed Robert M. Duncan, a  
Kentucky resident, and David C. Williams, an Illinois resident. 
President trump nominated duncan and williams last fall.  
on August 28th, President trump announced his intent to  
nominate Ron A. Bloom, a New York resident, and Roman  
martinez iV, a florida resident.

The USPS Board of Governors acts much like a board 
of directors, conducting long-range planning and setting  
strategic policies, among other duties. under current law, the 
board is intended to be comprised of nine governors and the 
Postmaster general and deputy Postmaster general.

Earlier this summer, a group supported by the L.A.  
Federation of Labor had a convergence on climate change. The 
“Labor Network for Sustainability” (LNS) met at a local union 
hall in los Angeles. the convergence was an opportunity for  
labor, environmentalist and social justice advocates to strategize  
together on ways to protect workers and communities in  
shifting to a climate-safe economy. Organized Labor needs to 
be at the table for “Climate Change” or we’ll be on the menu. 
Labor’s involvement in the 1970 Earth Day movement led to the 
nixon administration implementing the ePA & the clean Air Act. 
Climate Change is real and effects our profession greatly. I’m 
sure you all have noticed the longer periods of extreme heat and 
we no longer have a deadly fire season, it is now year round.  
For further info on (LNS) go to www.labor4sustainability.org

Thanks again to all who joined the Branch at one or both 
dodger games we attended this season. my wife and i again led 
the USPS team in the Aids Walk Los Angeles event on October 
21st. Thank you to all who sponsored us at the event.

Labor supported Katie Hill for Congress in Congressional 
District 25. Labor campaigned in two locations in the district. 
One in Santa Clarita and one in Palmdale. I want to thank all of 
those who participated.
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For the Good Life
By Bev Sucich, Director of Retirees

I welcome all the retirees, newly-retired and veteran retirees 
alike to Branch 2902 Luncheons. I can not believe how  
fast time goes. I did not write an article for the September/
October 2018 of Mail Bag News.

We only had three retirees who received their membership 
pins at the last few luncheons. Ron Erb from Woodland Hills 
received his 25-Year Pin, Rick Seher from Mission Hills (MCA) 
received his 35-Year Pin, and Rodolfo Garcia from Ventura  
received his 50-Year Gold Card. Congratulations to all of you 
for your yeArs of serVice And your membershiP.

June was dark — there was no luncheon.

Raffle winners in July: 
sue degenhardt dave nicholson
ralph esparza dan Perego 
Bob Golden Larry Quintanilla
Raffle winners in August:
ralph esparza dan Perego 
dennis graham john mendez 
Joe Majzel 

Raffle winners in September:
chris Alessi  ed smith 
dave nicholson bev sucich (me, yAy!) 
Robert Schroeder Harry Wilson

Please donate to the letter carrier Political fund (lcPf). 
there is an important election coming up and we need the  
support from those running for office. Check your district as to 
who will support our letter carriers and all Postal employees. 

The Director of Retired Members at the national level, Ron 
watson, has retired from his position and the new director of 
Retired Members is Daniel Toth.  

There will be no luncheon in December and on January 15, 
2019, our retiree luncheon will be held at Hometown Buffet. We 
have permanently changed the retiree luncheons to the third 
thursdAy of the month. i am telling you in advance and it will 
be announced in all upcoming Mail Bag News editions.

Hope everyone has a safe and Happy Thanksgiving and a 
great December holiday. Stay safe and healthy.

treasurer’s report
8/18/18-9/17/18

General account
Previous Balance $102,293.18
receipts   $99,900.99
Sub-Total $202,194.17
Disbursements ($69,750.92)
total-on-hand $132.443.25

Payroll account
Previous Balance $102,648.16
receipts   $57,000.00
Sub-Total $159,648.16
Disbursements ($26,189.49)
total-on-hand $133,458.67

convention fund
Checking Acct #7 .15% rate-USPS-C.U.   $17,245.67
total of convention fund   $17,245.67

contingency fund
C.D. 6mos .747% rate-Premier C.U.-#1 $86,295.84
C.D. 6mos .648% rate-Premier C.U.-#2 $11,689.40
C.D. (1) year 1.094% rate Premier C.U.- #3 $108,257.31
MM Cert #21 26wks .25% rate-USPS-CU $24,512.53
MM Cert #18 26wks .25% rate-USPS-CU $22,799.85
MM Cert # 19 26wks .25% rate-USPS-CU  $67,060.68
MM Checking # 8 26wks .15% rate-USPS-CU $45,989.12
C.D. 6mos .380% Priority One C.U. $33,448.05
shares acct usPs-cu             $7.11
total of contingency fund $400,590.89

retiree fund     $4,986.98

daniel A. gorman 
financial secretary-treasurer
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Greetings brothers & sisters,  
As of June 5, all NALC  

priority resolutions now have a bipartisan majority of 
congress supporting them. with that milestone met, 

it is highly unlikely that some in Congress might try to use the 
legislative process to cut them.

retirees lunch
RAFFLE AT 12:30

nOVeMber
Where: golden Panda 
 1825 Madera. Rd., simi Valley
When: Tuesday, November 20, 2018
Time: 11am to 1pm

DeceMber
Where: HomeTown Buffet, Fallbrook Mall 
 6633 Fallbrook Ave.,West Hills
When: Tuesday, December 18, 2018
Time:  11am to 1pm

WANTED
Your clean, gently used or brand new, unwanted 

Postal uniforms. New CCA Carriers are in need. 
Please help by donating your excess uniforms to  
the Union Hall, where they will be distributed to  

new fellow union member CCAs.  
Your Shop Steward can help with details.

CANCELLED
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Moving Forward 
TogETHEr

If you work for, or are retired from the USPS 
call (877) 337-2728, visit any of our convenient 
branches or join online at www.postcitycu.org.

Minimum $300 monthly direct deposit required into ExpressPay Checking to waive 
monthly fee. Please visit www.postcitycu.org for complete rates and terms.

Serving Postal workers for over 85 Years
•   Get Paid Two Days Early! Your USPS paycheck 

delivered to you TWO DAYS EARLY with direct deposit

•   Low Auto Loan Rates with 100% financing 

• FREE Checking and Visa® Debit Card

•  Over 30,000 Fee-FREE ATMs

•  FREE Mobile and Online Banking with Bill Pay

•   5,300+ Shared Branches

•   Platinum Visa® with no annual Fees  
and FREE Rewards

•   Mortgage and Home Equity Loans

LOnG BEACH BRAnCH 
8169 East Wardlow Rd. 
Long Beach, CA 90808

Toll Free: (877) 337-2728 

Mon., Tues., Thurs. 9 am–5 pm
Wed. 8 am–5 pm
Fri. 9 am–6 pm

nORTH HOLLywOOD BRAnCH 
11304 Chandler Blvd. 

North Hollywood, CA 91603

Phone: (818) 769-4200 

Mon. – Thurs. 12 pm–5pm 
Fri. 12 pm–6 pm

wEST SACRAMEnTO BRAnCH 
3775 Industrial Blvd. 

West Sacramento, CA 95799

Toll Free: (800) 300-7053

Mon.–Thur. 9 am–5 pm 
Fri. 9 am–6 pm
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branch #2902 Officers shOP steWarD list

PRESIDENT

• Ray Hill  

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

• Paul Drapkin  

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

• James Perryman  

VICE PRESIDENT

• Alex Lopez  

TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY

• Dan Gorman 

RECORDING SECRETARY

• Laura Rowe 

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES

• Bev Sucich 

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE

• Chris Alessi 

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER

• Joe Gutierrez 

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE

• Mary Stanley 

SGT.-AT-ARMS

• Bob Golden 

TRUSTEES:

• Greg Gaddis 

• David Hyman 

• Louie Rodriguez 

• Frank Salazar  

• Walter Williams  

WEBMASTER

• Larry Orcutt 

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.  Greg Gaddis  

Chatsworth Chief S.S.  Angel Hale  

Fillmore Chief S.S.  Call Office  

Moorpark Chief S.S.  Lori Stewart  

No. Hollywood Chief S.S.  Louie Rodriguez  

Chandler  Greg Gaddis  

Laurel Canyon  Louie Rodriguez  

Studio City  Greg Gaddis 

Valley Village  Louie Rodriguez  

Northridge Chief S.S.  Onofre Varela  

Porter Ranch  Onofre Varela  

Ojai Chief S.S.  Philip Navarro  

Oxnard Chief S.S.  Johnny Boyd  

 Kathi Albritten  

 Pablo Galvan  

Pacoima Chief S.S.  Lorie Moore  

Reseda Chief S.S.  Call Office  

San Fernando Chief S.S.  James Perryman  

M.C.A.  James Perryman  

North Hills  Albert Reyes  

Sylmar / Main Office  Martin Diaz  

 Robert Tracy  

Santa Paula Chief S.S  Marcos Aldrete  

Simi Valley Chief S.S.  Sandra Dearborn  

 Dan Cabrera 

Mt. McCoy Station S.S. Sal Lopez  

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S.  Alex Lopez  

 Walter Williams  

 Mary Stanley  

Newbury Park S.S. Alex Lopez  

Ventura Chief S.S.  Laura Rowe  

East Ventura S.S. Laura Rowe  

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.  Nilo Gatus  

 Manny Gonzalez 



the Mail baG neWs
nalc branch 2902
21540 PRAIRIE STREET, # C
CHATSWORTH, CA 91311
(818) 700-9615 FAx (818) 700-9755
br2902@sbcglobal.net
www.nalcbranch2902.org

Address Service Requested

non Profit org.
u.s. PostAge

PaiD
Permit no. 41

Canoga Park, CA

 nOV 11 Veterans day

 nOV 12 Veterans day-holiday

 nOV 15 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm 
   union hall-chatsworth 
   Dinner served 6pm 
   Please note new date per by-laws change

nOV 20 retiree lunch 11am 
   golden Panda-simi Valley 
   1825 Madera Rd. 
   Please note new day of luncheon is tuesday

 nOV 22 Thanksgiving-Holiday

 Dec  2 mdA bowl-A-thon 
   Harley’s Bowl-Simi Valley

Dec   6 Executive Board Meeting 6pm 
   Executive Council Meeting 7pm 
   Please note new date per by-laws change

 Dec 18 retiree lunch 11am 
   luncheon is cancelleD

Dec 20 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm 
   union hall-chatsworth 
   Snacks served 6pm 
   Please note new date per by-laws change

 Dec 25 christmas day-holiday

 Jan  1 New Year’s Day-Holiday

Jan  3 Executive Board Meeting 6pm 
   Executive Council Meeting 7pm

Calendar of Events

BEV SUCICH
Will be serving Dinner at the  

November Union Meeting
Dinner starts at 6pm

SAvE THE DATE
nalc & MDa annual 
Deliver the Cure

Bowl-A-Thon
sunday, December 2, 2018

9 - 11:30 a.m.
sign up or see your shop steward
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